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1 Introduction
1. Introduction
The introduction chapter provides an overview about the motivation of this thesis in
section 1.1. It summarizes how fuzzy logic in combination with data warehouses might be
useful. In section 1.2, the research methodology of the thesis and fundamental question
this thesis aims to answer are depicted. An overview of the chapter structure is then
given in section 1.3. Finally, the research papers that have been published within the
study of this dissertation are summarized in section 1.4.
1.1. Motivation
Nowadays, information is an important good for enterprises. Information collected from
the business environment is often the basis for decision making. In order to gather, store
and process this information, various information systems are used. The enterprise in-
formation system map shows often numerous, heterogenous and complex information
system constellations. Often, for operational use, relational database systems are used
and for analytical purposes a data warehouse is used.
The data warehouse systems receive its data for analysis from the surrounding oper-
ational systems. Because of the complexity and the number of operational systems, the
data received by the data warehouse is heterogenous. The data has to be homogenized
in a first step before the data warehouse can further process it. After processing and
loading the data into the data warehouse, the enterprise receives a centralized view of
their business relevant information. These views in data warehouses provide different
perspectives on business critical indicators, further called facts. The perspectives can
be adapted according the need of the analysis. This adoption is realized by designing
navigation paths, further called dimensions, in the data warehouse. Dimensions allow
examining facts in different granularities and represents time, topologies and other busi-
ness interesting perspectives. This analytical view on data finally enables the enterprise
to have a more global sight on its business environment than operational systems can
provide. Therefore, data warehouses are often used as systems for decision making.
Besides positive aspects of centralized processing of business information such as de-
cision making support, difficulties occur in maintaining and analyzing data warehouses.
The amount of data that has to be processed in a data warehouse increases every day
and turns into challenging tasks for administration and analysis. Next to the problem of
high quantity, data from operational systems are often incomplete, vague or uncertain.
This quality issue can not be completely eliminated in the preprocessing stage of the
1
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data. Consequently, a certain amount of vagueness directly impacts the analysis and
decision making that is based on the information of a data warehouse.
In addition to the qualitative issues of the data entered in the data warehouse, the
interpretation of the analysis can vary depending on the background of the user. A fact
that provides a number of sales might be interpreted differently by a sales representative
or by a financial controller. This various interpretation across endusers of reports makes
it difficult to fulfill the analytical needs of an enterprise with a preferably small amount
of reports from the data warehouse. Furthermore, even if endusers interpret a fact sim-
ilarly, decision making is often vague and the consideration of a fact is approximative.
The fact is interpreted in linguistic context such as "less sales" or "higher costs" which
leads to a linguistic approximation of the fact. Standard analysis in data warehouses
can not deal with this vagueness in language and therefore limits the interpretation and
classification of data.
The theory of fuzzy sets and linguistic variables proposed by Zadeh in [Zad75a, Zad65]
can deal with vagueness, uncertainty and imprecision. In contrast to probabilistic sys-
tems, it is also optimized for interpreting the imprecision in human language and reason-
ing. Consequently, the application of fuzzy logic on data warehouse technologies might
improve the analysis of data and might lead to better decision making.
In this thesis, a fuzzy data warehouse modeling approach is presented, which allows
integration of fuzzy logic as meta tables without affecting the core of a classical data
warehouse. The essence of the approach is that meta table structure is added to a data
warehouse for classification, which enables integration of fuzzy logic in dimensions and
facts, while preserving the time-invariability of the data warehouse. Also in this thesis,
a method is presented which includes guidelines that can be used to convert a classical
warehouse into a fuzzy data warehouse. The key benefit of integrating fuzzy logic in
meta tables is that it allows analysis of data in both sharp and fuzzy manners. In addi-
tion to that, the aggregation of fuzzy logic concepts and typical operations of a classical
data warehouse are discussed for the fuzzy data warehouse. The use of the proposed
approach is demonstrated through a case study of a movie rental company, a prototype
implementation of the fuzzy data warehouse and the benefits of integrating fuzzy logic
concepts in performance measurement are illustrated.
1.2. Research Methodology
In order to address the problems stated in the motivation, a design science research
approach [HMPR04, MS95] has been chosen. The approach aims to link fuzzy logic
and data warehouse technology together. Hevner provides a guideline in [HMPR04] for
design science research. The next paragraphs illustrate how this guideline is applied in
this thesis.
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Problem Relevance and Research Rigor
In the first step, the problem of integrating fuzzy logic in a data warehouse has been
analyzed and the following fundamental research questions have been formulated:
• How can facts in data warehouses be handled fuzzily?
• How can dimensions in data warehouses be handled fuzzily?
• How can data warehouse operations like roll-up, drill-down, slice and dice be ap-
plied to fuzzy data in a data warehouse?
• How can fuzzy data be aggregated?
• Is it possible to propose generic modeling methods for fuzzy data warehouses?
• How is it possible to integrate a fuzzy data warehouse into an existing information
system infrastructure in a company in the easiest manner?
• What kind of technologies can be used for implementing a fuzzy data warehouse?
• How does a fuzzy data warehouse behave in comparison with a crisp data ware-
house?
The conceptual design part was first started by analyzing existing literature. How
the proposed fuzzy concepts can provide added values and what are the problems of the
existing approaches has been analyzed. Based on existing literature and fundamental
concepts of data warehousing and fuzzy theory, a new fuzzy data warehouse concept has
then been developed.
Design as a Search Process and Design as an Artifact
Based on the analysis of the existing attempts to incorporate fuzzy logic with data ware-
house technology, a summary of potential critics and problems has been done. In the
next step, a meta table model has been developed which overcomes the major criticisms
and still seems to be able to cover all of the applications presented in literature. The
meta model has then been integrated into a fuzzy data warehouse meta model that
describes the incorporation of crisp data warehouse technologies and fuzzy logic in the
form of a fuzzy concept meta table structure.
Furthermore, a method has been developed that explains how this fuzzy data ware-
house meta model can be applied to existing data warehouses. This proves that it
is possible to integrate the meta table structure into existing data warehouses with a
reasonable amount of effort.
3
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Design Evaluation
In order to evaluate the fuzzy data warehouse concept, an experimental and descriptive
approach has been chosen. Using a virtual movie rental company as an example, it is
described how a classical data warehouse can be modeled into a fuzzy data warehouse
using the proposed modeling method. Further, it is shown how the application of fuzzy
concepts in analysis can improve the information quality of reports.
Based on the application, a prototype implementation is realized that proves the
feasibility of a fuzzy data warehouse. The prototype is based on existing technologies
that have already been used for developing data warehouse systems. Consequently, it
can be derived from the prototype implementation that the application of a fuzzy data
warehouse in existing data warehouse systems is possible.
Research Contribution and Research Communication
The contribution of the fuzzy data warehouse concept, the application and the prototype
is discussed in detail in the evaluation of this thesis. First, how the proposed fuzzy data
warehouse can solve the stated critics of the existing applications is described. In the
second step, potential limits of the concepts are shown.
The above listed research questions are discussed in greater detail in the conclusion.
The conclusion attempts to answer each research question and shows in which part of
the thesis the question has been discussed.
The research on fuzzy data warehouse during this dissertation study has been commu-
nicated several times in the form of research papers for conferences and a book chapter.
With the publication of partial results, feedback and criticisms from the research com-
munity could be obtained. This feedback and criticisms have then been used to improve
the fuzzy data warehouse concept.
1.3. Chapter Overview
The subsequent chapters are grouped into four parts. Each part covers a major subject
area of this thesis. The next paragraphs discusses the underlying chapters for each part
and shortly describes the subject of the chapters.
Part I: Concept
The concept part discusses the development of the fuzzy data warehouse concept. The
included chapters are composed as follows:
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Chapter 2 includes a discussion about fundamental concepts like data warehouse
theory and fuzzy logic. Section 2.1 depicts how data warehouse systems are built and
structured. Then, the aggregation of facts is analyzed more closely. Based on the multi-
dimensional cube definitions, the classical data warehouse operations are finally defined.
The section 2.2 introduces the fuzzy logic. The fuzzy set theory including some of the
fundamental fuzzy set operations is depicted. In order to illustrate the usage of fuzzy
logic, a few application domains for fuzzy logic are discussed.
Chapter 3 develops the fuzzy data warehouse concept and can be seen as the core
chapter of this thesis. In order to develop the concept, existing approaches in literature
are first analyzed in section 3.1. Based on the identified problems, a new fuzzy data
warehouse model is developed in section 3.2. In order to facilitate the implementation of
fuzzy data warehouses in existing infrastructure, section 3.3 provides a method on how
to model a fuzzy data warehouse on top of an existing classical data warehouse. Section
3.4 then discusses the characteristics of fuzzy concepts in the fuzzy data warehouse. It
is specifically focussed on the aggregation behavior of fuzzy concepts. Finally, in section
3.5 the classical operations are redefined and two new operations are defined for the
fuzzy data warehouse to support crisp and fuzzy data.
Part II: Application
In the application part, the movie rental company example is developed. Based on this
example, it is then discussed how a fuzzy data warehouse can be modeled and how
analysis with fuzzy concepts improves the information quality. This part is composed of
chapter 4 which is structured as follows:
In the first section 4.1, the movie rental company and its classical, crisp data warehouse
is presented. The second section 4.2 discusses the creation of fuzzy concepts for each
dimension and fact. The development of the fuzzy concepts in this chapter is based
on the modeling method presented prior in section 3.3. After creating a fuzzy data
warehouse from the classical data warehouse, section 4.3 presents how the fuzzy data
warehouse can be queried. Therefore, multiple analyses are created integrating fuzzy
concepts and the benefit of the fuzzy concepts is depicted.
Part III: Implementation
After the discussion of the application, it is shown in this part how the fuzzy data ware-
house can be implemented. A prototype fuzzy data warehouse application is created
based on a three tier architecture as described by Eckerson [Eck95]. Similar to part II,
part III only contains one chapter. The sections of chapter 5 are as follows:
Section 5.1 first gives an overview of the architectural approach. In the next section
5.2, the database tier is discussed. It is shown on which technology the databases tier
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is built, how stored procedures and triggers can be used for implementing the fuzzy
concepts. The business tier is depicted in section 5.3. Additional to the data in the
database, some meta information of the fuzzy data warehouse has to be managed in the
business tier. How the meta information can be modeled and maintained using XML
schema definitions and XML documents is subsequently discussed. Further, the business
tier has to translate the inputs from the visualization tier and pass them to the database
tier. Therefore, two engines are illustrated that provide these functionalities. The last
section 5.4 depicts the visualization tier. This tier provides the user interface of the fuzzy
data warehouse. How the user can navigate the fuzzy data warehouse and administrate
the fuzzy concepts is then explained.
Part IV: Evaluation and Conclusion
The last part contains the evaluation of the fuzzy data warehouse and a conclusion.
Therefore, part IV includes chapter 6 which is composed of the following sections:
Section 6.1 conducts the evaluation of the concept, the application and the implemen-
tation. It is divided into three sections. The first section 6.1.1 contains the evaluation
of the conceptual part. This section is further divided into a subsection depicting the
benefits of the concept and another subsection looking at the limitations of the concept.
The section 6.1.2 is similarly structured and outlines the benefits and limitations of the
application and the implementation. The last section 6.1.3 discusses an outlook of the
proposed fuzzy data warehouse.
Section 6.2 concludes this thesis. It first summarizes the thesis and points to the
most important features of the concept, application and prototype. Then it briefly
summarizes the evaluation and finally discusses how the defined research questions in
section 1.2 have been addressed in the thesis.
1.4. Publications
In this section the publications that have been completed during the dissertation study
are outlined. Each publication is summarized and it is explained in which part of the
thesis the content of the publication is incorporated.
A fuzzy data warehouse approach for the customer performance measurement
for a hearing instrument manufacturing company
This paper [Fas09] was presented at the Fuzzy Systems and Knowledge Discovery con-
ference in China in 2009. It discusses a first approach of a fuzzy data warehouse for a
hearing manufacturing company. The novelty of this approach is the implementation of
fuzzy concept using meta tables. Furthermore, it is discussed how the concepts on facts
can be aggregated using an arithmetic mean operation.
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The meta table structure has been refined and finally integrated in the section 3.2
discussing the fuzzy data warehouse concept. The aggregation of fuzzy concept has
been integrated in section 3.4.
A fuzzy data warehouse approach for web analytics
This paper [FZ09] was written together with Darius Zumstein for the conference Vision-
ing and Engineering the Knowledge Society in Greece 2009. It illustrates the application
of a fuzzy data warehouse and its meta tables for web analytics [Ass11, Has08, Kau07].
This paper shows a first feasibility study for the fuzzy data warehouse concepts.
Its application domain and conclusion has been integrated in the evaluation in section
6.1.1. There, it illustrates the usefulness of fuzzy concepts in a fuzzy data warehouse
compared to classical crisp data warehouses.
A data warehouse model for integrating fuzzy concepts in meta table structures
This paper [FS10] was written together with Khurram Shahzad and has been pre-
sented in the 17th IEEE International Conference and Workshops on the Engineering
of Computer-Based Systems in Oxford, UK 2010. This paper refines the meta table
approach for a fuzzy data warehouse and provides the foundation of the fuzzy data
warehouse meta model and formal meta table definitions in section 3.2. Further, it de-
fines guidelines that propose how to implement variants of fuzzy concepts within the
meta table structure. The fuzzy data warehouse concept part is derived from the out-
come of this paper.
The findings of this paper are integrated in the following sections: 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3
and 3.2.4.
Fuzzy data warehouse for performance analysis
This book chapter [FS12] was written with Khurram Shahzad and is published in the
book Fuzzy Methods for Customer Relationship Management and Marketing: Applica-
tions and Classifications, 2012. It summarizes the modeling approach of a fuzzy data
warehouse discussed in [FS10] and exemplifies the fuzzy data warehouse on an applica-
tion for a movie rental company. A method for modeling a fuzzy data warehouse has
been proposed and the movie rental company fuzzy data warehouse has been modeled.
Furthermore, it depicts characteristics of fuzzy concepts in a fuzzy data warehouse and
shows how operation of the fuzzy data warehouse can be defined.
The application of the movie rental company is refined in the chapter 4. The method
for modeling a fuzzy data warehouse is discussed in the section 3.3. The characteristics
section of this book chapter is the basis of the discussion about characteristics of fuzzy
concepts in section 3.4. Finally, the presented operations have been further refined and
are discussed in section 3.5.
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Bachelor thesis of Stefan Nüesch and Christoph Rathgeb
Stefan Nüesch developed in his bachelor thesis [Nüe11] an extensible OLAP cube in Java.
Based on the data warehouse presented in chapter 4 and the XML schema definition
presented in section 5.3, the OLAP cube provides simple navigation of the data through
a web front end. Christoph Rathgeb extended in his bachelor thesis [Rat11] the OLAP
cube in order to administrate and navigate with fuzzy concepts according chapter 3.
Both bachelor thesis are reused in the section 5.3.3 and in the section 5.4 and are an
essential part of the prototype implementation.
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Part I.
Concept
9
2 Fundamental Concepts
2. Fundamental Concepts
2.1. Data Warehouse Concepts
Data warehouse was first discussed by Devlin and Murphy in 1988 [DM88]. They de-
scribed a read-only database for integration of historical operation data and propose
tools for user interaction with this database for decision support and analysis. However,
Inmon’s definition has received the most attention over the years. According to Inmon
[Inm05], “a data warehouse is a subject oriented, non volatile, integrated and time vari-
ant collection of data in favor of decision making”. One or more key business metrics,
often extracted from different data sources, are integrated in the data warehouse and
define the subject for analysis. The granularity of business metrics limits later the
analysis capabilities of the data warehouse. Therefore, the level of granularity defines
the information quality of the data warehouse.
In general, a data warehouse does not necessarily provide functionalities to modify or
delete data once it is stored in the repository. Neither possess data in a data warehouse
properties such as data in temporal databases. Whereas approaches for combining data
warehouse and properties of temporal databases like valid-time have been proposed as
data warehouse variants in [CS99, Ede01, MV00]. Due to the shortcomings of manip-
ulation, deletion functionalities and the arrangement of data on a timeline, the data
warehouse can be characterized as non volatile and time variant. As consequence,
data size is steadily growing and a more sophisticated data management in the data ware-
house is required than in transactional databases. Archiving and distribution capabilities
of the data repository imply more overhead of meta data in a data warehouse[MT02].
Inmon [ISN08] identified difficulties and provides solutions to data and meta data han-
dling of big distributed data warehouse systems.
Introduced in the mid 90s, data warehouse has been widely adapted in several sectors
and successful implementations have been reported in healthcare [Ion08], agriculture
[Sch10], geo - information systems [MZ04], banking sector [HKYC04] and business en-
vironments [KR02] in order to enhance the analytical capabilities of enterprises.
Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of a classical data warehouse. Transactional sources
act as a data source for data warehouse, however the data stored in transactional sys-
tems is not optimized for analysis and decision making [KRT+08]. Therefore, data from
transactional sources is extracted, transformed into a form that is compatible with ware-
house after removing inconsistencies and loaded in a data warehouse for further usage
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[KC04]. As shown in Figure 2.1, data warehouse can further be used for analysis using
analysis tools like Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) and data mining to identify
patterns for forecasting.
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
DB
Transactional Sources 
Extraction
Load
Transformation
OLAP cube
Data Warehouse
Data Marts
OLAP
cubeOLAPcubeOLAPcubeOLAPcube
Analysis
Reporting
Data 
Mining
Figure 2.1.: Architecture of Data Warehouse adapted from [CD97]
In contrast to classical databases in which entities and their relationships are mod-
eled [Che76], in data warehouse, the values (key business metrics) that are critical for a
business and the different aspects that can be used to analyze are modeled in a multidi-
mensional way [CCS93]. Critical values are generally numeric values and are called facts.
Examples of facts are quantity of products sold, amount of profit earned. Aspects are
the different perspectives that can be used for analysis of facts and are called dimensions.
Dimensions can be organized hierarchically to support multilevel analysis – analyses
at different granularity levels. An example of a hierarchy for a location dimension can
be country, state, area, city and place. Similarly, an example of a hierarchy for time
dimension can be year, quarter, month, week, date. The two examples can be used for
analyses of quantity of products sold (a fact) from location perspective at country, state,
area, city, place levels and per time unit.
The logical structure of data warehouse called dimensional schema (sometimes re-
ferred to as multidimensional schema) can be model with at least three model types:
star, snowflake and fact constellation schema according Kimball [KRT+08]. These model
types differ based on the difference in quantity and types of dimensions and facts. Out
of the given types, star schema and snowflake schema are the most discussed ones. A
schema is called star schema, if the dimensions surrounding a fact table are unnormal-
ized, whereas a schema is called snowflake if the dimensions surrounding a fact table are
normalized.
In contrast to Kimball, Inmon considers multidimensional data models as data marts
[Inm05] or specialist data warehouse system [ISN08]. According to Inmon, multidimen-
sional implementation of a data warehouse is a special field of application and limits
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usage and flexibility of the data warehouse. Multidimensional data warehouses are im-
proved for using OLAP techniques. The term Online Analytical Processing was first
characterized by E. F. Codd in 1993 [CCS93] and the OLAP Council [OLA10] defines
it as “category of software technology that enables analysts, managers and executives
to gain insight into data through fast, consistent, interactive access to a wide variety
of possible views of information that have been transformed from raw data to reflect
the real dimensionality of the enterprise as understood by the user.” The data ware-
house is the data repository and functionalities as the typical data warehouse operations
roll-up, drill-down, slice and dice are defined by the OLAP engine. Despite of Inmons
perception of a data warehouse system, one of the most common and most successful
implementation of data warehouses is Kimball’s multidimensional model in combination
with OLAP techniques. Therefore, the term data warehouse is generally used as a syn-
onym for the combination of a multidimensional data warehouse storage engine (OLAP
server [OLA10]) and a OLAP engine as interface for accessing and analyzing the data.
Further in this thesis, data warehouse will be considered as combination of OLAP server
and engine.
The following sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 closer examine definitions of the multidimen-
sional modeling approach for data warehouses. Characteristics of consistent aggregations
will be discussed in section 2.1.3. Section 2.1.5 will provide formal definitions of the clas-
sical data warehouse operations. These definitions are then further used to define a fuzzy
data warehouse model in chapter 3.
2.1.1. Dimension
Lehner [Leh03] defines a dimension of a data warehouse as a partial ordered set of cat-
egory attributes with a functional dependency on each other and a generic top element.
Moreover, a category attribute exists, which defines the lowest level of hierarchy of the
dimension. Formally defined:
Definition 1 (Dimension [Leh03]). A scheme of a dimension D is a set of partial
ordered category attributes ({D1, . . . , Dn, T opD};→) where → describes the functional
dependency and TopD is a generic top level attribute in relation to → in a way that
TopD is functionally defined by all category attributes (∀i(1 ≤ i ≤ n) : Di → TopD).
Moreover, exactly one Di exists that defines all other category attributes and represents
therefore the lowest granularity (∃i(1 ≤ i ≤ n)∀j(1 ≤ j ≤ n, i 6= j) : Di → Dj).
In a multidimensional model the dimension represents, following this definition, a hi-
erarchical composition of different attribute elements. The category attributes can be
sub-classified into the following groups:
• Primary attribute: This is the category attribute that represents the lowest
granularity of a dimension. Only one of this type exists per dimension.
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• Top level attribute: This is the generic top level attribute of a dimension. Only
one top level attribute exists in a dimension.
• Classification attribute: This is the attribute defining the hierarchy of levels in
the dimension, excluding the primary attribute and the top level attribute. Several
attributes of this category may exist in a dimension and on one hierarchy level.
• Dimensional attribute: This attribute represents additional information, a
property, on a specific dimension hierarchy level, respectively for a specific clas-
sification attribute. Every classification or primary attribute may contain several
dimensional attributes.
The terminology of category attributes comes from statistical data based literature
and is commonly used there [Sho82]. Category attributes have a finite set of disjoint
discrete values which is also called category in the statistical terminology.
For example, Figure 2.2 (following Lehner in [Leh03]) shows a possible dimension “Pur-
chase order structure” with the category attributes: “Purchase order”, “Client”, “Country”
and “Region”. “Purchase order” is the lowest attribute and therefore considered as the
primary attribute. “Client”, “Country” and “Region” are classification attributes. The
dimension ends with the top level attribute. Several dimensional attributes as “Order
Nr.” or “Client Name” are indicated in the figure as well. Additionally, the right hand
tree structure shows instances of the different attributes of this dimension.
Dimensions play a fundamental role in multidimensional data warehouse systems.
They are the framework for the navigation in the data warehouse. The actual informa-
tion carrier are the facts. Dimensions are therefore used to aggregate, select and sort
the facts and performance indicators.
2.1.2. Fact
A fact is defined by Lehner as a base performance measure that is in a certain granular-
ity in the multidimensional data model [Leh03]. It is additionally characterized with a
summation type that defines its basic behavior for the aggregation over dimensions and
therefore the transition from one granularity level to the other. Formally:
Definition 2 (Fact [Leh03]). A fact F consists of a granularity G and a summation
type SumType: F = (G,SumType). The granularity G = {G1, . . . , Gn} is a subset
of all category attributes of all in the multidimensional data warehouse scheme existing
dimensions with a dimension scheme DS1, . . . , DSn in a way that:
1. ∀i(1 ≤ i ≤ n) ∃j(1 ≤ j ≤ n) : Gi ∈ DSj
2. ∀i(1 ≤ i ≤ n) ∀j(1 ≤ j ≤ n)i 6= j : Gi → Gj
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Figure 2.2.: Example Dimension “Purchase Order Structure”
The summation type based on [Leh03] and [LS97] can either be a FLOW, STOCK or
Value Per Unit type (a more detailed explanation can be found in section 2.1.3).
Facts can be combined to form new performance indicators. As an example, the fact
“Revenue” and the fact “Total production cost” can be combined to form the performance
indicator “Profit”. These performance indicators can then be handled the same way as
facts concerning the aggregation over the dimensions. Lehner defines a performance
indicator with a granularity, a computing method over a non empty set of facts and a
summation type. Formally:
Definition 3 (Performance Indicator [Leh03]). A performance indicator K consists of
a granularity G, a computing method f() over a non empty set of facts F that exists
in the multidimensional data warehouse scheme and a summation type SumTyp: K =
(G, f(F1, . . . ., Fn), SumTyp).
The computing methods for a performance indicator can be classified in the following
groups:
• Scalar function as +,−, ∗, /,mod
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• Aggregation functions as max(),min(), sum()
• Ordering functions
2.1.3. Summarizability
A data warehouse uses summarization functions for the aggregation of measures over
the dimensions. Depending on dimensional relations, hierarchical structures can be com-
plex and if the summarization of data is inconsistent, the result set of the corresponding
operations is erroneous. Raffanelli and Shoshani [RS90] defined a framework called sum-
marizability that describes characteristics for consistent aggregations. The framework is
based on earlier discussions about operations in statistical databases (Shoshani [Sho82]).
Based on Rafanelli and Shoshani [RS90], Lenz and Shoshani [LS97] defined the neces-
sary conditions to guarantee summarizability in OLAP cubes. Data summarization and
dimension structures have to fulfill these conditions in order to provide consistent ag-
gregations.
The first condition for summarizability states that aggregation of elements over a
dimensional structure must always form disjoint subsets. Aggregating a fact over a di-
mension is disjoint if the category attributes form disjoint subsets over the fact instances.
Considering the example of the affiliation of students to a faculty, the condition of dis-
jointness is fulfilled if a student can only belong to one faculty at a time. If a student
belongs to several faculties, it is not possible to consistently aggregate students over
faculties anymore.
Figure 2.3 a) shows a dimension “Student Affiliation” with its hierarchy. The cat-
egory attributes are “Student”, “Faculty” and “University”. In figure 2.3 b) a disjoint
aggregation of the instances of the category attributes is shown. The category attribute
“Faculty” builds disjoint clusters over the “Student” (“Daniel Fasel” only belongs to “SES”
and “Michael Kaufmann” only belongs to “NAT” ) and so does “University” over “Fac-
ulty”. With this dimension the calculation of the number of students at the university
will provide the exact result of two students. Figure 2.3 c) shows a non disjoint aggrega-
tion. The student “Michael Kaufmann” belongs to more than one “Faculty” at the same
time. Therefore, without countermeasures, the calculation of the number of students at
the university will provide the incorrect result of three.
In addition to disjointness, summarizability defines the condition of completeness.
This condition requests that aggregated values on a hierarchy level cover the complete
value range of the hierarchy level below it. It is notable to say that completeness is
strongly dependent on the type of aggregation respective to its summation operation
type. If, for instance, all the students in a course given by the department for infor-
matics are summarized, the final number will contain students from the University of
Fribourg but probably also students from another university joining the BFN program.
Considering a dimension that aggregates all students in courses and courses to depart-
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Figure 2.3.: Disjointness Condition for Dimension Student Affiliation
ments, a summation of all the students attending courses from the department or a
summation of all students from the university attending the courses can be used as the
aggregation function. In the first aggregation all student have to be counted, whereas
in the second aggregation the students from external universities can be omitted, even
if they join the courses.
Figure 2.4 exemplifies the completeness condition on a dimension “Course”, repre-
sented in 2.4 a). In 2.4 b) the summation of all students joining the course “Linear
Programming Language” of the department “DiUF” is represented. Figure 2.4 c) the
summation of students from the “University of Fribourg” joining the course “Linear Pro-
gramming Language” is shown. Both aggregations fulfill the condition of completeness
depending on the type of summation used; 2.4 b) summation of all the students and c)
summation of all the students of the University of Fribourg.
The last condition of the summarizability is the type compatibility. Lenz and Shoshani
defined different types of measures, which characterize the behavior of the aggregation
of these measures over dimension hierarchies. The types of values are categorized in:
flow, stock and value per unit type. The type flow can be aggregated by a summation
function (SUM). For the type value per unit the SUM aggregation is never allowed.
The stock type can be aggregated with SUM as long it is not aggregated over the time
dimension. Aggregations by average (AVG), minima (MIN), maxima (MAX) and count
(COUNT) functions are allowed for all types. The following list explains the different
types in greater detail:
• FLOW: This type of summation allows all possible types of aggregation opera-
tions such as summation, product building, maximization, minimization, average
building, etc. A possible measure for a FLOW type fact is a quantitative measure
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Figure 2.4.: Completeness Condition in a Dimension “Course”
like the “Revenue” of a company.
• STOCK: This type of summation allows all possible types of aggregation like the
FLOW summation type on all dimensions except the dimension time. A possible
measure for a STOCK type fact is “amount of articles in a stock”.
• Value Per Unit (VPU): This type of summation allows only the aggregation
operations: minimization, maximization and average building. A possible measure
for a VPU type fact is “customer satisfaction”.
2.1.4. Star and Snowflake Schema
There are two well known standards for modeling a multidimensional data structure in a
data warehouse. One technique is to use databases with multidimensional data structure
storage concepts. These systems are often referred as multidimensional OLAP systems
(MOLAP) and some MOLAP systems are commercially used [Ora10]. Because of the
native multidimensional storage engine, MOLAP system are interesting for usage as data
warehouse[VS00, Vas98]. In reality however, often traditional relational database sys-
tems are used as they are much wider spread and are more accepted in business. In order
to create a data warehouse based on a relational database system, the multidimensional
data aspect has to be modeled on top of classical entities and relationships. Relational
databases used as data warehouse are called relational OLAP (ROLAP) systems. Due
to the widespread usage of relational database systems, ROLAP systems can be more
easily integrated into existing business environments and relational data can be stored
more efficiently than in MOLAP systems [VS99]. For projecting multidimensional data
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structures in relational database systems different modeling techniques have been pro-
posed. The most important modeling approaches are star, snowflake and constellation
schema.
The star schema was initially proposed by S. Peterson in 1994 [Pet94]. In a star
schema, the data is organized in one fact table and multiple dimension tables. The
business measures are stored in the fact table. All dimensional objects, the category
attributes, are stored in the dimension tables. For each dimension, one dimension table
exists. The fact table and dimension tables are interconnected using a primary - foreign
key relation. Figure 2.5 shows a star schema with one fact table and four dimension ta-
bles: the dimension “Time” and three generic dimensions. The fact table has a primary
key, for each dimension a foreign key and a business measure attribute. The dimension
tables have category attributes and a primary key attribute. Each dimension is refer-
enced in the fact table with a primary - foreign key relation. The relation dimension to
fact is a 1:m relation as a fact instance always has exactly one dimension instance per
dimension and a dimension instance can have several fact instances related.
Fact Table
Business measure
Foreign Key Dimension Time
Foreign Key Dimension 2
Foreign Key Dimension 3
Foreign Key Dimension 4
Dimension Table Time
Year
Primary Key Dimension Time
Day
Week
Month
Dimension Table 3
Category attribute 4
Primary Key Dimension 3
Category attribute 1
Category attribute 2
Category attribute 3
Dimension Table 4
Category attribute 4
Primary Key Dimension 4
Category attribute 1
Category attribute 2
Category attribute 3
Dimension Table 2
Category attribute 4
Primary Key Dimension 2
Category attribute 1
Category attribute 2
Category attribute 3
Primary Key Fact 
Figure 2.5.: Star Schema
It must be noted that in the star schema, dimension tables are unnormalized. The
dimension “Time” demonstrates this unnormalized form of table. A week has seven days,
therefore, every week instance appears seven times in the table. The dimension table is
not in the third normal form [Cod71]. The advantage of unnormalized dimension tables
lies in the query performance of the data warehouse. Expensive and complex joins over
dimension hierarchies can be omitted with unnormalized tables. As dimension tables in
general only consume about 5% of the data storage in a data warehouse and dimension
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updates are handled centralized [PJ01], normalization is not a crucial element for data
consistency in data warehouses.
When the dimension tables of a star schema are normalized, a snowflake schema re-
sults. Similar to a star schema, in the snowflake schema the data is organized in a fact
table and in multiple dimension tables. But in contrast, for each dimension hierarchy
a dedicated table is used. Primary to foreign key relations are used to interconnect the
different hierarchies of a dimension. It is not necessary to normalize all the dimension
tables. When dimensions are highly unequal in storage size, it might be more convenient
to normalize dimensions with big data size and to leave small dimensions unnormalized.
Figure 2.6 shows a snowflake schema of a data warehouse. Dimension “Time”, “3” and
“4” are normalized, whereas dimension “2” is still unnormalized. Between the hierarchy
levels of a dimension 1:m relations exist. An instance of a hierarchy level always be-
longs to exactly one hierarchy instance on the next higher level. On the other hand,
an instance from a hierarchy level is composed of one or more instances from the next
lower level. This relation is a logical consequence of summarizability (see section 2.1.3).
In some cases complex - complex relations might exist in dimension hierarchies. To
solve this issue, bridge tables as described by Kimball [Kim98] can be used. The dimen-
sion time in this case has two hierarchies: day→ week→ year and day→month→ year.
Despite the fact that normalized dimension tables lead to more complex data ware-
house queries, the snowflake schema provides greater flexibility in managing the dimen-
sions because different hierarchies and levels are separated. As long as the referential
integrity [Cod87] is maintained, hierarchy levels of complex dimensions can be updated
independently [LL03]. In order to optimize query performance, several data warehouse
products as DB2 have mechanisms implemented to project normalized dimensions into
unnormalized dimensions [Pur02]. The fuzzy data warehouse model described in chapter
3 uses the snowflake schema. The main intention for using snowflake schema is the pos-
sibility to more easily identify elements that have to be classified fuzzily in normalized
dimensions.
Kimbal [KRT+08] describes one more possible schema for ROLAP systems: fact con-
stellation schema. In this schema, multiple fact tables with different business measures
can share the same dimension structure. The advantage of a fact constellation schema
is the ability to implement different types of facts and granularities of facts in one data
warehouse. This can improve the application area for the data warehouse but compli-
cates the data warehouse model.
2.1.5. Classical Operations
E. F. Codd defined in 1993 [CCS93] the specialized OLAP operations drill-down, roll-
up, slice and dice. According Codd [CCS93] and the OLAP Council [OLA10] the OLAP
operations, further called classical data warehouse operations, can be described shortly
as follows:
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Figure 2.6.: Snowflake Schema
• The Roll-up operation consolidates the values of a dimension hierarchy to a value
on the next higher level.
• The Drill-down operation is used to navigate from top to bottom in a dimension.
It is the opposite operation of the Roll-up operation.
• The Slice operation extracts a subset of values based on one or more dimensions
using a dimension attribute to define the subset.
• The Dice operation extracts a subset of values based on more than one dimension
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using more than one dimension attribute to define the subset. It is an extended
version of the Slice operation.
In order to support these operations in ROLAP systems, several extensions for the
SQL syntax have been proposed. In the next paragraphs a collection of such SQL ex-
tensions are discussed. This discussion will give a first look at how the classical data
warehouse operations can be implemented in relational database systems. In a further
step, two approaches of defining a multidimensional data cube are presented. These
discussions are more general and are not restricted to relational database systems and
SQL. Based on the multidimensional data cube approaches, the classical operations are
finally defined and discussed in greater detail. These definitions of the classical data
warehouse operations are then used as the basis for the extension of the operations in
the fuzzy data warehouse.
Gray et al. propose extensions for the GROUP BY clause in SQL Statements [GCB+97].
They propose special cube and roll-up operators in the GROUP BY clause. These new
operators enable ordering and aggregating data on multiple dimensions. Agrawal et
al. are proposing a similar CUBE BY operator which replaces the GROUP BY clause
[AAG+96]. Listing 2.1 shows a SQL statement1 with the roll-up operator from Gray et
al. in which a fact is rolled-up over the dimensions time and region and grouped by the
product movie (see example 1).
Example 1. The example considers a data warehouse with a fact table containing the
fact revenue and 3 dimensions region, movie and time. The hierarchies for the dimensions
are as follows:
• region: store → city → region
• movie: movie
• time: day → month → year
The dimension tables are named as dim_DIMENSION and are interconnected to
the fact table using a join with primary - foreign key relation (ex. fact.fk_region =
dim_region.pk). The result set (with artificial figures) is a table as shown in Figure 2.7.
select movie , c i ty , " year " , sum( revenue ) as revenue
from f a c t
join dim_region on f a c t . fk_region = dim_region . pk
join dim_movie on f a c t . fk_movie = dim_movie . pk
join dim_time on f a c t . fk_time = dim_time . pk
1The SQL statements in this thesis are in general compliant to the ISO SQL Standard
SQL:2008[ISO08]. However, the database engine used for realizing the fuzzy data warehouse is
PostgreSQL 8.4 and therefore some statements might have PostgreSQL specific characteristics.
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group by movie
r o l l−up "year " ( " time" ) as " year " , c i t y ( r eg i on ) as
c i t y
Listing 2.1: SQL Example with Roll-up Operator
Figure 2.7.: Possible Result Set of Query in Listing 2.1
In Listing 2.2 an SQL statement with the cube operator from Gray et al. in the
GROUP BY clause is shown using the same example data warehouse as above. The
cube operator aggregates the measure to the hierarchy levels city in dimension region
and year in dimension time. A possible result set is shown in Figure 2.8.
select c i ty , " year " , sum( revenue ) as Revenue
from f a c t
join dim_region on f a c t . fk_region = dim_region . pk
join dim_movie on f a c t . fk_movie = dim_movie . pk
join dim_time on f a c t . fk_time = dim_time . pk
group by cube c i t y ( r eg i on ) as c i ty , " year " ( " time" ) as " year "
Listing 2.2: SQL Example with Cube Operator
Figure 2.8.: Possible Result Set of Query in Listing 2.2
Chadhuri et al. analyzed the effectiveness of SQL queries on multidimensional data
space. They proposed transformation of the SQL query in order to push the GROUP
BY clause in earlier branches of a query tree [CS94]. For SQL views with aggregate
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function Chadhuri et al. proposed similar improvements [CS96]. A pull-up transforma-
tion is proposed for optimizing queries with aggregated views. Additionally they present
algorithms that apply these transformations in a cost effective way.
Since around 1998 Microsoft developed the SQL extension Multidimensional Expres-
sion language (MDX) which is used in the Microsoft SQL Server product for querying
multidimensional data sources [Mic10]. MDX gained a lot of acceptance and is today
often considered as quasi standard for SQL extensions for ROLAP systems. Many other
products such as the Pentaho Mondrian OLAP Server [Pen10] use MDX as their primary
query language.
Other attempts have been made to formulate operations on multidimensional data
structure beyond SQL. These attempts follow the notation of multidimensional data
cubes and define basic operations on cubes. In this context, basic operation are not
the classical data warehouse operations prior mentioned. Basic operations in these ap-
proaches are kept more general and the classical data warehouse operation can be derived
from them. The advantage of these definitions is the independency of a specific query
language like SQL. They are therefore more generic and more portable to other tech-
nologies such as MOLAP systems. In the next paragraphs, two approaches for multidi-
mensional cubes according Vissiliadis [Vas98] and Agrawal et al. [AGS97] are discussed
in greater detail. These approaches are then further used for defining cubes in this thesis.
Vassiliadis proposed a notation of basic cube, cube and multidimensional database as
follows [Vas98]:
Definition 4 (Basic cube [Vas98]). A basic cube is as a 3-tuple < D,L,R > where
D =< D1, . . . , Dn,M > is a list of dimensions D and a measure (a fact) M . L =<
DL1, . . . , DLn,ML > is a list of dimension levels DL, aggregated measures ML and
R is a set of cells x = {x1, . . . , xn,m}, where ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , n], xk ∈ dom(DLi) and
m ∈ dom(ML) represents the instance values of the basic cube.
For the example 1, a basic cube may take the following form: << region, product, time,
revenue >,< city, movie, day, aggregated revenue >,R > where R is the set of cells
represented by Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9.: R of Basic Cube
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Definition 5 (Cube [Vas98]). A cube is a 4-tuple < D,L,Cb, R > where D =< D1, . . . ,
Dn,M > is a list of dimensions D and a measure (a fact)M . L =< DL1, . . . , DLn,ML >
is a list of dimension levels DL and aggregated measure ML. Cb is a basic cube with the
restriction ∀ d ∈ C.D ∃ d′ ∈ Cb.D : d = d′ and R is a set of cells x = {x1, . . . , xn,m},
where ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , n], xk ∈ dom(DLi) and m ∈ dom(ML) represents the instance values
of the cube.
A cube can therefore be denoted as<< region, product, time, revenue >,< city, mo-
vie,month, aggregated revenue >,<< region, product, time, revenue >,< city, mo-
vie, day, aggregated revenue > Rb >,R > where Rb is represented in Figure 2.9 and R
in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10.: R of Cube
The aim of defining a cube and a basic cube is the traceability of operations. Suppose
that a data warehouse operation will calculate the average yearly revenue of movies
based on the cube with monthly revenues. It is necessary to go back to daily revenue,
the lowest granularity, in order to give a meaningful result on yearly level. If the basic
cube of the cube monthly revenue is not known, it is not possible to go to a lower level.
No prediction can be made how the daily revenues have been aggregated to monthly
revenues. Therefore, one can say that every cube representing a data collection in the
data warehouse owns a basic cube. One pure basic cube exists in a data warehouse
representing the lowest granularity.
Definition 6 (Multidimensional database [Vas98]). Finally, a multidimensional database
is a couple < D, C > where D is a set of dimensions and C is the basic cube representing
the lowest granularity.
Another approach for modeling multidimensional cubes is presented by Agrawal et
al. [AGS97]. Agrawal et al. proposed a modeling framework in which dimensions and
measures are treated symmetrically [AGS97]. The framework defines a multidimensional
data cube with a set of basic algebraic operations that are minimal; none of the opera-
tions can be replaced with a combination of other operations. The proposed operators
show similarities to the relational algebra [Cod70]. It aimed to express functionalities of
multidimensional databases as close to relational algebra as possible. Consequently, the
operators can be easily projected to SQL statements [AGS95].
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Definition 7 (Cube [AGS97]). A cube is composed of:
• k dimensions, with a name Di and a domain of values domi.
• Elements that define the a mapping E(C) from dom1 × · · · × dimk. The elements
are either 0, 1 or a n-tuple. E(C)(d1, . . . , dk) refers to an element at the position
d1, . . . , dk in the cube C.
• n-tuple of names describing the n-tuple < X1, . . . , Xn > element of C.
If the element of E(C)(d1, . . . , dk) is 0, then no combination of dimensions values exists
in the database. 1 indicates the existence of a value. n-tuples indicates additional infor-
mation for that dimension combination. 1 and n-tuple elements can not be intermixed.
No distinction is made between measures and dimension. Measures are represented as
dimension.
Following Agrawal et al., figure 2.11 represents a cube using two dimension product
and region. The measure revenue is transformed into a dimension. The elements of
the cube are representing the existence of such a dimension combination. Therefore,
E(C)(Day1, 411,Mov2) = 1 defines the existence of a data entry with revenue = 411
for time entry Day1 and article Mov2.
548
854
411
Mov1 Mov2
Day1
Day 2
revenue
product
time
1
1
1
Figure 2.11.: Cube according Argrawal et al. [AGS97]
In contrast to the cube definitions of Vissiliadis, Agrawal et al. do not consider the
previous state of a cube. Therefore, once an operation is applied to the cube, all infor-
mation of the original cube is modified. For the definition of the Drill-Down operation
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in section 2.1.5, the previous state of a cube is essential. As a consequence, the charac-
teristics of the cube definitions of Argrawal and al. and Vissiliadis have to combined in
the classical data warehouse operation.
Agrawal et al. defined operations for their cube definition. The following two op-
erations from Agrawal et al. are directly used for later definition of the classical data
warehouse operations.
Definition 8 (restrict [AGS97]). restrict(C,Di, P ) = C ′ where Di is the dimension
to restrict and P is the predicate defining the restriction in a way that the domain
domj(C
′) =
{
domj(C), if 1 ≤ j ≤ k ∧ j 6= i
P (domj(C))
and E(C ′)(d1, . . . , dk) = E(C)(d1, . . . , dk).
The restriction operator removes values of a dimension in a cube that do not sat-
isfy the condition defined in P . Figure 2.12 illustrates on the left side a two di-
mensional cube with dimensions time and product. When the restriction operation
restrict(C, product, /∈ {Mov2}) is applied to the cube, all the elements belonging to the
dimension value Mov2 are removed. The resulting cube of the restriction operation is
illustrated on the right hand side in figure 2.12.
Mov1
Day1
Day 2
product
time
<548>
Mov1 Mov2
Day1
Day 2
product
time
<411>
<854>
<548>
restrict(C, product, ∉ {Mov2}
Figure 2.12.: Restriction Operation applied to a two dimensional Cube
Definition 9 (merge [AGS97]). merge(C, {[D1, f1], . . . , [Dm, fm]}, felem) = C ′ where
the dimensions D1, . . . , Dm are merged using the corresponding functions f1, ..fm and
the elements are aggregated using the function f_elem in a way that the domain of
dimension Di in C ′ is
domi(C
′) =
{
fi(e)|e ∈ domi(C), if 1 ≤ i ≤ m
domi(C)
and E(C ′)(d1, . . . , dk) = felem({t|t = E(C)(d′1, . . . , d′k) : fi(d′i) = di if 1 ≤ i ≤
m else d′i = di}).
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The merge operation is an aggregation function. Values of the merging dimension are
combined together to form a new, more condensed value. Multiple merging dimensions
can be involved in this process but the combined values are always belonging to the
same dimension. For each involved dimension, the merging process is executed sepa-
rately. The elements are aggregated to the new cube using the felem function.
Based on the cube and the operation definitions by Vassiliadis [Vas98] and Agrawal
et al. [AGS97], the classical OLAP operations roll-up, drill-down, slice and dice can be
defined. These definitions are generic enough to be applicable on different technologies
and query languages but precise enough to be able to clearly formulate an OLAP oper-
ation on a concrete data warehouse example as depicted in Chapter 4.
Example 2. An example data warehouse is used for visualizing the operations. The
data warehouse consists of a fact table with a measure revenue and three dimensions as
follows:
• dimension time with the hierarchy path day → month → year.
• dimension product with the hierarchy path movie → producer.
• dimension region with the hierarchy path store → city → region.
The snowflake schema of the example data warehouse is presented in Figure 2.13. The
key attributes in the tables are denoted with #PK for primary key and #FK for foreign
key.
Dimension Time
DayYear Month
Day
#PK_Day
#FK_Month
Month
#PK_Month
#FK_Year
#PK_Year
Year
Dimension Product
Movie
Producer
#PK_Movie
#FK_Producer
Movie
#PK_Producer
Studio
Dimension Region
Store City Region
Store
#PK_Store
#FK_City
#PK_City
City
#PK_Region
Region#FK_Region
Fact
#PK_Fact
#FK_Movie
#FK_Day
#FK_Store
Revenue
Figure 2.13.: Example Data Warehouse Snowflake Schema
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Every OLAP operation defined below will have the following characteristics:
• The dimension and dimension level are merged using a dot notation into one
variable in order to simplify the operation. Therefore, a dimension can be specified
as D = time or with including a dimension level as D = time.month.
• A dimension level always includes the dimension. Therefore, the term dimension
level specifies dimension and dimension level.
• Dimension levels in this context are similar to classification attributes as defined
in Section 2.1.1. The dot notation can be extended in order to integrate other
category attributes. A full path to a dimensional attribute month in dimension
level month of dimension time can be specified as D = time.month.month.
• In the context of the operations, a cube is a data collection of the data warehouse
which has the same characteristics as a basic cube defined in definition 4. As the
dimensions D are denoted in the dimension level L, D is redundant and can be
omitted (see definition 4).
• The result set is a new cube. A result cube does not contain any information from
the preceding cube or the operation which created the result cube.
• Measures are not directly connected to a dimension or to a dimension level as in
definition 4. As dimension and dimension levels are merged in this cube definition,
the measures are extracted from D and denoted as independent element M . The
definition of a cube is adapted as follows:
Definition 10 (cube). A basic cube is a 3-tuple < D,M,R > where
• D =< D1, . . . , Dn, > is a list of dimensions, dimensions levels including the di-
mension or other category attributes including dimension levels and dimensions
separated by a dot.
• an aggregated measure (a fact) M
• R is a set of data tuples x = {x1, . . . , xn,m}, where ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , n] : xk ∈ dom(Dk)
and m ∈ dom(M) representing the instance values of the cube.
Constraint: Every element in D has to be of the same granularity (either dimension,
dimension level or category attribute). If a dimension has a granularity of a category
attribute and another dimension of dimension level, the first category attribute of the
dimension level is assumed.
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Roll-up
The roll-up operation is used to navigate a dimension upwards. For the dimension region
a roll-up operation is executed when the dimension level store is aggregated to the next
higher level city.
Agrawal, Gupta and Sarawagi [AGS97] defined a roll-up operation as a special case of
their merge operation that it is executed on one dimension. Hence, a roll-up operation
can be defined as merging a data cube C to a data cube C’ over one dimension D. In
this context a cube has to be understood as a data collection in the data warehouse. An
example would be a cube C that is a subset representing the daily revenues; the revenues
aggregated to the lowest hierarchy level of dimension time. Cube C can then be merged
into a cube C’ that is a data set representing the monthly revenues. This example is a
roll-up operation of the measure revenue over the dimension time.
In order to merge, see definition 9, from one cube to another over one dimension, a
function defining how the dimension levels are merged and a function defining how the
measures are aggregated have to be specified.
Definition 11 (roll-up). roll − up(C,D′, fD, fm) = C ′ where C and C ′ are cubes (def-
inition 10), D′ is the dimension level to which is merged, fD is the dimension merge
function and fm is the measure aggregation function.
The domain (domD) of D is a set containing the dimension category attribute instances
d. domD′(C ′) is calculated by applying the function fD on the dimension category at-
tribute instances d of domD(C):
domD′(C
′) = {fD(d) = d′|d ∈ domD(C)}.
The measure mC′(d) of each instance d is calculated by applying the function fm to
each mC(d) in regards to the aggregation function fD.
mC′(d) = fm({t|t = mC(d) ∧ fD(d) = d′}).
domtime.month(C
′) might be the set {January, February} in Example 2. The in-
stances of domtime.month(C ′) are composed of instances of domtime.day(C) = {Janua-
ry 1, . . . , January 31, February 1, . . . , February 28}. The function fD defines
{January 1, . . . , January 31} → January and {February 1, . . . , February 28} →
February. A operation roll−up(< time.day, revenue,R >, time.month, fd, SUM) roll-
up the daily revenue to monthly revenue.
The revenue of January 1 might be mC(January1) = 8, 000.− and January 31
mC(January31) = 5, 000.− in the example. The function fm is defined as summa-
tion and therefore the revenue of January is calculated as mC′(January) = 8, 000. −
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+5, 000.− = 13, 000.
In a ROLAP based data warehouses, function fD is implicitly given by the data struc-
ture of the dimension tables and the primary - foreign key relations. The function fm
has to be specified explicitly in the query statement or in a meta schema of the data
warehouse that allows defining such properties in order to automatically generate ap-
propriate query statements.
Drill-down
With a Drill-down operation, values in a dimension level will be decomposed in values
of the lower dimension level. This operation is used to reveal more detailed levels of
data in a dimension. Take, for example, a dimension product in which all the movies
are summarized in producer of the movie, this dimension is composed of two hierarchy
levels: movies and producers. The drill-down operation in this case will provide a break-
down from a producer to its corresponding movies.
Drill-down is the opposite operation of roll-up. To be able to perform a drill-down, how
the category attribute instances are compound from the lower hierarchy level instances
must be known in advance. Considering yearly revenue in Example 2, the revenue of
the year 2010 can not drilled-down to monthly revenue, if the revenue of every month
in 2010 is not known in advance. Otherwise, one can decompose the revenue of 2010
in infinite ways. A roll-up operation defining the aggregation functions and the value
instances of the higher hierarchy level has to be executed before a drill-down operation.
Hence, the drill-down operation can be considered as a binary operation and formally
be defined as:
Definition 12 (drill-down). drill − down(C,D′, f−1D , f−1m ) = C ′ where C and C ′ are
cubes according definition 10. D′ is the dimension level to decompose, C = roll −
up(C ′, D, fD, fm) and f−1D respectively f
−1
m are the inverse function of fD respectively fm.
Slice
The slice operation cuts out a slice from a data cube in the multidimensional space
of a data warehouse. For example, the cube C =<< time.year, product.producer, re-
gion.city >, revenue,R > can be sliced using the value 2010 for the dimensional at-
tribute year. This will extract the revenue by all producer achieved in 2010 in each city.
A slice operation can formally be defined as,
Definition 13 (slice). slice(C, dm) = C ′ where C is a cube according to definition 10
and dm ∈ dom(Dm) is the element instance that slices the cube.
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For extracting the revenue of all producer in all cities in 2010, the slice operation
would be defined as follows:
slice(C =<< time.year, product.producer, region.city >, revenue,R >, time.year.-
year = 2010).
The slice operation is similar to the inverse restriction operation in definition 8.
Dice
The Dice operation cuts out a dice from a data cube in the multidimensional space of
a data warehouse. Dice is therefore an extended version of the slice operation as it is
a slice with multiple slicers. Slicers in a dice are combined using the logical operations
AND, OR or NOT. The dice operation can formally be defined as follows:
Definition 14 (dice). dice(C, {dm, . . . , dk}, {fm, . . . , fk−1}) = C ′ where C is the cube,
∀n ∈ {m, . . . , k} : dn ∈ dom(Dn) are the element instances that slice the cube and
∀x ∈ m, . . . , k − 1 : fx ∈ {AND, OR , NOT} are the logical operator that combine the
slicers in a way that dm fm dm+1, . . . , dk−1 fk−1 dk.
As an example of a dice operation, the cube C =<< time.year, time.month, pro-
duct.movie, region.city >, revenue,R > can be diced in order to show the revenue of
all movies in city Fribourg in February 2010: dice(C =<< time.year, time.month, pro-
duct.movie, region.city >, revenue,R >, {time.year.year = 2010, time.month.month =
“February′′, region.city.city = “Fribourg′′}, {AND,AND}).
Analogous to the slice operation, the dice operation corresponds to the inverse restric-
tion operation in definition 8.
2.2. Concepts of Fuzzy Logic
This section presents the fundamental concept of fuzzy logic. The fuzzy logic is an ap-
plication of the fuzzy set theory presented in section 2.2.1 that was first introduced by
Zadeh in 1965 [Zad65]. Next, section 2.2.1 presents a set of fundamental operations on
fuzzy sets. Based on the fuzzy set theory, the ambiguity of natural language can be
mathematically represented by linguistic variables. The concept of linguistic variables
is presented in section 2.2.2. Section 2.2.3 finally provides an overview how fuzzy logic
is applied in various domains.
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2.2.1. Fuzzy Set Theory
Zadeh first introduced fuzzy sets in 1965 [Zad65] as a "class of object with a continuum
of grades of memberships". It can be used to mathematically represent ambiguity of
classification. For instance, movies might be classified according their genre. A movie
can be a romance movie, a comedy, an action movie or a thriller. In this classification it
is not always possible to assign a movie to a single class. Often, movies belong to mul-
tiple classes at the same time but with different belonging. The movie "Lethal Weapon
(1987)" is an action and thriller movie but also contains comedy scenes. Consequently,
the movie can not be classified biunique into one set of the classification. In order to
truly represent this ambiguity in classification the fuzzy set theory can be applied.
Definition 15 (Fuzzy Set according [Zad65, Zad75b, ZZ80]). A fuzzy set A inM = {m},
also called universe of discourse [Zad75b], is characterized by a function µA(m) that as-
sociates to every element in M a number in the interval [0, 1]. The numbers of the
interval [0, 1] defines the belonging of element m to the fuzzy set A where 1 implies full
belonging and 0 implies no belonging at all. A fuzzy set A in M can be represented as
an ordered set of tuples {(m,µA(m))}.
Example 3. The movie "Lethal Weapon (1987)" (m1) of the set of all movies (M) can
belong to a certain degree to the fuzzy set "action movie" (A). The degree of belonging
is specified by the membership function µA(m1).
Considering the set of movies {”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, ”Spaceballs (1987)”, ”Wall
Street (1987)”}, the fuzzy set "action movie" might contain the following tuples:
”action movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 1), (”Spaceballs (1987)”, 0.6), (”Wall
Street (1987)”, 0)}.
The movie "Lethal Weapon (1987)" fully (µaction movie(Lethal Weapon (1987)) = 1)
belongs to the fuzzy set "action movie". Whereas, the movies "Spaceballs (1987)" and
"Wall Street (1987)" only belong to 0.6, respectively do not belong at all, to "action
movie".
Fuzzy Set Operations
The fuzzy set theory is extended with definitions for set theoretic operations. Zadeh
[Zad65] first defined basic operations. Over time, other authors have suggested additional
and alternative operations as in [DP80, DP85, Ham78, Yag80, Wer88, ZZ80, Zim91]. The
following definitions provide an overview of a selection of fundamental fuzzy set opera-
tions and characteristics in order to provide a general understanding of fuzzy set theory.
Furthermore, different types of set operations that combine fuzzy sets are presented.
These set operations are presented in regard to the aggregation of fuzzy concepts later
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described in section 3.4.2.
Definition 16 (Empty set [Zad65]). A fuzzy set is empty if the membership degrees of
every tuple is 0.
Definition 17 (Equal sets [Zad65]). Two fuzzy sets A and B are equal if the membership
degrees for every element m in the discourse of universe m is equal for fuzzy set A and B.
A = B if ∀ m ∈ X : fA(x) = fB(x).
Definition 18 (Complement [Zad65]). The complement A′ of a fuzzy set A is a fuzzy set
containing the membership degrees 1−µA(m) for every element m in set M . Therefore,
the membership function of A′ can be defined as:
µ′A(m) = 1− µA(m) ∀ m ∈M .
Definition 19 (α-level set [Zim91]). A set Aαthat belongs to a fuzzy set A with at least
to a degree α is called α-level set:
Aα = (m ∈M : µA(m) ≥ α).
An α-cut is consequently an operation that selects an α-level set from a fuzzy set.
When regarding the fuzzy set "action movie" defined in example 3 an α-level set
”action move”0.4 could be extracted by applying an α-cut of 0.4 to the fuzzy set. The
resulting fuzzy set is then as follows:
”action move”0.4 = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 1), (”Spaceballs (1987)”, 0.6)}.
Definition 20 (Convexity of a fuzzy set [Zad65, Zim91]). A fuzzy set A is convex if:
µA(λm1 + (1− λ)m2) ≥ min(µA(m1), µA(m2)), where m1,m2 ∈M,λ ∈ [0, 1].
Alternatively, it can be said that a fuzzy set is convex if all α-level sets are convex.
Definition 21 (Cardinality of a fuzzy set [Zad96, Zim91]). The cardinality of a fuzzy
set A is defined as:
ΣCount(A) =
∑
m∈M µA(m)
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The relative cardinality can consequently be defined as:
||ΣCount(A)|| = |ΣCount(A)||M |
Different set operators have been proposed for combining fuzzy sets. These opera-
tors can be grouped into three main categories: triangular norms (t-norm), triangular
conorms (t-conorms) and averaging operators. According to Dubois and Prade, t-norm
and t-conorm can be defined as follows [DP85, DP80]:
Definition 22 (t-norm [DP80, Zim91]). t-norm operators are associative, commutative
and monotonic two-valued functions that map [0, 1] × [0, 1] into [0, 1]. The following
conditions have to be satisfied by the t-norm operator t:
• t(0, 0) = 0; t(µA(m), 1) = t(1, µA(m)) = µA(m), m ∈M
• t(µA(m), µB(m)) ≤ t(µC(m), µD(m)), if µA(m) ≤ µC(m) and µB(m) ≤ µD(m)
• t(µA(m), µB(m)) = t(µB(m), µA(m))
• t(µA(m), (µB(m), µC(m))) = t((µA(m), µB(m)), µC(m))
The t-norm operators generally define intersections of fuzzy sets.
Definition 23 (t-conorm [DP85, Zim91]). t-conorm operators are associative, commuta-
tive and monotonic two-valued functions that map [0, 1]× [0, 1] into [0, 1]. The following
conditions have to be satisfied by the t-norm operator s:
• s(1, 1) = 1; s(µA(m), 0) = s(0, µA(m)) = µA(m), m ∈M
• s(µA(m), µB(m)) ≤ s(µC(m), µD(m)), if µA(m) ≤ µC(m) and µB(m) ≤ µD(m)
• s(µA(m), µB(m)) = s(µB(m), µA(m))
• s(µA(m), (µB(m), µC(m))) = s((µA(m), µB(m)), µC(m))
The t-conorm operators generally define unions of fuzzy sets.
Alsina defined in [Als85] the mapping function which can transform any t-conorm
function into a t-norm:
t(µA(m), µB(m)) = 1− s(1− µA(m), 1− µB(m))
The following paragraphs describe the definitions of Zadeh’s union and intersection
operation. The union function is of type t-conorm and uses a maximum function for
combining fuzzy sets. Whereas, the intersection function is a t-norm function and uses
the minima operation in order to combine the fuzzy sets.
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Definition 24 (Union [Zad65]). The union of two fuzzy sets A ∪ B results in a third
fuzzy set C with the following membership function:
µC(m) = max[µA(m), µB(m)], where m ∈M .
Definition 25 (Intersection [Zad65]). The intersection of two fuzzy sets A ∩ B results
in a third fuzzy set C with the following membership function:
µC(m) = min[µA(m), µB(m)], where m ∈M .
Example 4. In order to exemplify the union and intersection operation on fuzzy sets,
another fuzzy set "thriller movie" is added to example 3, which contains the following
tuples:
”thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 0.7), (”Spaceballs (1987)”, 0.0), (”Wall
Street (1987)”, 1)}.
The union of the fuzzy sets "action movie" and "thriller movie" is as follows:
”action movie” ∪ ”thriller movie” = {max[(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 1), (”Lethal Wea-
pon (1987)”, 0.7)],max[(”Spaceballs (1987)”, 0.6), (”Spaceballs (1987)”, 0.0)],max[(”Wall
Street (1987)”, 0), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 1)]} = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 1), (”Space-
balls (1987)”, 0.6), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 1)}
The intersection of the fuzzy sets "action movie" and "thriller movie" is as follows:
”action movie” ∩ ”thriller movie” = {min[(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 1), (”Lethal Wea-
pon (1987)”, 0.7)],min[(”Spaceballs (1987)”, 0.6), (”Spaceballs (1987)”, 0.0)],min[(”Wall
Street (1987)”, 0), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 1)]} = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 0.7), (”Space-
balls (1987)”, 0), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 0)}
Other t-norm and t-conorm operators for fuzzy sets have been proposed by Dubois
and Prade [DP85, DP80], Hamacher [Ham78], Yager [Yag80], Gilles [Gil76] and Mizu-
moto [MT81].
In contrast to t-norm and t-conorm operators, the averaging operators combine fuzzy
sets in a way that the resulting membership degree lies between the minima and the
maxima of the membership degrees of the combined fuzzy sets. According to empirical
studies of Thole et al. [TZZ79], the averaging operators are close to human perception
of combining fuzzy sets. For an overview the averaging operator fuzzy and, fuzzy or
[Wer88] and the compensatory and [ZZ80] are defined and then discussed in example 5.
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Definition 26 (Fuzzy AND and Fuzzy OR [Wer88]). The fuzzy AND operator can be
defined as:
µand(µA(m), µB(m)) = γ×min[µA(m), µB(m)]+ (1−γ)(µA(m)+µB(m))2 , where m ∈M, γ ∈
[0, 1].
The fuzzy OR operator can be defined as:
µor(µA(m), µB(m)) = γ×max[µA(m), µB(m)]+ (1−γ)(µA(m)+µB(m))2 , where m ∈M, γ ∈
[0, 1].
The γ parameter indicates how close the fuzzy and operation goes to the strict min-
ima, respectively how close the fuzzy or operation goes to the strict maximum. If γ is
1 then the fuzzy and is the same operation as the intersection and the fuzzy or as the
union. When γ equals to 0 then the arithmetic mean of the fuzzy sets is calculated.
An average operator that combines fuzzy sets using a combination of the algebraic
product and the algebraic sum is the compensatory and defined by Zimmermann and
Zysno [ZZ80]. According to empirical studies from Zimmerman and Zysno, this operator
performs well for aggregation of fuzzy set in the field of human decision making processes
[ZZ80].
Definition 27 (Compensatory and [ZZ80]). The compensatory and can be defined as
follows:
µAi,comp(m) = (
∏n
i=1 µ1(m))
(1−γ)(1−∏ni=1(1− µi(m)))γ where m ∈M, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1.
The γ operator defines where the compensatory and is located between an algebraic
sum and the algebraic product. If γ equals 1 the pure algebraic product is used which
corresponds to a logical and. Otherwise, the pure algebraic sum representing a logical or
is used.
Example 5. In order to exemplify the fuzzy and, fuzzy or and compensatory and oper-
ators the two fuzzy sets "action movie" and "thriller movie" are combined by first using
a γ operator of 0.5. For the fuzzy and the resulting fuzzy set "fuzzy and action, thriller
movie" will become:
”fuzzy and action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, µand(µaction movie(
”Lethal Weapon (1987)”), µthriller movie(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”))), (”Spaceballs
(1987)”, µand(µaction movie(”Spaceballs (1987)”), µthriller movie(”Spaceballs (1987)”))),
(”Wall Street (1987)”, µand(µaction movie(”Wall Street (1987)”), µthriller movie(”Wall
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Street (1987)”)))}.
µand(µaction movie(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”), µthriller movie(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”)) =
0.5×min(1, 0.7) + (1−0.5)(1+0.7)
2
= 0.775
µand(µaction movie(”Spaceballs (1987)”), µthriller movie(”Spaceballs (1987)”)) = 0.5×
min(0.6, 0) + (1−0.5)(0.6+0)
2
= 0.15
µand(µaction movie(”Wall Street (1987)”), µthriller movie(”Wall Street (1987)”)) = 0.5 ×
min(0, 1) + (1−0.5)(0+1)
2
= 0.25
”fuzzy and action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 0.775), (”Space-
balls (1987)”, 0.15), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 0.25)}
The resulting set for the fuzzy or "fuzzy or action, thriller movie" will be calculated
accordingly and will become:
”fuzzy or action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 0.925), (”Space-
balls (1987)”, 0.45), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 0.75)}
A fuzzy set calculated using the compensatory and for combining the two fuzzy sets
"action movie" and "thriller movie" will be calculated as described next. Again, the γ
operator equals to 0.5.
”comp and action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, µcomp(”Lethal Wea-
pon (1987)”)), (”Spaceballs (1987)”, µcomp(”Spaceballs (1987)”)), (”Wall Street (1987)”,
µcomp(”Wall Street (1987)”))}.
µcomp(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”) = (1×0.7)(1−0.5)×(1−((1−1)×(1−0.7)))0.5 = 0.837
µcomp(”Spaceballs (1987)”) = (0.6× 0)(1−0.5) × (1− ((1− 0.6)× (1− 0)))0.5 = 0
µcomp(”Wall Street (1987)”) = (0× 1)(1−0.5) × (1− ((1− 0)× (1− 1)))0.5 = 0
”comp and action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 0.837), (”Space-
balls (1987)”, 0), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 0)}.
When using a γ operator equal to 1 for all three operations, the resulting fuzzy sets
are as follows:
”fuzzy and action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 0.7), (”Space-
balls (1987)”, 0), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 0)} which is the same result as the intersection
operation in example 4.
”fuzzy or action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 1), (”Spaceballs
(1987)”, 0.6), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 1)} which is the same result as the union operation
in example 4.
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”comp and action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 1), (”Spaceballs
(1987)”, 0.6), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 1)}.
Conversely, applying a γ operator that equal to 0 will produce the following results:
”fuzzy and action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 0.85), (”Space-
balls (1987)”, 0.3), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 0.5)} which is the arithmetic mean of the
membership degrees.
”fuzzy or action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 0.85), (”Space-
balls (1987)”, 0.3), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 0.5)} which is the same result fuzzy and op-
eration.
”comp and action, thriller movie” = {(”Lethal Weapon (1987)”, 0.7), (”Spaceballs
(1987)”, 0.6), (”Wall Street (1987)”, 0)}.
When using a γ operator equal to 1, the fuzzy and becomes the intersection function
as Zadeh defined it. Similar, the fuzzy or becomes the union operation. Having a γ oper-
ator equal to 0, both operations take the arithmetic mean into consideration. The fuzzy
set calculated with the compensatory and uses the algebraic products for calculating the
membership degrees when γ is 0. The algebraic product is a way to express the logical
and, which results in a membership degree between 0 and the lowest membership degree.
The algebraic product can therefore be used in place of the min operation used in the
intersection operation. A similar behavior can be observed when γ is 1. In this case
the algebraic sum, as replacement of the max operator in the union operation, is used
for calculation which results in a membership degree between the highest membership
degree and 1.
Many more fuzzy set operations have been presented in literature that are not de-
scribed in this section. For further reading on fuzzy set operations, reference a collection
of selected papers of fuzzy set theory [ZKY96], Zimmermann’s book [Zim91] and Tilli’s
book [Til91].
2.2.2. Linguistic Concepts
Zadeh developed on top of the fuzzy set theory a means for mathematically representing
natural language [Zad78b]. Therefore, he defined a linguistic variable which has words
or sentences as its values [Zad75c, Zad75a, Zad75b]. The values of the linguistic variable,
further called linguistic terms, are projected on a universe of discourse. Fuzzy sets are
used to define the degree of membership with which a value might belong to a linguistic
term. Zadeh defines a linguistic variable as follows:
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Definition 28 (Linguistic variable [Zad75a]). A linguistic variable is a quintuple (X,
T (X), G,M, F ) defined as follows:
• X is the name of the linguistic variable
• T (X) is the set linguistic terms of X
• G represents a syntactic rule that generates the set of linguistic terms
• M is the universe of discourse
• F is a semantic rule that defines for each linguistic term its meaning in the sense
of a fuzzy subset on U
Example 6. To illustrate a linguistic variable, consider a set of movies. Each movie has
a specific runtime. A universe of discourse can now be created as the set of all runtimes
of the movies in minutes. Next, a linguistic variable duration can be defined. Duration is
further partitioned in a set of linguistic terms {very short, short, medium, long, very
long}. Finally, for each movie runtime, belonging to the linguistic term can be defined
using a semantic rule. The semantic rule for defining the fuzzy subsets by linguistic
terms is also called a membership function. The linguistic variable duration can there-
fore formally be defined as follows:
(X = duration, T (X) = {very short, short, medium, long, very long}, G,M =
[0, 200], F )
Here, it is assumed that the runtime of the movies is from 0 to 200 minutes.
Figure 2.14 illustrates the distribution of the fuzzy subset (F ) over the set of all movie
runtimes. Each fuzzy subset (different shaded areas) is defined in its shape by the cor-
responding membership function. Which fuzzy subsets represents which linguistic term
is noted in the figure.
The linguistic variable duration represent a fuzzy concept that classifies all runtimes
of the movies into its linguistic terms. Figure 2.15 decomposes the linguistic variable
duration and its elements to show the hierarchical structure of a linguistic variable. The
highest element is the linguistic variable represented by its name "Duration". The lin-
guistic variable is decomposed in its set of linguistic terms. Further, the linguistic terms
are projected on the universe of discourse by fuzzy sets.
It is now possible to fuzzily classify movies according their runtime to the linguistic
variable duration. For instance, a movie with a runtime of 90 minutes fully belongs to
the class medium duration and belongs with a membership degree of 0.2 to long duration.
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In the consecutive chapters of this thesis, the term fuzzy concept is used as a synonym
for linguistic variable. The term fuzzy concept is chosen to better denote the usage of
fuzzy logic for classification.
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2.2.3. Application of Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic has been applied to a broad domain of applications. This section gives a
short overview of some of these domains.
Soft Computing and Expert Systems
The term soft computing describes different techniques such as probabilistic reasoning,
neural networks, fuzzy systems and more. The common purpose of these techniques is
that they are all optimized for finding solutions with a certain imprecision and uncer-
tainty [Zad94]. Furthermore, they are adaptive and can change behavior during runtime.
Such soft computing applications are often used for controllers that have to constantly
react to environmental changes. Tilli [Til91] provides some examples of products that
implements fuzzy logic for their functionalities. An excerpt of products described by
Tilli [Til91] and where they implement fuzzy logic is provided in the following list:
• Laundry machines use fuzzy logic to control parameters such as quantity of water,
detergent and washing time.
• Vacuum cleaners use fuzzy logic to adapt the force of the airflow according the
characteristics of the surface that has to be cleaned.
• Cameras use fuzzy logic for their auto focus functionalities.
• Televisions use fuzzy logic for adapting color, contrast and brightness.
• Cars use fuzzy logic amongst other for the anti blocking brake system.
Expert systems according to Kasabov [Kas96] are "knowledge-based systems that
contain expert knowledge". They are optimized for solving problems in a specific area
and can act similarly as an expert in this domain. Kasabov and Woodford describe in
[KW99] how fuzzy logic can be used for expert systems to make them more adaptive and
intelligent. In [KW99] it is described how fuzzy neural networks are used for adapting
the rule system during runtime in an intelligent expert system.
Fuzzy Possibilities
Zadeh defines possibility theory on the basis of fuzzy sets [Zad78a]. Possibility theory
describes how strong the possibility is that an element can be assigned to a fuzzy set. A
fuzzy set can then be extended to a possibility distribution. The next example illustrates
an application of a possibility distribution.
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Example 7. The linguistic term "long" of the linguistic variable duration in example
6 has a membership function that defines the following fuzzy set (the fuzzy set is not
complete but complete enough for an illustration of a possibility distribution):
long = {(80, 0), (90, 0.2), (95, 0.4), (105, 0.7), (125, 1), (130, 1), (145, 0.7)}
Using this linguistic term as a possibility distribution, a proposition such as "Space-
balls is a long movie" can be evaluated. The statement derived from the possibility
distribution is that the movie Spaceball might have a runtime of:
• 80 minutes with a possibility 0
• 90 minutes with a possibility 0.2
• 95 minutes with a possibility 0.4
• 105 minutes with a possibility 0.7
• 125 minutes with a possibility 1
• 130 minutes with a possibility 1
• 145 minutes with a possibility 0.7
In possibility theory the membership degree describes the possibility that an element
of the universe of discourse belongs to a fuzzy set. Therefore, it describes the vagueness
of the proposition. In contrast, a probabilistic distribution describes the likelihood that a
movie has a specific runtime. The difference between possibility and probability theory
is discussed by Kosko in greater detail in several publications [Kos90, KI93, Kos94a,
Kos94b].
Fuzzy Concepts for Database Applications
Another domain of application is the usage of fuzzy logic in information systems. In
[GUP04], Galindo et al. propose new attribute types in relational database systems
for representing fuzzy sets. Furthermore, they distinguish between fuzzy data and
fuzzy meta knowledge that provides information about the fuzzy attribute types in
the database. Galindo et al. propose with this attempt a general framework for imple-
menting fuzzy logic in relational databases.
Other approaches have been proposed that use fuzzy logic for classifying or grouping
data in relational database systems [MSW07, MSSV01, MMWS03, MWAS05, MSW08,
Wer08]. Schindler and Meier et al. [Sch98, MSSV01] provide a fuzzy database schema
for including linguistic variables in relational databases. With fCQL they further pro-
pose in [Sch98, MSSV01, MMWS03, MWAS05, MSW08] a SQL extension for fuzzily
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querying the relational database. Werro used this approach for an application on online
customer classification in [Wer08].
Fuzzy logic is also applied to multidimensional databases such as data warehouses.
These approaches are discussed in greater detail in section 3.1. Data warehouses are
often analyzed using data mining techniques in order to generate new knowledge from
data. Fuzzy logic can also be applied in the domain of data mining as for instance pro-
posed by Nauck in [Nau00]. Nauck uses neuro fuzzy systems for knowledge discovery and
data mining. Kaufmann uses fuzzy induction in [Kau12] for the discovery of relations
between attributes in databases.
In chapter 3, integration of fuzzy logic in data warehouse systems is discussed. Existing
approaches are first elaborated on in section 3.1. In the subsequent sections, a new
approach is proposed.
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3. Fuzzy Data Warehouse
In this chapter, a fuzzy data warehouse concept based on meta table structure is pre-
sented. To start with, existing approaches are presented and analyzed in section 3.1. The
different fuzzy data warehouse approaches are then compared and evaluated in section
3.1.4. In order to address the problems identified in section 3.1.4, section 3.2 presents
a new fuzzy data warehouse concept based on a meta table structure. Section 3.2 is
divided into four subsections. The first subsection 3.2.1 discusses basic definition and
the meta table definition. Derived from the definitions in subsection 3.2.1, the fuzzy
data warehouse model is defined in subsection 3.2.2. The definition of the fuzzy data
warehouse allows different combinations of meta tables. Therefore, subsection 3.2.3 pro-
vides guidelines that explain how to combine meta tables in order to model different
fuzzy concepts. Based on the guidelines in subsection 3.2.3 and the definition of the
fuzzy data warehouse model in subsection 3.2.2, a fuzzy data warehouse meta model is
presented in subsection 3.2.4. Later, section 3.3 depicts a method which allows trans-
forming a classical data warehouse into a fuzzy data warehouse. This method takes
the guidelines and the fuzzy data warehouse meta model into account. Characteristics
of fuzzy concepts in a fuzzy data warehouse are presented in section 3.4. Finally, the
classical data warehouse operations and fuzzy data warehouse operations are discussed
in section 3.5.
Figure 3.1 provides a visual overview of the structure of chapter 3. The arrows show
the direct dependencies of the different sections to each other.
3.1. Existing Research
Numerous efforts to integrate fuzzy logic with data warehouse have been reported. The
related work for this study has been divided into three sections. These categories are:
data warehouse approach for handling imprecise data (section 3.1.1), approaches for
implementing fuzziness into data warehouses (section 3.1.2) and a framework for im-
plementing fuzziness into data warehouses (section 3.1.3). Finally, the related work is
further evaluated in section 3.1.4.
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Figure 3.1.: Structure of Chapter 3
3.1.1. Data Warehouse Approaches for Handling Imprecise Data
Pedersen, Jensen and Dyreson [PJD99] describe techniques for handling imprecise data
in OLAP systems. Pedersen et al. define imprecise data as data with varying granular-
ities. A fact in an OLAP system is often collected from different source systems. These
source systems might differ in how they store its measures, for instance a blood pressure
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value can be stored as a decimal value with precision 2 or with precision 1. OLAP
systems in general expect to have all instances of a fact uniform. Therefore data is often
merged to the least precise unit. In order to circumvent this drawback, Pedersen et. al
allow varying precision in OLAP systems and test before executing a query if imprecise
data is involved in the process. In that case, the imprecise data is checked to see if it
is still precise enough to answer the query. Otherwise, alternative queries are proposed.
The techniques to handle imprecise data are demonstrated by medical data of diabetes
patients in [PJD99]. The long time blood sugar level is used to show imprecise data. It
might not be available in some data sets or it might be measured with different tech-
niques in different hospitals. The blood sugar is classified as precise data if the value is
a decimal number and imprecise data if the value is an integer or unknown. For queries
executed on the blood sugar level it is first tested if it can be answered adequately. If the
imprecision hinders an adequate answer, an alternative query is proposed. Considering
an example of a physician who wants to know all persons having a blood sugar level
between 5.4 and 6.2. If the query is executed on data sets that have imprecise blood
sugar level measures, the system might propose a query like all persons having a blood
sugar level between 5 and 7 instead.
Burdick, et al. [BDJ+05] propose an OLAP model to handle both imprecise and un-
certain data. According to Burdick et al., imprecision in a OLAP cube occurs when a
fact can not be related with a leaf node instance of a dimension. Leaf node instances
are instances of the primary attribute of a dimension. Burdick et. al. illustrate an im-
precision in OLAP with the example of a car incident in the state Texas. The primary
attribute of the dimension location would be city. The fact of the car incident can only
be attached to state level and not city level. Therefore, the information about the car
incident is considered as imprecise data. In contrast to imprecision, uncertain data are
facts that represents likelihood. For instance, a car brake incident might happen with a
certain probability on a specific car. Burdick et al. include this likelihood as uncertain
fact in the OLAP model. In order to handle this kind of uncertain qualitative infor-
mation, probability distribution functions are used in the example in [BDJ+05]. The
brake incident attribute contains the probability of an incident and for no incident in the
following two tuple form: <0.8, 0.2>, with a probability of 0.8 that no brake incident
will happen. For aggregating uncertain facts, Burdick et. al. propose a linear opera-
tor. Furthermore, Burdick et. al. explain the aggregation function SUM, AVERAGE,
COUNT when combining uncertain and imprecise data and conditions of completeness
and faithfulness in order to guarantee the summarizability of the OLAP system.
3.1.2. Approaches for Implementing Fuzziness into Data
Warehouse
In the area of rules mining on data cubes Alhajj and Kaya [AK03] proposed an imple-
mentation of a fuzzy OLAP cube in order to perform fuzzy association rules mining.
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Based on the classical data warehouse and fuzzy sets, a fuzzy OLAP cube is calculated.
The fuzzy OLAP cube contains for each fact the membership degrees of the fuzzy sets as
measure. The actual facts of the data warehouse that should be mined are not included
in the fuzzy OLAP cube. In a further step, fuzzy association rules are applied to the
membership degrees in the fuzzy OLAP cube. Finally, Alhajj and Kaya experimentally
prove that this technique produces meaningful results with reasonable efficiency.
Delgado et al. [DMS+04] and Molina et al. [MRASV06] propose integrating fuzzy
concepts directly in the dimensional structure of a data warehouse. As an example, a
dimension hierarchy of age is depicted. A set of age value 1,. . . ,100 is aggregated over
two hierarchy paths age → legal age → all and age → group → all. The dimension
attribute legal age has the instances yes and no, whereas, the dimensional attribute
group is a fuzzy concept with the linguistic terms young, adult and old as instances.
Therefore, all the instances of age are classified within the fuzzy concept groups. When
navigating from age to groups, the instances are distributed over the linguistic terms
based on their membership degrees. For example, the age 25 might belong to young with
a membership degree of 0.7 and to adult with a degree of 0.3. In this case a roll-up to
the hierarchy level group would distribute age 25 as 17.5 (0.7*25) to the instance young
and 7.5 (0.3*25) to the instance adult.
Schepperle et. al. [SMH04] propose a similar approach for integrating fuzzy concepts
into dimension structures. Schepperle et. al. describe that a fuzzy concept in a data
warehouse has the same characteristics as a dimensional attribute and can therefore
be aggregated similarly. Conditions for aggregation over fuzzy concepts in dimension
structures are further discussed in detail. Based on the summarizability conditions of
Lenz and Shoshani [LT01], extended aggregation conditions are proposed. The main
outcome of the extended summarizability is the constraint that the membership degrees
of all linguistic terms of a fuzzy concept have to be normalized [Sch98]. Additionally,
they propose an extension of the Common Warehouse Metamodel (Medina and Trujillo
[MT02]) that covers imprecise data.
Kumar et. al. [KKD05] describe an approach for integrating fuzzy concepts into
OLAP cubes on facts and dimensions. The fuzzy OLAP cube is defined as a cube that
has all facts and at least one dimension fuzzified. In order to fuzzify the facts and the
dimensions, the original quantitative values are replaced with a two tuple containing
the linguistic term and the corresponding membership degree. The membership degrees
are derived using the CLARANS (Ng and Hang [NH94]) clustering algorithm. In Kasi-
nadh and Krishna [KK07] the same approach with multi-attribute summarization for
calculating the membership degrees is used. Both approaches essentially integrate fuzzy
concepts on dimensions and measures and depict how to operate over them.
Pérez et. al. [PSP07] propose a fuzzy spatial data warehouse. The approach is exem-
plified for a data warehouse representing risk zones around a volcano. In this approach,
the fuzzy concepts are applied to the top level attribute of the dimensions. As a result,
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only the highest aggregated level is fuzzy and the levels beneath are crisp. The fuzzy
concept acts as an additional query layer on the crisp data warehouse. By applying fuzzy
concepts on the top level attribute of a dimension, the fuzzy concepts are not involved
in aggregation operation over the dimension hierarchy. Therefore, the summarizability
can be guaranteed as in a classical data warehouse.
Sapir et. al. [SSR08] define a method for creating a fuzzy data warehouse. The
method depicts how to integrate fuzzy concepts in dimension structures, measures and
is based on Kimball’s methodology for creating a data warehouse [KR02]. The steps of
the method for creating a fuzzy data warehouse are summarized below:
• Identify the business process
• Define the granularity
• Define the dimensions
– Define the fuzzy dimensions
– Define the fuzzy hierarchies
• Identify the facts
A fuzzy dimension according Sapir et al. is a dimension that has at least one cate-
gory attribute with a fuzzy concept. The elements of the fuzzy concept are stored in
an additional table and this table is related to the category attribute in a 1:1 relation.
The fuzzy concept table comprises the foreign key to the category attribute instance
and the linguistic terms as attributes. The membership degrees are the instances of the
linguistic terms. A fuzzy hierarchy is a hierarchy in which the category attribute itself
is a fuzzy concept and the linguistic terms are the instances of the category attribute.
In order to consistently aggregate from the lower hierarchy level to the fuzzy concept,
the aggregated values are distributed according the membership degrees. Therefore, an
intermediate table between the lower level and the fuzzy concept level is used to hold the
membership degrees. A similar concept is known as bridge table in classical data ware-
house theory for multivalued hierarchies [KC04, Kim98]. In example 17 in section 3.5.3,
bridge tables are explained in greater detail. Fuzzy concepts on facts are integrated into
the fact table as attributes. As a result, for each linguistic term a new attribute has to
be specified in the fact table. Additionally, Sapir et al. describe aggregation operations
on their fuzzy data warehouse concept.
3.1.3. The Feng and Dillon Framework for Implementing
Fuzziness into Data Warehouse
Feng and Dillon [FD03] presented a framework for implementing fuzziness into data
warehouse. The framework uses a three layer model to describe the semantics of a fuzzy
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data warehouse. The first level describes the quantitative view of the data. This level
is similar to the classical data warehouse and provides the basic aggregation functions
such as SUM, COUNT, AVERAGE, MIN, MAX for the data analysis.
The second layer provides a qualitative summarization of the facts in the data ware-
house. Qualitative classification of facts is realized using linguistic terms described as
fuzzy term in [FD03]. For each fact instance that has to be classified fuzzily, a set of
fuzzy terms and a set of the corresponding membership degrees replaces the quantitative
value. Therefore, instead of having a numerical fact in the second layer, the fact instance
contains two attributes: the set of fuzzy terms and the set of membership degrees of the
fuzzy terms.
The third layer provides quantifier summarization. Feng and Dillon describe fuzzy
concepts on dimensions as linguistic quantifiers. A linguistic quantifier is a linguistic
probability that determines the degree to which a concept is satisfied [Zad83]. The lin-
guistic quantifier is similar to the fuzzy term in the second layer except that it is applied
to the dimension element rather than the quantitative facts of layer one. The result set
of queries on the third layer cube will always provide an overall performance according
to a linguistic quantifier of fuzzily grouped (in layer two) facts.
Further, Feng and Dillon describe the pivot oriented operations slice, dice, roll-up,
drill-down and sift applied to their fuzzy data warehouse framework. Each operation
can be executed on either a quantitative cube, a qualitative cube or a quantifier cube.
Additionally, the measure oriented operations union, intersect and difference are de-
scribed for each measure type of the cubes. Finally, the way in which cube operations
can be transformed into SQL statements is discussed.
3.1.4. Evaluation and Comparison of the Existing Approaches
For comparison and evaluation this section provides a summary of the different ap-
proaches and identifies the drawbacks that these approaches have. The approaches are
categorized and the drawbacks are depicted. First, the categories differentiate the ap-
proaches on whether they apply fuzzy concepts on facts or dimensions. In a second
categorization, they are split into approaches that do or do not replace or modify the
original values in the data warehouse. Often, the identified problems apply to differ-
ent categories. Thus, the problems might be discussed multiple times from different
perspectives per category. The different approaches are then summarized in a tabular
form according to categorization and how the problems can be addressed with the new
concept that is presented in section 3.2.
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Application of fuzzy concepts in data warehouse structure
When regarding where the fuzzy concepts are applied in the data warehouse structure,
three different types can be identified. The first type applies fuzzy concepts on the mea-
sures of the data warehouse. It either integrates the fuzzy concepts in the fact table or
applies them on the aggregated measures of a result set. The following approaches can
be identified for applying fuzzy concepts to the facts:
• Pedersen, Jensen and Dyreson [PJD99] handles imprecise facts.
• Burdick et al. [BDJ+05] defines uncertainty on facts by using probabilistic distri-
bution if a certain characteristic (ex. brake incident) is true or not.
• Alhajj and Kaya [AK03] derives the fuzzy membership degrees from the facts of
a crisp OLAP cube and stores them as facts in a fuzzy OLAP cube. The fuzzy
OLAP cube is then used for fuzzy association rules mining.
Pedersen, Jensen and Dyreson describe in [PJD99] an approach in which the complex-
ity of handling imprecision is passed to the query engine and further to the user. The
user has to decide if the proposed query is adequate for his analysis, which increases the
complexity of querying the data warehouse. Imprecise data, as defined by Motro and
Smets [MS97], is a special kind of imperfect data by which the accuracy of data is fuzzy.
Considering the definition of Motro and Smets, even if the approach in [PJD99] does
not directly integrate fuzzy logic into data warehouses, fuzzy classification of imprecise
data might facilitate querying such a data warehouse. An alternative solution to the
proposition of new queries is to classify blood sugar level with a fuzzy concept containing
the linguistic terms low, middle and high. The physician can then query data by using
the linguistic terms like: all persons with a high blood sugar level or all persons with at
least a 0.8 high blood sugar level. Using a fuzzy data warehouse concept can therefore
handle the imprecision of the data during the modeling phase of the data warehouse.
Therefore, a major benefit is that the complexity of imprecise data is not passed to the
user level and the system does not have to redefine the user query.
Burdick et al. address in [BDJ+05] uncertainty by using likelihoods. Based on Kosko
[Kos90], a probabilistic system can be represented by fuzzy theory. The likelihood that
brakes are failing can therefore be represented as a normalized linguistic variable with
the linguistic terms “no brake incident” and “brake incident”. The likelihood value found
by the probability distribution can be applied directly as membership degrees to the cor-
responding linguistic terms in a way that µno brake incident = 0.8 and µbrake incident = 0.2.
Imprecision, as Burdick et. al. define, conflicts with the definition of a data warehouse
from Inmon, Kimball or Lehner. In all definitions, a key property is the lowest gran-
ularity of the information. This property defines that all facts in a fact table can be
distinctively related to the primary attribute of a dimension. However, by using a data
warehouse model based on a constellation schema as illustrated by Kimball in [KRT+08]
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it is possible to relate multiple fact tables to the same dimensional structure. With this
approach, it might be possible to integrate this kind of imprecise data in a classical data
warehouse. For facts with different granularities a distinct fact table can be created and
related to the dimensional structure. It is possible to extend a starflake schema to a
constellation schema by adding multiple fact tables.
The meta model, which is based on a snowflake model, of the fuzzy data warehouse
in section 3.2.4 provides the possibility of adding multiple fact tables in the fuzzy data
warehouse model. In conclusion, imprecise and uncertain data as described by Burdick
et al. can be interpreted by the fuzzy data warehouse model proposed later in this thesis.
In [AK03], Alhajj and Kaya use the fuzzy facts only for fuzzy association rules mining.
This approach limit fuzzy concepts for a specific application scope. The generation of an
additional fuzzy OLAP cube can be omitted when directly integrating the fuzzy concepts
into the data warehouse. Therefore, the proposed fuzzy data warehouse approach allows
fuzzy association rules mining without additional data transformation steps. Due to the
ability to simultaneously query crisp and fuzzy data, it might be possible to combine
fuzzy association rules mining and other data mining techniques with less effort than
with the proposed fuzzy OLAP cube by Alhajj and Kaya. Furthermore with the ap-
proach proposed in [AK03], the fuzzy facts are handled in a second OLAP cube, which
results in higher costs for storage and synchronization (extraction, transformation and
load from crisp cube into fuzzy cube) of the data in the cubes.
Fuzzy concepts are often integrated into the dimension hierarchy. This type of in-
tegration then allows aggregation of facts over linguistic terms of the fuzzy concept in
dimensions. The following approaches can be identified for applying fuzzy concepts to
the dimensions:
• Delgado et al. [DMS+04] and Molina, et al. [MRASV06] implement the fuzzy
concepts directly into the dimension as additional hierarchy.
• Schepperle et. al. [SMH04] propose a similar approach as Delgado, et al. [DMS+04]
but only provides one fuzzy dimension hierarchy.
• Pérez et. al. [PSP07] integrates fuzzy concepts as the top level attribute of the
dimensions. Therefore, facts can be aggregated over crisp hierarchy structures and
on the last aggregation step they are aggregated into the linguistic terms according
their membership degrees.
The approaches from Delgado et al., Molina et al. and Schepperle et al. integrate
fuzzy concepts into dimensional structures. This method has several drawbacks. A
fuzzy concept reflects a linguistic interpretation or grouping of quantitative values. The
interpretation often depends on environmental influences. For instance, specific busi-
ness terms of a company. Assuming that the linguistic term might change frequently,
this approach forces the dimensional structure to adapt more often when using a crisp
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Feature Outdoor Army Informatics Souvenir
Big knife blade 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1
Small knife blade 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3
Big knife blade with opening hole 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0
Screwdriver / can opener 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1
Phillips screwdriver 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.0
Torx screwdriver no. 2 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0
Memory stick 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.3
Toothpick 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2
Tweezers 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
Pencil 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
Table 3.1.: List of Swiss Army Knife Features
data warehouse. A second drawback is the need to always have normalized membership
degrees for a fuzzy concept. Normalizing membership degrees can lead to information
loss. If the membership degree is based on a set of features of a product, normalization
removes the information about the features. Example 8 illustrates the difficulty of nor-
malization in greater detail.
Example 8. Swiss army knifes are classified with the fuzzy concept activity. The fuzzy
concept activity has the linguistic terms “outdoor”, “army”,“informatics” and “souvenir”.
The classification is based on the list of features a knife has. Every possible feature gives
a certain membership degree in one of the categories. Table 3.1 provides the different
features and the corresponding membership degrees for the linguistic term.
The features are combined into different models of swiss army knives. The new swiss
army knife has a big knife blade with the opening hole, a screwdriver with can opener
and a phillips screwdriver. Therefore it belongs with 1.0 to the class army and with 0.8
to outdoor. An extended version of the new swiss army knife is produced with a small
knife blade and a torx screwdriver. The version is now belonging with 1.2 to class army
and with 1.1 to outdoor. The membership degree tells how strong the features are met
for a specific category. A knife can belong to multiple classes with a membership degree
higher 1.0. When normalizing the membership degrees of the fuzzy concept activity, this
particular information about the features is lost.
Furthermore, when integrating a fuzzy concept as an additional hierarchy path as
proposed in [DMS+04] and [MRASV06], it is not possible to analyze the facts simulta-
neously crisp and fuzzy. To do so, it is necessary to query the fuzzy data warehouse
twice, once using the crisp hierarchy path once the fuzzy hierarchy path.
The fuzzy data warehouse model proposed in section 3.2.2 does not integrate fuzzy
concepts in the dimension structure. The fuzzy concepts do not need to be normalized as
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they are not necessarily involved in the aggregation process of the data warehouse oper-
ations (see section 3.5). The fuzzy concepts can be queried in every hierarchy path they
are aggregated or propagated on (section 3.4.2). Therefore no specific fuzzy dimension
hierarchy is needed. Additionally, the proposed approach also defines fuzzy concepts on
facts and not only on dimensions.
The solution from Pérez et al. [PSP07] is developed for a specific application of fuzzy
concepts in data warehouses. It does not consider a general approach to integrate fuzzi-
ness in data warehouses. Classification with fuzzy concepts is only considered on the
highest aggregated level. Beneath this level, it is a classical crisp data warehouse. With
the integration of fuzzy concepts in meta tables, as proposed here, the fuzzy spatial data
warehouse from Pérez et al. can be modeled. Additionally, this approach is much more
generic and can be applied to other domains than just spatial data warehouses.
The third type of approaches describes how to apply fuzzy concepts in facts and
dimensions. The manner in which fuzzy concepts on facts can be navigated over fuzzy
dimension structures is then shown. The following approaches can be identified for
applying fuzzy concepts on dimensions and facts:
• Kumar et. al. [KKD05] and Kasinadh and Krishna [KK07] propose the option to
fuzzify facts and dimensions. The original crisp values are therefore replaced with
the linguistic terms and the corresponding membership values.
• Sapir et. al. [SSR08] integrated fuzzy concepts into facts by using an additional
fuzzy meta table. Fuzzy concepts on dimension hierarchies can be applied by using
a concept similar to bridge tables.
• Feng and Dillon [FD03] propose in their framework two additional OLAP cubes.
The first cube integrates the membership degrees of facts as its own facts. The
second cube integrates the fuzzy concept on the dimension structures in order to
navigate fuzzily over the fuzzy facts of the first cube.
Kumar et. al. in [KKD05] and and Kasinadh and Krishna in [KK07] replace the
quantitative values of the facts and dimensions with the two tuple representing the
fuzzy concept. Consequently, information is suppressed and the analysis of this fuzzy
data warehouse only provides the qualitative view represented by the fuzzy concept. The
membership degrees are automatically defined by clustering algorithms. This approach
does not provide the possibility that business analysts can classify manually or that
classification is based on external information sources as described in example 8. The
meta table structure of the proposed approach in this thesis does not restrict how the
classification is created. It is possible to use automatic classification like clustering algo-
rithms or manual classifications. A classification can be extended with different variants
as later explained in section 3.2.3 and therefore this approach is more flexible than the
approach proposed in [KKD05].
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The approach of Sapir et al. in [SSR08] integrates fuzzy concepts on dimensions in
an additional table. This is very similar to the approach in this thesis. However, the
structure of the fuzzy concept table differs. In section 3.2.1, it is explained that this
approach uses two tables to represent a fuzzy concept. This structure improves the
flexibility of the fuzzy concept in two ways. First, the linguistic terms are easier to add,
remove or modify. Second, the fuzzy concept can be enhanced with other linguistic term
combinations or other classification values as described in section 3.2.3. The integration
of fuzzy concepts as a dimension hierarchy is similar to the approaches of Delgado et.
al. or Schepperle et. al. and also suffers from the same drawbacks. The fuzzy con-
cepts defined on facts imply a new attribute for each linguistic term and consequently a
new column in the fact table. If a linguistic term is modified or a new fuzzy concept is
added, the structure of the fact table has to be adapted accordingly. The fact table is the
biggest table in a data warehouse and often holds several million to several billion data
rows. It can be very inflexible and dangerous to alter the fact table when a new fuzzy
concept is added or an existing fuzzy concept is modified. As a consequence, it will be
very difficult to perform changes on fuzzy concepts on facts or adding new fuzzy concepts.
In this thesis, a fuzzy concept on a fact is added within a meta table structure and
only related by foreign key relation to the fact table. The fuzzy concept can be modified
or deleted without affecting the fact table. This concept provides the same flexibility
for fuzzy concepts on facts as on dimensions.
The Feng and Dillon framework in [FD03] differentiates between fuzzy concepts on
facts (layer two) and on dimensions (layer three). In the approach described in this the-
sis, this distinction is omitted. As described later in section 3.2.2, fuzzy concepts can be
applied to dimensional attributes as they can be applied to facts. The concepts can then
be processed similarly and the complexity of transposing from one cube into another is
not necessary. The fuzzy data warehouse here proposed also allows the handling of the
quantitative crisp values simultaneously with fuzzy concepts. With these functionalities,
the fuzzy data warehouse is able to provide the same classification functionalities as de-
scribed by the framework. Using operations as fuzzifying and defuzzifying described in
section 3.5.2 allows integrating and removing fuzzy concepts from a cube in a single step.
This is a major advantage compared to the framework as the crisp and the fuzzy values
can be compared in a single query. The proposed approach in this thesis already pro-
vides the ability to integrate fuzzy concept in the modeling phase of a data warehouse.
Snowflake or star schemas can be directly extended with the meta table structures for
the fuzzy concepts. This is in contrast to the framework of Feng and Dillon, where the
fuzzy concepts are integrated in a second and third layer. Similar to [FD03], classical
data warehouse operations like roll-up, drill-down, slice and dice are explained for the
fuzzy data warehouse and in chapter 4, the transformation of the operations in SQL
statements are illustrated.
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Impact of the fuzzy concepts on the original values
In a further categorization it possible to distinguish between approaches that replace the
original values and approaches that integrate fuzzy concepts in parallel to the original
values. In this classification, integrating fuzzy concepts directly in dimension hierarchies
is considered as replacement of the original values. This is due to the fact, that the
original crisp aggregation path of a dimension is altered. The following approaches do
not replace or modify original values:
• Pedersen, Jensen and Dyreson [PJD99] discusse the imprecise nature of the origin
facts and do not alter these facts.
• Burdick et al. [BDJ+05] add new uncertain characteristics to the facts, but do not
mention the replacement of the original facts.
• Alhajj and Kaya [AK03] create a new fuzzy OLAP cube derived from the crisp
OLAP cube. The original OLAP cube remains unchanged.
• Delgado et al. [DMS+04] and Molina, et al. [MRASV06] describe the integration of
the fuzzy concepts in their own dimension hierarchy. The crisp dimension hierarchy
remains untouched.
• Pérez et. al. [PSP07] integrates fuzzy concepts directly in the dimension hierarchy
but only on the generic top level attribute. Therefore, this integration does not
affect the origin aggregation path.
• Feng and Dillon [FD03] provide for each fuzzy concept integration a new cube
similar to Alhajj and Kaya [AK03].
The approaches listed below do replace the original values. Either the dimension
structure is altered or the fact, respectively dimension, instances are completely replaced
by information of the fuzzy concept.
• Schepperle et. al. [SMH04] discuss a hierarchy with fuzzy concepts integrated
in the dimension. The dimension does therefore not provide an aggregation path
without fuzzy concepts involved. It has to be noted that in [SMH04] the fuzzy
dimension is never meant to be crisp and is not derived from a crisp dimension
hierarchy.
• Kumar et. al. [KKD05] and Kasinadh and Krishna [KK07] replace the facts and
dimension attributes by the fuzzy membership degrees using algorithms such as
CLARANS.
• Sapir et. al. [SSR08] integrate fuzzy concepts in the dimensions by using a bridge
table and therefore alter the dimension structure. On the other hand, the fuzzy
concepts on the facts are placed in a separate attribute and do not replace any
fact values.
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Summarization of approaches according categorization
The following table summarizes the different approaches based on categorization. The
stated problems are listed for each categorization and it is shown how the proposed fuzzy
data warehouse concept in section 3.2 might be able to overcome the described problems.
Categorization Approaches Discussed Prob-
lems
Solution with
proposed con-
cept
Fuzzy concepts on
facts
• Pedersen, Jensen
and Dyreson
[PJD99]
• Burdick, et al.
[BDJ+05]
• Alhajj and Kaya
[AK03]
• Kumar, et. al.
[KKD05] and
Kasinadh and
Krishna [KK07]
• Sapir, et. al.
[SSR08]
• Feng and Dillon
[FD03]
• Automatic
calculation of
memebrship
degrees using
algorithms in
[KKD05] and
[KK07]
• Limited appli-
cation scope
in [PJD99],
[BDJ+05],
[AK03]
• Inflexible for
fuzzy concept
variants in
[SSR08]
• High complex-
ity because of
multiple OLAP
cubes [AK03]
and [FD03]
The concept in
section 3.2 does
not limit how the
membership is
calculated. There-
fore, it allows
automatically
and manually de-
fined membership
functions. The
flexibility given by
the proposed meta
table structure (see
section 3.2.2 and
3.2.3) improves
this concept for
application on dif-
ferent application
scopes. Through
the use of meta
tables structure a
single OLAP cube
can hold the crisp
and fuzzy data and
allows analyzing
both data at the
same time.
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Fuzzy concepts on
dimensions
• Delgado, et al.
[DMS+04] and
Molina, et al.
[MRASV06]
• Schepperle, et.
al. [SMH04]
• Pérez, et. al.
[PSP07]
• Kumar, et. al.
[KKD05] and
Kasinadh and
Krishna [KK07]
• Sapir, et. al.
[SSR08]
• Feng and Dillon
[FD03]
• When applying
fuzzy concepts
into dimension
hierarchies, the
membership
degrees have to
be normalized
as described
in [DMS+04],
[MRASV06],
[SMH04] and
[SSR08]
• Fuzzy concepts
are only applied
to top level in
[PSP07]
• Multiple OLAP
cubes result in
high complexity
in [AK03] and
[FD03]
Using the meta
table structure as
proposed in section
3.2 allows classi-
fying dimension
attributes without
integrating fuzzy
concepts into the
hierarchy structure
of the dimensions.
Therefore, the ag-
gregation of facts
over dimension can
always be executed
on the crisp cat-
egory attributes.
The consistency
of aggregation is
guaranteed and
fuzzy concepts do
not have to be
normalized. Fuzzy
concepts can be
integrated on every
level of a dimension
hierarchy.
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No replacement
or modification of
original values
• Pedersen, Jensen
and Dyreson
[PJD99]
• Burdick, et al.
[BDJ+05]
• Alhajj and Kaya
[AK03]
• Delgado, et al.
[DMS+04] and
Molina, et al.
[MRASV06]
• Pérez, et. al.
[PSP07]
• Feng and Dillon
[FD03]
• Complexity
of imprecision
is passed to
query engine in
[PJD99]
• A probabilis-
tic approach
is for handling
uncertainty in
[BDJ+05]
• Fuzzy Concepts
are normalized
in [DMS+04] and
[MRASV06]
• The complexity
for navigation
is increased
over dimensions
in [DMS+04],
[MRASV06] and
[PSP07]
• Multiple OLAP
cubes increase
complexity in
[AK03] and
[FD03]
The meta table
model proposes
an integration of
fuzzy concept into
an existing data
warehouse model
as described in
section 3.2.4. Con-
sequently, only a
single OLAP cube
is used for pre-
senting both crisp
and fuzzy values.
The complexity
of synchronizing
multiple cube and
navigation can be
omitted. The com-
plexity of handling
imprecise data
can be processed
with fuzzy concept
before querying
the data ware-
house. Using fuzzy
concept instead
of a probabilistic
approach allows
greater flexibility
in classification.
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Replacing or mod-
ifying original val-
ues
• Schepperle, et.
al. [SMH04]
• Kumar, et. al.
[KKD05] and
Kasinadh and
Krishna [KK07]
• Sapir, et. al.
[SSR08]
• The origin data
of the data ware-
house is altered
and therefore it
is not possible
to provide the
same analysis
anymore once
the the fuzzy
concepts are
integrated.
The meta table
structure allows
querying the data
warehouse crisp
and fuzzy at once
and fuzzy concepts
never imply alter-
ing a crisp value
or structure of the
data warehouse.
The two additional
operations fuzzify
and defuzzify are
defined in section
3.5 in order to
improve the si-
multaneous query
capabilities of the
proposed fuzzy
concept.
Table 3.2.: Classification of existing approaches
In conclusion, the fuzzy data warehouse model proposed in this thesis is generic enough
to cover all the specific solutions discussed in the explored literature. Additionally, most
of the discovered problems for integrating fuzzy concepts in data warehouse systems are
solved by integrating them into a meta tables structure. Therefore, compared to the dis-
cussed approaches, the proposed approach simplifies the integration and the aggregation
of the fuzzy concepts and provides a more flexible fuzzy data warehouse.
3.2. Fuzzy Data Warehouse Concept
In order to address the problems described in the section 3.1.4, fuzzy concepts can be
integrated as a meta table structure without affecting the core of a data warehouse. The
proposed approach is more flexible as it allows integrating and defining fuzzy concepts
without the need for redesigning the core of a data warehouse. By using this fuzzy data
warehousing approach, it is possible to extract and analyze the data simultaneously in
a classical sharp and in a fuzzy manner. The purpose of this section is to present the
definitions of the meta tables, modeling guidelines and the meta model of the fuzzy data
warehouse approach.
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3.2.1. Basic Definitions and Fuzzy Meta Tables
For integrating fuzzy concepts into a data warehouse, one must first analyze which el-
ements in the data warehouse should be classified fuzzily. The element can be a fact
in the fact table or an attribute of a dimension. An element that has to be classified
fuzzily is called the target attribute and the value range of the instances of this element
is called the domain of attribute.
Definition 29 (Domain of Attribute). A set of possible values or the range of possible
values that a dimension attribute or a fact can have is called domain of an attribute or
universe of discourse. Domain Dom of an attribute A is represented by DomA.
Definition 30 (Target Attribute). A dimension attribute or a fact that is required to be
classified fuzzily is called a target attribute (TA) . Under fuzzy classification, instances of
TA are classified over a set (S) that is represented by a linguistic variable. The linguis-
tic variable consists of a set of non-numeric terms called linguistic terms S = T1, . . . , Tk.
The linguistic terms of a linguistic variable are captured in an attribute called class
membership attribute.
Definition 31 (Class Membership Attribute). A class membership attribute (CMA) for
a target attribute TA, represented by CMATA, is an attribute that has a set of linguistic
terms T1, . . . , Tk to which the target attribute may belong. In other words, for all pos-
sible values of a target attribute (domain of attribute DomTA) there is a corresponding
relation to a CMA value. The values of CMA are the values of the set S.
All values of DomTA belong to a certain fuzzy degree to a CMA value. The degree of
belonging to a value of CMA is called membership degree and this membership degree
defines the relation of an instance TA to a CMA value.
Definition 32 (Membership Degree). The membership degree MD ∈ [0, 1] is the degree
to which the values of a target attribute TA are related with linguistic terms T1, . . . , Tk,
respectively with the values of CMA.
MD is calculated using a membership function.
Definition 33 (Membership Function). A membership function of a class membership
attribute CMA is a function µ(TA) that is used to calculate the membership degree MD
of a TA to a class membership attribute CMA: µ : TA→ [0, 1]
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The membership degrees generated by membership functions are captured as mem-
bership degree attributes in the fuzzy data warehouse model. A membership degree
attribute is defined as:
Definition 34 (Membership Degree Attribute). A membership degree attribute MDA
of a target attribute TA, is an attribute that has a set of membership degrees of the target
attribute TA. The value of a membership degree is calculated by a membership function
and is represented by µt(TA) = MD where MD is the membership degree of TA for the
linguistic term t in CMA.
An attribute that must be handled fuzzily is extended with two meta tables. The
first meta table contains a description of the fuzzy concept and the second meta table
contains membership degrees of each instance with regard to the class membership at-
tributes. The two tables are defined as follows:
Definition 35 (Fuzzy Classification Table). A table that consists of linguistic terms
and their unique identifiers is called fuzzy classification table FCT . It is a two attribute
table that consists of an identity attribute and a class membership attribute, where the
identity attribute is a unique identifier of the table values. Formally,
FCTTA = {Identifier, CMATA}
Definition 36 (Fuzzy Membership Table). A table that stores the values representing
the degree to which a value is related to a linguistic term is called fuzzy membership table
FMT . It is a table with four attributes: the identity attribute of the table, the identifier
of the target attribute TA, the identifier of the class membership attribute CMATA in
the fuzzy classification table FCTTA and membership degree attribute MDA for TA.
Formally,
FMTTA = {Identifier, Identifier of TA, Identifier of CMATA, MDATA}
3.2.2. Fuzzy Data Warehouse Model
The fuzzy data warehouse model is a combination of four types of tables (see definition
37). These are dimension tables, fact tables, fuzzy membership tables and fuzzy classi-
fication tables.
Definition 37 (Fuzzy Data Warehouse Model). A fuzzy data warehouse model is a set
of tables and it is represented by FDW .
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FDW = {Dim, Fact, FCTTA, FMTTA}
where,
Dim = {a set of category attributes, level of category attributes}
Fact = {a set of measures}
TA = {TA1, TA2, . . . , TAn}
n is the number of attributes that are classified fuzzily.
It is notable that the set of target attributes is a subset of the set of dimension and the
set of the facts. Formally, TA is a subset of Dim ∪ Fact (i.e. ∀ TAi ∈ Dim ∪ Fact :
1 ≤ i ≤ n).
For each attribute TA1, TA2 . . . , TAn:
FCTTAi = {Identifier, CMATAi} where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
FMTTAi = {Identifier, Identifier of FCT, Identifier of TAi, MDATAi} where
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
3.2.3. Guidelines for Modeling the Fuzzy Data Warehouse
In this section, a set of guidelines for designing a fuzzy data warehouse model and the
usage of these guidelines for developing a meta model for the fuzzy data warehouse is
presented.
Distinct Fuzzy Classes / Linguistic Terms
A set of linguistic terms (also called fuzzy classes) is used for the classification of in-
stances of a target attribute. In the simplest case, the linguistic terms are distinct, i.e.
there is a single set of linguistic terms with no repetition between them. In this case, one
instance of a target attribute belongs to only one fuzzy class at a time and the degree
of relation is measured by a membership function. Formally,
TA− instance (1) : Fuzzy Classes (1)
TA MDA CMA
Guideline 1. Add a fuzzy classification table FCT and a fuzzy membership table FMT
for each target attribute TA, as shown below.
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Dimension / 
Fact
Fuzzy 
Membership 
Table
Fuzzy 
Classification 
Table
Different Membership Degrees for the same Linguistic Terms
An instance of a target attribute may belong to a linguistic term but may have different
degrees with which it belongs to a linguistic term. This is due to the fact that multiple
business users have different interpretations of a single instance of a target attribute i.e.
multiple membership functions are used for a target attribute. Formally,
TA− instance (1) : Fuzzy Classes (1)
but with different membership degrees
TA MDA CMA
Guideline 2. If an instance of a TA belongs to a fuzzy class but with multiple mem-
bership degrees, add a FCT and M number of FMT s, as shown below, where M is the
number of distinct membership degrees.
Dimension / 
Fact
Fuzzy 
Membership 
Table
Fuzzy 
Classification 
Table
Different Linguistic Terms for a Target Attribute
An instance of a target attribute may belong to multiple linguistic terms as business
users can have more than one set of classes to which an instance of target attribute may
belong i.e. multiple fuzzy classes and multiple membership functions. Formally,
TA− instance (1) : Fuzzy Classes (M)
TA MDA CMA
Guideline 3. If an instance of a TA belongs to multiple fuzzy classes but with the same
membership degree, add M number of FCT s and a FMT , where M is the number of
distinct linguistic terms.
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Guideline 4. If an instance of a TA belongs to more than one fuzzy class with different
membership degrees, add M number of FCT s and FMT s, as shown below, where M is
the number of distinct linguistic terms, and one FCT is related to one FMT s at the
most.
Dimension / 
Fact
Fuzzy 
Membership 
Table
Fuzzy 
Classification 
Table
3.2.4. The Fuzzy Data Warehouse Meta Model
According to Harel et. al. [HR04], a meta model defines the elements of a conceptual-
ization, as well as their relationships. Figure 3.2 shows the meta model of the proposed
fuzzy data warehouse in which the right side shows the meta model of the classical data
warehouse. The left side depicts how fuzzy concepts are integrated with a classical data
warehouse as a meta tables structure.
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Figure 3.2.: Fuzzy Data Warehouse Meta Model
The classical data warehouse model class in the meta model refers to a data warehouse
schema that is composed of one or more fact tables and two or more dimension tables.
A fact table is located at the centre of a data warehouse model and it mainly captures
business process measures (Kimball [KC04]). The relationship with dimension tables
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is realized with the help of fact attributes. A fact attribute could be a measure (also
called fact) or a key attribute (primary key or foreign key). A measure (a subclass of
fact attribute) captures critical values about a business process e.g. revenue, whereas a
set of key attributes are used to capture the relationship with dimension tables.
In a classical data warehouse, two or more dimension tables surround a fact table. A
dimension table can also be related with one or more other dimension tables to form
hierarchies. In this case, each dimension table is at a different hierarchy level (in order to
comply with the snowflake schema). The hierarchy level is referred to by the dimension
level class in the meta model. A dimension table contains dimension attributes that
represent the category attributes or the key attributes of a dimension table. The key
attributes capture the relationship between dimension tables, respectively between fact
and dimension tables. In addition, other non-key attributes characterize the category
attributes of a dimension table.
The fuzzy data warehouse model class in the meta model refers to the fuzzy con-
cept integrated within a data warehouse. For each identified target attribute a fuzzy
data warehouse model can be added. Therefore, a classical data warehouse model can
have more than one fuzzy data warehouse model. Fuzzy concepts can exist without
a linguistic variable. These fuzzy concepts are represented by fuzzy data warehouse
models without fuzzy classification table. Every fuzzy classification table has a relation
to one or more fuzzy membership table. Therefore, the fuzzy data warehouse model
is composed of one or more fuzzy membership tables and zero or more fuzzy classifi-
cation tables. A fuzzy membership table is built of fuzzy membership attributes. A
fuzzy membership attribute might be a key attribute in order to denote primary key or
foreign keys. A second type of fuzzy membership attribute is the membership degree
attribute. The instances of the membership degree attribute are calculated by the fuzzy
membership functions of the fuzzy data warehouse model. The fuzzy classification table
contains fuzzy class membership attributes that can be, similarly to fuzzy membership
attributes, key attributes. Additionally, the fuzzy class membership attributes can be a
class membership attribute that describes the linguistic term of the fuzzy concept.
3.3. A Method for Modeling a Fuzzy Data
Warehouse
In order to create a fuzzy data warehouse, a method is presented that can guide the
transformation of a crisp data warehouse into a fuzzy data warehouse. The input to
the method is a classical data warehouse and the output is a fuzzy data warehouse. It
is a two-step method: in the first step elements of classification are defined and in the
second step the fuzzy data warehouse is built. Figure 3.3 shows the tasks and the order
in which they are performed.
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Step 1: Defining Classification elements
Task 1: Identify Target Attribute
Task 2: Identify Linguistic Term
Task 3: Define Membership Function
Step 2: Building Fuzzy DWH Model
Task 1: Model FCT
Task 2: Model FMT
Task 3: Relate FCT, FMT & TA
1
2
3
4
5
Figure 3.3.: A Graphical Overview of the Method for Modeling a Fuzzy Data Warehouse
For illustrating the different steps of the method the following example is used:
Example 9. A data warehouse contains the dimension customer. It is a single hierarchy,
single level dimension containing a table customer. Each customer has the attributes
name, address and birthday. From the attribute birthday, the age of the customer can be
calculated using the function today−birthday. Figure 3.4 shows the dimension customer.
Dimension Customer
Customer
#
Name
Birthday
Address
Figure 3.4.: Dimension Customer
3.3.1. Defining Classification Elements
The purpose of this step is to define classification elements that are used in the second
step to build the fuzzy data warehouse model. It involves three tasks, identify target
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attribute, identify linguistic terms and define membership functions. The details are as
follows:
First Task: The first task is to identify what should be classified i.e. to identify
the target attribute which contains the values that are aimed to be classified fuzzily.
This is done by taking into account the end user input. In the simplest case, one target
attribute is identified. For example 9, consider customer age as a target attribute.
Second Task: The second task is to determine how the values of the identified target
attribute should be classified i.e. to identify the set of linguistics terms that are used for
classifying the instances of a target attribute. Repeat this task for all target attributes.
It is represented by iterative loop 1 in figure 3.3. There are two possibilities here:
Case 1 - Distinct Linguistic Terms: It is the simplest case in which the linguistic
terms are distinct i.e. there is a single set of linguistic terms. Formally,
TA instance (1) : Fuzzy Classes (1)
For the customer age example consider the following set of linguistic terms for {young
age, middle age, old age}.
Case 2 - Different Linguistic Terms for a Target Attribute: It is a case in
which there are more than one set of linguistic terms for classifying instances of the
target attributes. In this case, instances of the target attribute belong to more than one
linguistic term as identified by business users. Formally,
TA instance (1) : Fuzzy Classes (M)
For the customer age example consider that the following two set of linguistic terms are
identified. These sets are {young age, middle age, old age} and {teenager, adult, senior}.
The linguistic terms might already exist in a classical data warehouse model in form of
instances of a dimension category attribute. In that case, these terms can be used for
classifying instances the of target attribute.
Third Task: The third task is to define a membership function (represented by µ)
for each linguistic term. It is done in such a way that the values can be determined over
a scale of 0 to 1. Repeat the task for each identified linguistic term. It is represented
by iterative loop 2 in figure 3.3. It could be the case that for different users a target
attribute belongs to the same set of linguistic terms with different membership degrees.
The case is as follows:
Case 3 – Different Membership Degrees for the same Linguistic Terms: It
is a case in which an instance of a target attribute belongs to a linguistic term with
different membership degrees. It can be due to the reason that multiple business users
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have different interpretations of a single instance of a target attribute i.e. multiple mem-
bership functions are used for a target attribute. Formally,
TA – instance (1) : Fuzzy Classes (1)
but with different membership degrees.
Below, we discuss the examples of the third task for each case:
Example of Task 3 for Case 1 – Distinct linguistic terms. For the customer
age example, a membership function is defined for each linguistic term. The membership
functions µyoung, µmiddle, µold become:
µyoung(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 15 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
if customer_age ≥ 25 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
else , MD_AgeGroup = 25−customer_age
25−15
µmiddle(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 15 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if customer_age ≥ 60 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if 25 ≤ customer_age ≥ 40 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
if 15 < customer_age > 25 , MD_AgeGroup =
customer_age−15
25−15
else , MD_AgeGroup =
60−customer_age
60−40
µold(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 40 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if customer_age ≥ 60 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
else , MD_AgeGroup = customer_age−40
60−40
Example of Task 3 for Case 2 – Different Linguistic Terms for a Target
Attribute. For case 2 of customer age example, a membership function is defined for
each linguistic term i.e. µyoung, µmiddle, µold, µteenager, µadult, µsenior. The membership
functions µyoung, µmiddle, µold are the same as above and µteenager, µadult, µsenior become:
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µteenager(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 15 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
if customer_age ≥ 25 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
else , MD_AgeGroup = 25−customer_age
25−15
µadult(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 15 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if customer_age ≥ 60 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if 25 ≤ customer_age ≥ 40 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
if 15 < customer_age > 25 , MD_AgeGroup =
customer_age−15
25−15
else , MD_AgeGroup =
60−customer_age
60−40
µsenior(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 40 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if customer_age ≥ 60 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
else , MD_AgeGroup = customer_age−40
60−40
Example of Task 3 for Case 3 – Different Membership Degrees for the same
Linguistic Terms. For case 3 of the customer age example, a membership function for
each linguistic term becomes:
µyoung(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 15 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
if customer_age ≥ 25 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
else , MD_AgeGroup = 25−customer_age
25−15
µmiddle(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 15 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if customer_age ≥ 60 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if 25 ≤ customer_age ≥ 40 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
if 15 < customer_age > 25 , MD_AgeGroup =
customer_age−15
25−15
else , MD_AgeGroup =
60−customer_age
60−40
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µold(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 40 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if customer_age ≥ 60 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
else , MD_AgeGroup = customer_age−40
60−40
In order to relate the customer age with the same linguistic terms using another
membership degree, we define another membership function for each linguistic term i.e.
µyoung1, µmiddle1, µold1. The definitions of the membership function become:
µyoung1(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 20 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
if customer_age ≥ 40 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
else , MD_AgeGroup = 40−customer_age
40−20
µmiddle1(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 40 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if customer_age ≥ 85 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if 55 ≤ customer_age ≥ 70 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
if 40 < customer_age > 55 , MD_AgeGroup =
customer_age−40
55−40
else , MD_AgeGroup =
85−customer_age
85−70
µold1(customer_age) =

if customer_age ≤ 70 , MD_AgeGroup = 0
if customer_age ≥ 85 , MD_AgeGroup = 1
else , MD_AgeGroup = customer_age−70
85−70
3.3.2. Building Fuzzy Data Warehouse Model
The purpose of this step is to employ the identified classification elements to build a
fuzzy data warehouse model. It involves three tasks, create fuzzy classification table,
create fuzzy membership table and relate the tables. The details are as follows:
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First Task: The first task towards building a fuzzy data warehouse model is to model
a fuzzy classification table for each set of linguistic terms. As described in section 3.2.1,
it is a two attribute table in which one attribute is the identifier of the table and sec-
ond attribute is the class membership attribute. The values of the class membership
attribute are the values of the linguistic terms. As stated above, the task should be
repeated for each set of linguistic terms, it is represented by the loop 3 in figure 3.3.
Second Task: The second task in building a fuzzy data warehouse model is to create
fuzzy membership tables. As described in section 3.2.1, it is a four attribute table in
which the first attribute is the identifier of the table, the second attribute is the identifier
of the target attribute, the third attribute is the identifier attribute of fuzzy classifica-
tion table and the fourth attribute is the membership degree attribute for the target
attribute. The values of membership degree attribute are calculated by membership
functions, as identified above.
For the cases described above, we present some guidelines for the first and the second
task, which are as follows:
Case 1 - Distinct Linguistic Terms: It is the simplest case in which there is a
single set of linguistic terms with no repetition between them. For this case, define a
membership degree attribute (MDA) and a class membership attribute (CMA) for a
target attribute, as given below:
TA (1) : (1) MDA; MDA (1) : (1) CMA
According guideline 1, add a fuzzy classification table (FCT) and a fuzzy membership
table (FMT) for target attribute TA, as given below:
Dimension/Fact (1) : (1) FMT and FMT (1) : (1) FCT
For the customer age example, there is one distinct set of linguistic terms i.e. {young
age, middle age, old age}. Therefore, by following guideline 1, add a FCT (custo-
mer age) = {AgeGroup_ID,CMA_AgeGroup} and a FMT (customer age) = {Mem-
bership_ID,AgeGroup_ID,Customer_ID,MDA_AgeGroup}.
Case 2 – Different Linguistic Terms for a Target Attribute: It is a case in
which there is more than one linguistic term for a target attribute. For this case, define
multiple membership degree attributes (MDA) and multiple class membership attributes
(CMA) for a target attribute, where one membership degree attribute corresponds to a
class membership attribute, as given below.
TA (1) : (M) MDA and MDA (1) : (M) CMA
Guideline 3 describes that if an instance of a TA belongs to multiple fuzzy classes but
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with the same membership degree, add M number of FCTs and a FMT, where M is the
number of distinct set of linguistic terms.
Additionally, guideline 4 describes that if an instance of a TA belongs to more than
one fuzzy class with different membership degrees, add M number of FCTs and FMTs,
as given below, where M is the number of distinct set of linguistic terms. The addition
of M number of FCTs and FMTs is represented by loop 3 and 4 respectively in figure 3.3.
Dimension/Fact (1) : (M) FMT and FMT (1) : (M) FCT
For the customer age example, there are two distinct set of linguistic terms i.e.
{young age, middle age, old age} and {teenager, adult, senior}. Therefore, follow-
ing guideline 3 add FCT1(customer age) = {AgeGroup1_ID,CMA_AgeGroup} and
FCT2(customer age) = {AgeGroup2_ID,CMA_AgeGroup}, one for each set. Also,
add a FMT (customer age) = {Membership_ID,AgeGroup1_ID,AgeGroup2_ID,
Customer_ID,MDA_AgeGroup}.
Case 3 – Different Membership Degrees for the same Linguistic Terms: It
is a case in which target attributes belong to a linguistic term with different degrees. For
this case, define multiple membership degree attributes (MDA) and a class membership
attribute (CMA) for a target attribute, as given below.
TA (1) : (M) MDA and MDA (M) : (1) CMA
Guideline 2 describes that if an instance of a TA belongs to a fuzzy class but with
multiple membership degrees, add a FCT and M number of FMTs, where M is the num-
ber of distinct membership degrees.
Dimension/Fact (1) : (M) FCT and FMT (M) : (1) FCT
For the customer age example, there is one set of linguistic terms i.e. {young age, mid-
dle age, old age}, however different membership functions are defined. Therefore, fol-
lowing guideline 2 add a FCT (customer age) = {AgeGroup_ID,CMA_AgeGroup},
a FMT1(customer age) = {MembershipID,AgeGroup_ID,Customer_ID,MDA1-
_AgeGroup} and FMT2(customer age) = {MembershipID,AgeGroup_ID,Custo-
mer_ID,MDA2_AgeGroup}.
Third Task: The third task is to relate each fuzzy membership table and fuzzy
classification table with the “to be classified” table i.e. the table that contains the
target attribute. For that, add a foreign key relation FMT (Identifier of TA) =
TA(Identifier) to relate the TA table with the FMT table. Second, add a foreign key
relation FMT (Identifier of FCT ) = FCT (Identifier) to relate each FCT and FMT.
Figure 3.5 presents the relation of the fuzzy concept tables and the dimension table
client. The meta tables for the fuzzy concepts are grey shaded. The table FCT_Custo-
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mer_Age1 represents FCT1 that contains the linguistic terms {young age, middle age, old age}
in the cma attribute. Accordingly, FCT_Customer_Age2 represents FCT2 that con-
tains the linguistic terms {teenager, adult, senior} in the CMA attribute. Table
FMT_Customer_Age1 represents FMT1 with the corresponding membership degrees
in the MDA. Similar, FMT_Customer_Age2 represents FMT2 and FMT_Customer_Age3
represents FMT3.
Dimension Customer
Customer
#
Name
Birthday
Address
FMT_Customer_Age1
#FK_TA
#FK_FCT
MDA FCT_Customer_Age1
#PK_FCT
CMA
#PK_FMT
FMT_Customer_Age2
#FK_TA
#FK_FCT
MDA
#PK_FMT
FCT_Customer_Age2
#PK_FCT
CMA
FMT_Customer_Age3
#FK_TA
#FK_FCT
MDA
#PK_FMT
Legend
#PK_FMT: Primary key of fuzzy membership table
#PK_FCT: Primary key of fuzzy classification table
#FK_FCT: Foreign key to fuzzy classification table
#FK_TA: Foreign key to target attribute - Customer Table
Figure 3.5.: Dimension Customer with Fuzzy Concepts
3.4. Characteristics of Fuzzy Concepts in Fuzzy Data
Warehouse
Data collection in a data warehouse implies various challenges for using fuzzy concepts.
Data is analyzed over time and under different aspects defined by the dimensionality of
the data warehouse. The value range of data collection is therefore directly dependent
on aspects of the analysis. Because of that, the analysis of data defines the level of
aggregation, the dimensions on which data is analyzed and the time frame. A fuzzy
concept applied to a data collection as target attribute has to be able to handle these
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aspects. The next sections will cover different characteristics that a fuzzy concept must
possess in order to fully support data collections as target attributes.
3.4.1. Types of Fuzzy Concepts
In contrast to a transactional system, data in a data warehouse is populated on regular
bases and never deleted and rarely modified. The data size therefore grows steadily and
over the years, the value range might grow simultaneously. If the data size grows over
the physical capacity of the storage system, it is necessary to partition and to archive
parts of it. Consider a movie rental company data warehouse that stores information
about movies. It is likely that over time more movies and different genres are added.
Data of old movies that are not available anymore in the stores is sorted out and archived
separately. Considering this mechanism, one can state that the value ranges of movies
and genres are fluctuating over time.
Fuzzy concepts should be flexible in the sense that they should properly handle fluctu-
ating value ranges. Depending on how the fluctuation should be handled, different fuzzy
concept types can be defined. Fuzzy concepts can be characterized into three types:
open ended, limited and adaptive fuzzy concept.
Open end Fuzzy Concepts
The figure 3.6 shows a schematic representation of an open end fuzzy concept. The low-
est class membership attribute (CMA) and the highest CMA both have a knee point.
All target attribute values below the lowest knee point or above the highest knee point
will have a membership degree of 1 of the particular CMA.
1
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Knee point low Knee point high
Lowest CMA Highest CMACMAn...m
Domain of attributes
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Figure 3.6.: Schematic Example of an Open End Fuzzy Concept
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An open end fuzzy concept can be defined as a fuzzy concept ({CMA_low, . . . ,
CMA_high}) for which the domain of the target attribute is infinite. Value instances
below the lower knee point (LK) fully belong to the lowest CMA and value instances
above the higher knee point (HK) fully belong to the highest CMA. Formally,
Definition 38 (Open end fuzzy Concept).
domTA = [−∞,+∞] ∧ xlow, xhigh ∈ TA ∧ xlow < LK ∧ HK < xhigh ∧
µCMA_low(xlow) = 1 ∧ µCMA_high(xhigh) = 1.
With an open end fuzzy concept, the complete domain of target attribute is covered,
even if the domain is varying over time. The calculation cost of the open end fuzzy
concept is relatively low as target attribute values beyond or above knee points always
receives a membership degree of 1. Only for values in between a membership function
the membership degree has to be calculated. This kind of fuzzy concept is stable in re-
gard of target attribute values which are not in the standard distribution of the domain
of attributes. These outliers are simply classified sharp, respectively with a membership
of 1 in either the lowest or the highest CMA. In contrast to the adaptive fuzzy concept
these outliers do not affect the classification of the other target attribute value.
On the other hand the fuzzy concept will only give an accurate classification between
the knee points. If the value range of the target attributes is growing and therefore
most of the values are classified after the knee points, it will be necessary to adapt the
concept to the new domain of attributes. This operation might be cost intensive as all
the membership degrees of all target attribute values have to be readjusted.
The open end fuzzy concept requires as many membership degree attributes in the
fuzzy membership table as the number of the Cartesian product of the class membership
attributes and the target attributes. For every new value the membership degree has
to be calculated. It should be noted that knee points have to be chosen in a way that
distribution of the values in the different class membership attributes reflects the nature
of the classification. If the value range increases over time and the knee points are chosen
to close together, it is probable that values fully belong to easily to either the lowest or
highest class membership attribute.
For illustration of the different characteristics of fuzzy concept consider the following
example:
Example 10. A data warehouse contains two dimensions: client and employee. Both
dimensions contain the dimensional attribute birthday from which the age can be cal-
culated. Additionally, both dimensions have the dimensional attribute name and the
customer dimension has the dimensional attribute address. The dimensions are single
hierarchy and single level dimensions and are realized by one table per dimension. The
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fact revenue is measured in the data warehouse and therefore both dimensions are in-
terconnected to a fact table containing revenue as attribute. The dimensions and the
fact table are related by a primary - foreign key relation in which the primary key # of
the dimension tables is mapped to the corresponding foreign key FK_ . . . in the fact
table. Figure 3.7 visualizes the data warehouseschema.
Dimension Customer
Customer
#
Name
Birthday
Address
Dimension Employee
Employee
#
Name
Birthday
Fact
#
Revenue
FK_customer
FK_employee
Figure 3.7.: Customer and Employee Dimension
For illustration of the open end fuzzy concept, the dimension client with a fuzzy clas-
sification age can be used. Every customer is classified into old, middle-aged and young
customer. As of today, the youngest registered customer is 14 and the oldest is 50.
Therefore, a lower knee point can be chosen at the age of 14 and a higher knee point at
the age of 50. These knee points will define that every customer under 14 fully belongs
to the class membership attribute young and every customer older than 50 fully belongs
to the class membership attribute old. When in the future, a customer with age 62 will
be registered, he will fully belong to old customer, even if the fuzzy concept today does
not have a target attribute value that is over age 50. Figure 3.8 illustrates the open end
fuzzy concept with the classification of the new customer.
Limited Fuzzy Concepts
A second kind of fuzzy concepts are limited fuzzy concepts. In limited fuzzy concepts,
values outside the initially defined domain are not considered. The lowest and highest
values of the original value range define the minima and maxima point of the fuzzy
concept. Afterwards, all new values out of this range are discarded.
Figure 3.9 show the schematic representation of the limited fuzzy concept. It is no-
table that the classification of the concept only spans from the minima to the maxima
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Figure 3.8.: Example of Open End Fuzzy Concept
point. All other values of the domain of attributes are not considered for classification.
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Figure 3.9.: Schematic Representation of a Limited Fuzzy Concept
Formally, a limited fuzzy concept can be defined as:
Definition 39 (Limited fuzzy concept). A fuzzy concept for which the value range of
the target attribute (TA) is limited with a minima (min) and maxima (max) point;
domTA = [min,max]. In this case the domain of the target attributes is not congruent
with the complete value range of the dimension attribute or the measure that is classified
with this fuzzy concept.
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It makes sense to use a limited concept, if the value ranges have static lower and
upper boundaries or the fuzzy concept is meant to only classify a subset of the complete
value range. The limited fuzzy concept does not consider outliers that are higher or
lower than the maxima respectively the minima point. It does not even classify them
sharply as in the open end fuzzy concept. In regard to that, the lowest and highest
CMA classify more accurately compared to the open end fuzzy concept as they do not
considered values that are outliers. The calculation cost of the membership degree is for
both concepts almost the same.
As the domain of attributes grows, this fuzzy concept suffers from the same drawbacks
as the open end fuzzy concept. In order to maintain a correct classification, the limited
fuzzy concept might have to be adapted to the value range if it is frequently fluctuating.
Limited fuzzy concept has lower computation cost than open end fuzzy concepts for
the membership degree attribute because it only has to be calculated for values between
the minima and maxima point. The fuzzy membership table does not necessarily grow
linear to the target attribute table and therefore it might reduce the size of the meta
tables structure in the data repository. In contrast, the classification only covers a re-
stricted range. If the value range fluctuates, the limited fuzzy concept can only cover a
part of the data. Consequently, it negatively affects the quality of classification.
In example 10, a fuzzy concept employee age can be applied. In contrast to the
customer age, full time employees have a minimum age of 18 and a maximum age of 65.
During the summer, students are hired as part time employees for cleaning the stock
of old movies. These students are often younger than 18 but are out of interest for the
classification of employees. Based on this boundaries it is not necessary to capture a
domain of attributes containing values below 18 or higher 65 with the fuzzy concept
employee age. Therefore a limited fuzzy concept as illustrated in figure 3.10 is more
suitable than a open end fuzzy concept.
Adaptive Fuzzy Concepts
The adaptive fuzzy concepts uses the complete domain of attributes. This type of fuzzy
concept is not defined with fixed points as knee points or minima / maxima points. The
CMA are defined relative to the value range and cover a percentile range instead of a
defined subset of values. Due to the relative behavior of the adaptive fuzzy concept, it
can support a fluctuating set of target attribute values and automatically adapts itself
to the new domain of attributes. Therefore, all membership values of all target attribute
instances have to be recalculated. This mechanism will always span the fuzzy concept
over the actual domain of attributes.
In the schematic representation in figure 3.11, the adaptive fuzzy concept always uses
the actual domain of attributes as value range. As soon as a new target attribute in-
stance value is inserted, which is outside the actual domain of attributes D(A)1, the
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Figure 3.10.: Example of Limited Fuzzy Concept
membership functions of CMA1 and CMA2 are adapted to suit the new domain of at-
tributes D(A)2.
Formally, an adaptive fuzzy concept can be defined as:
Definition 40. A fuzzy concept which has membership functions that define class mem-
bership attributes on a percentile range of the domain of attributes of the target attribute.
Consider example 10 that uses revenue as its measure in the fact table and applies
a fuzzy concept with the class membership attributes high and low to classify revenue.
Over time, the company might have periods in which it produces extraordinarily high
or low revenue. In order to cover this fluctuation of the domain of attribute revenue,
the fuzzy concept can be defined as an adaptive fuzzy concept. The adaptive fuzzy
concept checks for every new target attribute value the membership function whether it
is within the actual defined domain of attributes or not. In case it is outside the domain
of attributes, it determines whether the domain of attributes should be adapted to the
value or not. If the value is an outlier it will still get classified based on the old value
range and will therefore belong fully to one of the class membership attributes on the
outside (low or high). If the domain of attributes is adapted, every membership degree
attribute in the membership table, including the new value, will be recalculated based
on the new domain of attributes. Figure 3.12 illustrates how the fuzzy concept adapts
itself to the new domain of attributes.
Adaptive fuzzy concepts have the disadvantage that they might be sensitive to outlier
values. In this context, an outlier can be understood as an exceptional high or low value
instance that provokes the recalculation of the fuzzy concept. Therefore, it is necessary
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Figure 3.11.: Schematic Representation of an Adaptive Fuzzy Concept
to define countermeasures for outlier values in the membership functions. A possible
way to define a countermeasure is to calculate the standard deviation and discard values
with high variation. For traceability, it might be necessary to archive the old member-
ship degrees. Therefore, given that membership degrees change frequently, it is likely
that the adaptive fuzzy concept may lead to a substantial increase in data warehouse size.
Adaptive concepts produces high calculation cost. On every insertion of a target at-
tribute instance, each value must be checked to determine of it is out of the actual
domain of attributes and if so, all membership degrees of every instance have to be re-
calculated. Considering highly distributed data warehouses as in [ISN08] described, the
checking mechanisms for the domain of attribute will produce a lot of overhead between
the systems and will be a challenging task.
These different types of fuzzy concepts can be combined together. This might be
adequate when using big data warehouse systems that have distributed data sources as
for example Teradata [Ter11]. If the data is separated by its age in a way that more
modern data is in a high available data store and the older data are outsourced on slower
data stores it makes sense to integrate adaptive fuzzy concept on the data store with the
more recent data. But considering the whole domain of attributes, the adaptive fuzzy
concept is seen as a limited fuzzy concept.
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Figure 3.12.: Example of Adaptive Fuzzy Concept
3.4.2. Aggregation and Propagation of Fuzzy Concepts
Aggregating of data in a data warehouse directly affects the fuzzy concepts that classify
data. Data is grouped together in a more dense view or split to reveal a more detailed
view. The grouping is defined by the aggregation function that is often a summation,
a product building, a maximization, a minimization, a count or an average building
function (see also section 2.1.3 for characteristics of aggregation functions in data ware-
house). This aggregation functionality is fundamental to the standard data warehouse
operations described in section 2.1.5. In order to be able to classify aggregated data,
the fuzzy concepts have to be aggregated too. In the next sections, two methods for
aggregation of fuzzy concepts are discussed. The first method aggregates the member-
ship degree instances of the fuzzy concept to a more dense view. The second method is
not aggregating membership degree instances, rather it redefines the fuzzy concept with
the aggregated data instances as the new target attribute. Therefore, this method is
described as propagation of the fuzzy concept as it is propagating the definition of the
fuzzy concept and not aggregating values. Each method is illustrated using an example,
advantages and drawbacks are depicted.
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Aggregation of Fuzzy Concepts
One possibility is to aggregate the membership degree attributes of each target at-
tribute instance into a next higher hierarchy level [Fas09]. Each value instance of the
next higher hierarchy level is composed of a set of value instances from the target at-
tribute with respect to summarizability (see section 2.1.3). Consequently, a membership
degree attribute for each instance of the next higher hierarchy level can be considered
as aggregation of the membership degree attributes of the lower level target attribute
instances. In order to illustrate the aggregation of fuzzy concepts, consider the following
example:
Example 11. A data warehouse contains a dimension store with two category at-
tributes: store and city. All stores are aggregated to the corresponding city. For all
stores their surface is measured and added to the dimension as dimensional attributes
on level store. Considering Lehner [Leh98], dimensional attributes can be aggregated on
higher hierarchy levels, similarly as it would happen for measures. Therefore, the store
surface can be aggregated to the level city.
Further, a fuzzy concept with store surface as target attribute is defined. The fuzzy
concept classifies the surface as big, middle and small. Figure 3.13 shows the schema the
dimension store and the fuzzy concept. The dimension is set up as two tables store and
city. The relation from store to city is maintained by the foreign key relation FK_city on
store table to # on city table. The primary key are referenced as #. The fuzzy concept
is illustrated as a FCT and a FMT table according to the specification in section 3.2.1.
Dimension Store
Store
City
Surface
#
Name
#
Name
FK_City
Fuzzy Concept Store 
Surface
FMT
FCT
#
MDA
#
CMA
FK_FCT
FK_TA
Figure 3.13.: Dimension Store with Fuzzy Concept Store Surface
In example 11, the average store surface of a city can be calculated by aggregat-
ing the surface of all stores in a city with an average function. In order to apply the
fuzzy concept store surface on the level city, the membership degree attributes have to
be aggregated. By the foreign key relation of stores to cities, it is known which store
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surfaces are aggregated to a distinct city surface. Subsequently, the membership de-
gree attributes on level store can be identified that aggregate to a membership degree
attribute on level city. An additional aggregation function can then be defined that
aggregates the membership degree attributes of the stores to the membership degree
attribute of the city. In the case of store surface, the arithmetic average of the mem-
bership degree attributes of each class membership attribute can be used to generate
the corresponding membership degree attributes for the cities. Figure 3.14 shows the
aggregation of the fuzzy concept surface from store to city. Store A and store B are ag-
gregated to the city Fribourg. Their surfaces, 20 and 35 square meters respectively, are
aggregated to 27.5 square meters in city Fribourg using an average function. Both stores
have a membership degree represented by µ for the linguistic terms of the fuzzy concept
surface in figure 3.14. The membership degrees of the city Fribourg are calculated using
the arithmetic average of the membership degrees of store A and store B. For example,
the membership degree of the linguistic term small for the city Fribourg is calculated as
follows: µsmall(27.5) = µsmall(20)×20+µsmall(35)×3555 . Similarly, the membership degrees for
the linguistic terms big and middle can be calculated. Other aggregation function than
an arithmetic average may be used for aggregating the membership degrees. Several
fuzzy set specific operations have been presented in section 2.2.1 which can be used for
aggregation of fuzzy concepts. Operations like the compensatory and (see definition 27)
might be more adequate for aggregation when the aggregation should better reflect the
human perception of the classification.
Dimension Region
store
city
B
Fribourg
surface 20 35
μbig(20)=0.0
μmiddle(20)=0.0
A
Fuzzy concept 
surface
big
middle
small
μsmall(20)=1.0
μbig(35)=0.0
μmiddle(35)=0.1
μsmall(35)=0.9
μbig(27.5)=0.0
μmiddle(27.5)=0.06
μsmall(27.5)=0.94
27.5
Figure 3.14.: Aggregation of a Fuzzy Concept
Aggregation of fuzzy concept may not be semantically correct in all cases. When the
city surface is aggregated as the sum of all store surfaces, an aggregation of the mem-
bership degree attributes might lead to erroneous classification. If the aggregation of
the target attribute is based on a summation function, the domain of the aggregated
target attributes does not correspond anymore to the initial domain. Therefore the fuzzy
concept itself has to be adapted to the new domain of attributes. This adaption of the
fuzzy concept can not be achieved by aggregating the membership degree attributes. In
order to better illustrate the dilemma when the target attribute is aggregated using a
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summation function, the following two situations are given:
The membership degree attributes are aggregated using a summation function. In
this case the city Fribourg would have a store surface of 55 square meters and it would
be classified as µsmall = 1.0 + 0.9 = 1.9 and µmiddle = 0.0 + 0.1 = 0.1. Figure 3.15 shows
this wrong aggregation for the city Fribourg and Bern.
Dimension Region
store
city
B
Fribourg
surface 20 35
μbig(20)=0.0
μmiddle(20)=0.0
A
Fuzzy concept 
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big
middle
small
μsmall(20)=1.0
μbig(35)=0.0
μmiddle(35)=0.1
μsmall(35)=0.9
μbig(55)=0.0
μmiddle(55)=0.1
μsmall(55)=1.9
55
D
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μbig(55)=0.0
μmiddle(55)=0.875
C
μsmall(55)=0.125
μbig(150)=1.0
μmiddle(150)=0.0
μsmall(150)=0.0
μbig(205)=1.0
μmiddle(205)=0.875
μsmall(205)=0.125
205
Figure 3.15.: Wrong Aggregation of Fuzzy Concept using Summation
It can be seen that store C in Bern has the same surface as city Fribourg but is classified
different. Additionally, the original fuzzy concept had normalized membership degrees in
a way that µsmall+µmiddle+µbig = 1.0. The aggregated membership degrees are not nor-
malized anymore and if they would be normalized in a further step, it would appear that
the overall surface of city Bern (µsmall normalized = 0.0125/(0.0125 + 0.875 + 1.0) = 0.06)
is classified as smaller surface than its child store D (µsmall = 0.00).
As a second example, the membership degree attributes are aggregated using the
arithmetic average function as described in figure 3.14 while the surface is still aggre-
gated using a summation function. In this case, it is possible that a city with a bigger
overall surface is belonging more to small than a city with smaller overall surface. Figure
3.16 illustrates that city Basel belongs more to small surface than Fribourg even if the
overall surface of Basel is 60 square meters and Fribourg only has 55 square meters.
The reason for this bad classification is the fact that the overall surface of Basel is
realized with a higher quantity of smaller stores. Fribourg has fewer stores but they are
bigger. The aggregation of the fuzzy concept takes the quantity of the stores into consid-
eration, whereas the summation aggregation of the target attribute does not. Therefore,
the classification of the city surface is not consistent anymore.
As a consequence, the aggregation of fuzzy concepts does make sense, if the aggrega-
tion of the target attribute is not a summation function. For other aggregation function
on target attributes such as minimization, maximization, average and count functions,
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Figure 3.16.: Wrong Aggregation of Fuzzy Concept using Average
the aggregation of the fuzzy concept might make sense. Nevertheless, the modeler of
the fuzzy concept must always check if the fuzzy concept retains its validity on other
hierarchy levels.
Propagation of Fuzzy Concepts
A possible solution to overcome this incorrect classification can be a propagation of the
fuzzy concept onto another dimension hierarchy level. In contrast to the aggregation, the
propagation of a fuzzy concept does not take the membership degree attributes values
into consideration. The linguistic terms and the membership functions are applied to a
new hierarchy level as a new variant of the fuzzy concept. The values of the aggregated
dimension hierarchy are the target attributes for the new fuzzy concept. The mem-
bership degrees are recalculated based on the new domain of attributes. Membership
degrees from the fuzzy concept on the lower hierarchy level are not taken into consider-
ation as it would be the case in the aggregation of the fuzzy concept.
For propagating the fuzzy concept store surface from dimension hierarchy level store,
a variant of the fuzzy concept is created on the level city. The fuzzy classification table
(FCT) is taken from the original fuzzy concept. Whereas, the fuzzy membership table
(FMT) has to be newly created for the propagated concept. This is due to the fact that
new membership functions are calculating the membership degree based on the new do-
main of attributes. These newly calculated membership degree attributes are stored in
the new FMT. Figure 3.17 illustrates the propagation of the fuzzy concept store surface
from the dimension level store to the level city. The membership degrees of store sur-
face of city Fribourg is now calculated based on the propagated fuzzy concept and with
its membership functions. Therefore, these membership degrees are independent from
the original fuzzy concept that is calculating only the membership degrees on the store
level. The target attribute of the propagated fuzzy concept is the calculated value store
surface (in figure 3.17 illustrated as grey doted surface attribute on city level) that does
not persistently exist in the fuzzy data warehouse. Consequently, the store surface has
to be aggregated first at city level in order to calculate its membership degree attributes.
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Propagation
Dimension store
store
city
B
Fribourg
surface 20 35
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Fuzzy concept 
surface
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small
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Figure 3.17.: Propagation of Fuzzy Concept Store Surface
Extending example 11 with a fact table, another interesting behavior of propagation
of fuzzy concepts can be observed:
Example 12. To the dimension store in example 11 a fact table is added. The fact
table contains a measure revenue and the primary key # and the foreign key relation
to the store table (FK_store). A second fuzzy concept is added having revenue as the
target attribute. Figure 3.18 illustrates the extended example.
Regarding the fuzzy concept revenue on the fact revenue in example 12, it is possible
to propagate and/or aggregate it to the hierarchy level city. For propagating, a variant
of the concept including the fuzzy membership table must be defined on city level. The
target attribute for this fuzzy concept is the city revenue. It is notable that the city
revenue is an aggregated fact value and not persistent in the fuzzy data warehouse (see
section 3.4.3). The fuzzy concept is only propagated to city level and not to store level.
Propagation allows a modeler of a fuzzy concept to exactly specify on which dimension
level the fuzzy concept is propagated. This flexibility is not possible with aggregation
as a membership degree attribute on a dimension level is always aggregated from mem-
bership degree attributes of the preceding dimension level.
Figure 3.19 demonstrates the propagation of the fuzzy concept revenue to the dimen-
sion level city. Store A and B earned multiple revenues of 5 CHF. For every revenue a new
instance is stored in the fact table. The total revenue of a city is the sum of all revenues
earned by stores. Each revenue has a membership degree for each linguistic term in the
fuzzy concept revenue (µhigh, µmiddle, µlow) as shown in figure 3.19. All realized revenues
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#
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FK_City
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Figure 3.18.: Dimension Store and Fact Revenue with Fuzzy Concepts
belong fully to low revenue in this example. For the city hierarchy level the revenues
are aggregated to the city Fribourg and the fuzzy concept is propagated (dashed fuzzy
concept city revenue). The city revenue is classified according to the propagated fuzzy
concept. Hence, the membership degree attribute on the different hierarchy levels are
independent of each other and get defined by the corresponding membership functions.
As for each propagated fuzzy concept, a new fuzzy membership table must be cre-
ated, it is possible to define different characteristics for propagated fuzzy concept (see
also Guideline 2 in Section 3.2.3). For instance, the base fuzzy concept might be an
adaptive concept and the propagated one an open end fuzzy concept.
In technical aspects, propagated fuzzy concepts are only loosely related to its base
fuzzy concepts. It may be possible to reuse the fuzzy classification table of the base
concept to reduce the amount of extra tables and to limit the resources in the fuzzy
data warehouse repository. Besides that, the propagated fuzzy concept is independent
of the base concept. In contrast to a propagation, an aggregation of a fuzzy concept
creates no variant and the aggregated membership degrees reflect a classification on the
base fuzzy concept.
Determining if a fuzzy concept should be propagated, aggregated or both, is a com-
plex task and depends on the nature of the target attribute and the semantic meaning of
the classification. In general, the modeler of the fuzzy concept should consider different
aspects. The most important aspect is to check if the fuzzy concept retains its semantic
correctness on other hierarchy levels. For instance, a limited fuzzy concept might not
be propagated if all the new values are outside the defined domain of attributes; respec-
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Dimension Store
Store
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B
Fribourg
μhigh(5)=0.0
μmiddle(5)=1.0
A
μlow(5)=0.0
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Fact Table
revenue 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
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 revenue 25 20
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μhigh(5)=0.0
μmiddle(5)=1.0
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μhigh(45)=0.0
μmiddle(45)=0.0
μlow(45)=1.0
Fuzzy concept 
revenue
high
middle
low
Propagation
Figure 3.19.: Propagation of a Fuzzy Concept
tively the value concept has to be redefined. Wheter the aggregation or the propagation
of a concept makes sense is often not based on technical constraints but on the modelers
perception of how the fuzzy concept should classify target attributes.
3.4.3. Persistency of Target Attributes
A key feature of data warehouses is the ability to aggregate measures or dimensional
attributes over dimensions for analysis purposes. These aggregated values are generally
not stored persistently in the data warehouse and will be lost once the analysis is closed.
Fuzzy concepts can be defined on measures and dimensional attributes, as described in
section 3.2.2, that are persistently stored in the table structures of a data warehouse.
An additional challenge is to define fuzzy concepts that have non persistent measures
or dimensional attributes as target attributes (briefly addressed in section 3.4.2). The
ability to define fuzzy concepts on non persistent target attributes enables propagation
of fuzzy concepts on other dimension levels or dimensions (when the fuzzy concept is
defined on a fact).
In order to define how fuzzy concepts on non persistent target attributes behave, the
propagation of the fuzzy concept revenue in example 12 is analyzed in greater detail. As
described in figure 3.19 the fuzzy concept revenue is propagated on dimension level city.
First, revenue is aggregated to city revenue. City revenue is a non persistent value as it is
calculated just in time of the propagation. Next, the membership degree attributes of the
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fuzzy concept city revenue are calculated with the city revenue as target attribute. The
membership degree attributes are then stored persistently in the corresponding fuzzy
membership table of the fuzzy concept city revenue. It must noted that before being
able to create the membership degrees, an additional aggregation step has do be done
to calculate the volatile target attributes. The key relations from the fuzzy membership
table to the target attribute (see definition 36) still can be realized as the target attribute
city revenue belongs distinctly to a city and cities are persistently stored in the city table.
The calculation costs of a fuzzy concept with volatile target attributes depend on
the type of fuzzy concept and how often the values, from which the target attribute is
aggregated, are changing. Considering the propagated fuzzy concept described in figure
3.19, calculation cost might be high because revenue in city Fribourg might be realized
regularly and therefore the city revenue is changing frequently. The membership degree
attributes have to be recalculated accordingly. When the propagated fuzzy concept is
an adaptive fuzzy concept, city revenue for all cities has to be aggregated in order to
classify a single city revenue. Consequently, a propagated adaptive fuzzy concept with
frequently changed target attribute generates high maintenance costs. In contrast, a
propagated non adaptive fuzzy concept with more stable target attributes might have
a similar maintenance effort as a fuzzy concept with persistent target attributes. An
example for a propagated fuzzy concept with more stable volatile target attributes is the
fuzzy concept city surface described in figure 3.17. The overall store surface of a city is
not as frequently changing as the earned overall revenue in a city. Therefore, it might be
worthwhile to use an open end fuzzy concept for the fuzzy concept city surface. When
using an open end fuzzy concept, the membership functions do not depend on knowing
the complete value range of all target attributes. Because of this, it is not necessary
to aggregate the store surfaces of all the cities when calculating the membership degree
attributes for a single city. Furthermore, the city store surface is only changing when
a store is added or removed in the city. Modifying category attributes in a dimension
is less frequent than adding new fact instances (i.e. revenue). Consequently, the mem-
bership degree attributes of the fuzzy concept city store surface have to be adapted less
frequently than the membership degree attributes of the fuzzy concept city revenue.
Fuzzy concepts with a dimensional attribute as target attribute are limited to aggre-
gate or propagate over a single dimension. Whereas fuzzy concepts defined on facts
might be propagated to more than one dimension. When a dimension time is added to
example 12, the fuzzy concept revenue might be propagated over time in order to re-
ceive the fuzzy concept monthly revenue. It should noted that this is a new instance of
a propagated fuzzy concept and does not share target attributes with the fuzzy concept
city revenue.
In addition, fuzzy concepts based on facts might be propagated over more than one
dimension at a time. In section 2.1.5, the classical OLAP operations were presented.
Slice and dice operations involve several dimensions at a time in order to analyze a fact.
Fuzzy concepts defined on a fact might be propagated on the result set of such an oper-
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ation. In order to illustrate this, example 12 is extended with dimension time:
Example 13. To the dimension store and the fact table, a new dimension time is added.
This dimension consists of the category attributes day, month and year. The relations
between the category attribute is realized with the foreign key attributes FK_month
and FK_year in the corresponding tables. For simplicity, the fuzzy concept store surface
is removed from the example. Figure 3.20 illustrates the new example.
Dimension Store
Store
City
Surface
#
Name
#
Name
FK_City
Dimension Time
Day
Month
#
#
FK_Year
Day
FK_Month
Fact
Fact
#
Revenue
FK_Store
Fuzzy Concept 
Revenue
FMT
FCT
#
MDA
#
CMA
FK_FCT
FK_TA
Month
Year
#
Year
Figure 3.20.: Dimensions Time and Store, Fact Revenue and Fuzzy Concept Revenue
Looking at the cube of the slice operation city revenue in year 2010, a fuzzy concept
city revenue 2010 can be propagated on the resulting cube. This fuzzy concept differs
from the previously specified fuzzy concept city revenue as the target attribute is the
aggregated revenue per city from 2010 and not the overall revenue of the city. Therefore,
the classification scope of the fuzzy concept is different. In figure 3.21 the X axis of the
graph represents the cities of dimension store, the Y axis shows the time. Each city
earned different revenues over time, symbolized as boxed figures in the grid. When ag-
gregating the revenue of city Fribourg, the overall revenue is 134 CHF (target attribute
for fuzzy concept city revenue) and for the sliced cube the overall revenue for Fribourg
is 73 CHF in 2010 (target attribute of the fuzzy concept city revenue in 2010). It is
obvious that both aggregation operations lead to different revenues for each city and
that the fuzzy concepts therefore classify different scopes.
The application of a fuzzy concept to volatile cubes demands a lot of effort for storing
the membership degree attributes in a persistent fuzzy membership table. It would be
necessary to create a fuzzy membership table for each possible combination of opera-
tions in order to store the appropriate membership degree attributes. Therefore, fuzzy
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Figure 3.21.: Representation of Revenue per City and Time
concepts applied to resulting cubes of operations might only be calculated at the time
of the analysis and would not be persistently stored at all. Fuzzy concepts with non
persistent target attributes can be characterized as volatile fuzzy concepts.
3.4.4. Metaschema for Fuzzy Concepts
At the end of the modeling process of the fuzzy data warehouse (see section 3.3) some
additional information about fuzzy concepts, which is not directly obvious in the meta
table structure of a fuzzy concept, has to be specified. This additional information
contains the characteristics for each fuzzy concept that was specified in the modeling
process. Similar to specification of characteristics of facts, the fuzzy concept characteris-
tics can be specified in a meta schema of the data warehouse. The meta schema of data
warehouses provides the necessary information how the data warehouse business logic
treats a data warehouse element [MT02]. For instance, in the case of facts, the aggre-
gation function is defined. Additionally, how the table structure of the data warehouse
is built is defined. With this information, the business logic of the data warehouse can
then execute higher level operations, as the typical OLAP operations (section 2.1.5), in
a consistent manner.
In order to provide consistent operations on fuzzy concepts, the data warehouse needs
to know the nature of a fuzzy concept. The target attribute on which the fuzzy concept
is based has to be known, as well as how it is considering the domain of attributes of the
target attribute (the type of fuzzy concept). This information tells the data warehouse
if the membership degree attributes of the fuzzy concept have to be recalculated after a
modification of the target attribute; for instance when using an adaptive fuzzy concept
and / or when having volatile target attributes. When using a persistent target at-
tribute, the recalculation takes place when the target attribute is modified. In the case
of a volatile target attribute, the recalculation depends on a data warehouse element
(base target attribute) from which the volatile target attribute is aggregated. Therefore,
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the base target attribute must additionally be specified.
One major information about the nature of a fuzzy concept is the membership func-
tion. For each class membership attribute of a fuzzy concept, a membership function is
defined in order to calculate the corresponding membership degree attribute. The cal-
culation of the membership degree attribute might happen in a business layer or on the
database level within a trigger function. The meta schema must contain the information
for building these membership functions for each class membership attribute. Section
3.4.5 covers the calculation of membership function including an example in greater de-
tail.
After the nature of a base fuzzy concept is defined in the meta schema, the ability
to apply the fuzzy concept to different aggregation levels has to be specified. A fuzzy
concept with a dimensional attribute as target attribute might be aggregated and prop-
agated over the dimension. If the target attribute is a fact, the fuzzy concept might
be aggregated or propagated over all the dimensions and over resulting cubes of oper-
ations in which the fact is involved. Aggregation and propagation do not exclude each
other. A fuzzy concept can be applied to different hierarchy levels with both meth-
ods. Subsequently, for each method it has to be specified if it is valid and how it is
applied. For aggregation, the aggregation function has to be specified and for propaga-
tion, the propagated fuzzy concepts have to be specified. When having facts as target
attribute, the propagation of the fuzzy concept on a resulting cube from an operation
results in a volatile fuzzy concept; a fuzzy concept without any fuzzy membership ta-
ble or fuzzy classification table. In this case the class membership attributes and the
membership functions have to be defined. With this information, the business logic of
the data warehouse can calculate the classification during the execution of the operation.
In order to fully specify a fuzzy concept in the meta schema, the following character-
istics have to be specified:
• target attribute of the fuzzy concept
• persistency of the target attribute (volatile or persistent)
• in case of a volatile target attribute, the base target attribute
• membership function for each class membership attribute
• for aggregation of the fuzzy concept, the aggregation function
• for propagation of the fuzzy concept, the propagated fuzzy concept
• the volatile fuzzy concept for resulting cubes of operations
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When using persistent fuzzy concepts, the membership function for calculating the mem-
bership degrees can be realized in the database storage system. Therefore, trigger func-
tions can be used for calculating and writing the membership degrees into the fuzzy
membership table. The advantage of realizing the membership functions on this low
level is the ability to automatically trigger the calculation of the membership degree as
soon as a new target attribute instance is added to the fuzzy data warehouse. Handling
membership function in business logic of the fuzzy data warehouse results in multiple
database connections and more overhead for calculation, and therefore might be slower
and less efficient.
Example 14 describes a persistent fuzzy concept and how the different components
might be realized in a database storage system. The storage system on which this
example is based is the relational database system PostgreSQL [Pos11a]. The trigger
functions and SQL statements can differ on other database storage systems. The struc-
ture of the functions and statements and differences to other systems are not discussed
in the example as it is already illustrated in detail in the PostgreSQL documentation
[Pos11b].
Example 14. Figure 3.22 shows two fuzzy classes “low” and “high” and the membership
functions µlow and µhigh.
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Figure 3.22.: Membership Function for two Fuzzy Classes
Using the classes in figure 3.22 the following membership functions are constructed:
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µlow(TA)

1 for TA ≤ 50
0 for TA ≥ 120
1− TA−50
120−50 for 50 < TA < 120
µhigh(TA)

0 for TA ≤ 80
1 for TA ≥ 150
TA−80
150−80 for 80 < TA < 150
A trigger has to be built that inserts two new data tuples in the fuzzy membership
table for every new target attribute. One tuple holds the degree of µhigh(TA), the other
tuple holds the degree µlow(TA). The code example in listing 3.2 shows a trigger func-
tion calculating and inserting the membership degrees in the fuzzy membership table.
Listing 3.1 shows the SQL statements for creating the involved tables in the trigger. The
table “Target” is the table in which the target attribute is added, the table “fmt” is the
fuzzy membership table and the table “fct” is the fuzzy classification table.
−− Create the t a r g e t a t t r i b u t e t a b l e
CREATE TABLE Target (
id as s e r i a l primary key ,
ta as integer
) ;
−− Create the f u z z y c l a s s i f i c a t i o n t a b l e
CREATE TABLE f c t (
id as smallint primary key ,
cma as varchar (15)
) ;
−− Add the c l a s s membership a t t r i b u t e s to the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n t a b l e
INSERT INTO f c t ( id , cma) values
(1 , ’ low ’ ) ,
(2 , ’ high ’ ) ;
−− Create the f u z z y membership t a b l e
CREATE TABLE fmt (
fc t_id as smallint not null ,
ta_id as integer not null ,
mda as numeric ( 3 , 2 ) ,
primary key ( fct_id , ta_id )
) ;
Listing 3.1: Table Creation Statements
CREATE FUNCTION fc_memership ( ) RETURNS trigger AS $$
BEGIN
−− TA lower 50
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IF NEW. ta < 50 THEN
insert into fmt ( fct_id , ta_id , mda) values
(1 , NEW. id , 1 . 0 ) ;
insert into fmt ( fct_id , ta_id , mda) values
(2 , NEW. id , 0 . 0 ) ;
END IF ;
−− TA higher 150
IF NEW. ta > 150 THEN
insert into fmt ( fct_id , ta_id , mda) values
(1 , NEW. id , 0 . 0 ) ;
insert into fmt ( fct_id , ta_id , mda) values
(2 , NEW. id , 1 . 0 ) ;
END IF ;
−− TA between 50 and 80
IF 50 < NEW. ta < 80 THEN
insert into fmt ( fct_id , ta_id , mda) values
(1 , NEW. id , (1−(NEW.TA−50) /70) ) ;
insert into fmt ( fct_id , ta_id , mda) values
(2 , NEW. id , 0 . 0 ) ;
END IF ;
−− TA between 80 and 120
IF 50 < NEW. ta < 80 THEN
insert into fmt ( fct_id , ta_id , mda) values
(1 , NEW. id , (1−(NEW.TA−50) /70) ) ;
insert into fmt ( fct_id , ta_id , mda) values
(2 , NEW. id , (NEW.TA−80) /70) ) ;
END IF ;
−− TA between 120 and 150
IF 50 < NEW. ta < 80 THEN
insert into fmt ( fct_id , ta_id , mda) values
(1 , NEW. id , 0 . 0 ) ;
insert into fmt ( fct_id , ta_id , mda) values
(2 , NEW. id , (NEW.TA−80) /70) ) ;
END IF ;
RETURN Null ;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE p lpg sq l ;
CREATE TRIGGER fc_membership After INSERT ORUPDATEON Target
FOR EACH ROW EXECUTE PROCEDURE fc_membership ( ) ;
Listing 3.2: PostgreSQL Trigger for Membership Functions
If the fuzzy concept is volatile (see section 3.4.3), the membership function calcula-
tion has to be triggered in the business logic as the database storage system does not
recognize temporary cubes. But similar to persistent fuzzy concepts, the membership
function might be calculated on the database level as a stored procedure. The business
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logic can then call the stored procedure that creates a temporary cube with the clas-
sification of the fuzzy concept applied. In the second step, the classified cube can be
returned as a result. The next example describes a fuzzy concept on the fact revenue,
which can be applied as a volatile fuzzy concept on non persistent cubes.
Example 15. A fuzzy concept is defined for the fact revenue. The fuzzy concept con-
sists of the linguistic terms high, middle and low. The membership functions do not
consider a fixed value range, rather they calculate the membership degrees based on the
arithmetic mean. Consequently, the fuzzy concept can be characterized as an adaptive
fuzzy concept. The membership functions are as follows:
base = 2 ∗
n∑
i=1
TAi
n
, where n is the number of target attributes
µlow(TA)

1 for TA ≤ 0.2 ∗ base
0 for TA > 0.5 ∗ base
0.5∗base−TA
0.5∗base−0.2∗base for 0.5 ∗ base < TA < 0.2 ∗ base
µmiddle(TA)

1 for 0.5 ∗ base ≤ TA ≤ 0.7 ∗ base
0 for TA > base
TA−0.2∗base
0.5∗base−0.2∗base for 0.5 ∗ base < TA < 0.2 ∗ base
base−TA
base−0.7∗base for 0.7 ∗ base < TA < base
µhigh(TA)

0 for TA ≤ 0.7 ∗ base
1 for TA ≥ base
TA−0.7∗base
base−0.7∗base for 0.7 ∗ base < TA < base
The fact revenue can be propagated over dimensions using roll-up operations. Using
dimensions time and product, it might be possible to analyze the monthly revenue of
movies, where movies belonging to the dimension product and month to time. A new
cube results from such an analysis that has a new value range of revenue. The described
adaptive fuzzy concept can be propagated on the resulting cube using the propagation
described in the section 3.4.2. The membership degrees of the volatile fuzzy concept
revenue of the resulting cube have to be calculated during the analysis. In order to do
this, the SQL statement of the cube might be passed to a stored procedure that creates a
temporary table to store the cube enriched with the membership degrees for the revenue
of the cube. In the second step, the temporary table can be queried for receiving the
fuzzified cube. Listing 3.3 shows an example of such a stored procedure. In order to
execute the procedure, the SQL statement of the cube has to be passed as first argument
and the attribute in the cube that represents the target attribute as second argument.
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create or r ep l a c e func t i on temp . fc_revenue (cube text , ta t ext )
r e tu rn s void as $$
de c l a r e f i e l d s t ex t [ ] ;
d e c l a r e p r o c f i e l d t ext [ ] [ ] ;
d e c l a r e i t r integer ;
d e c l a r e s t r t ex t ;
d e c l a r e s t r 2 t ext ;
d e c l a r e cur record ;
d e c l a r e mem numeric ;
d e c l a r e base numeric ;
begin
−− Parse the cube SQL statement f o r the column f i e l d s ( s e l e c t
s ta tement ) and put them in to the f i e l d array
s t r := ’ ’ ;
f i e l d s := regexp_spl it_to_array ( regexp_replace ( regexp_replace (
cube , E ’ s e l e c t ’ , ’ ’ ) , E ’ from .∗ ’ , ’ ’ ) , ’ , ’ ) ;
f o r i t r in 1 . . array_upper ( f i e l d s , 1 ) loop
s t r := s t r | | ’ { ’ ;
i f position (E ’ " ’ in f i e l d s [ i t r ] ) <> 0 then
s t r := s t r | | E ’ "\\" ’ | | substring ( f i e l d s [ i t r ]
from ’ " ( . ∗ ) " ’ ) | | E ’ \\"" , ’ ;
else
s t r := s t r | | E ’ "\\" ’ | | f i e l d s [ i t r ] | | E ’ \\"" ,
’ ;
end i f ;
−− I f column i s MDA, SUM or AVG i t i s numeric e l s e i t
i s t e x t type
i f position (E ’ .mda␣ ’ in f i e l d s [ i t r ] ) <> 0 then
s t r := s t r | | ’ " decimal (3 , 2 ) " ’ ;
e l s i f position (E ’ ␣sum( ’ in f i e l d s [ i t r ] ) <> 0 then
s t r := s t r | | ’ "numeric " ’ ;
e l s i f position (E ’ ␣avg ( ’ in f i e l d s [ i t r ] ) <> 0 then
s t r := s t r | | ’ "numeric " ’ ;
else
s t r := s t r | | ’ " t ex t " ’ ;
end i f ;
i f i t r < array_upper ( f i e l d s , 1 ) then
s t r := s t r | | ’ } , ’ ;
else
s t r := s t r | | ’ } ’ ;
end i f ;
end loop ;
−− Create a temporary t a b l e wi th 3 columns f o r the a d d i t i o n a l
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MDA’ s and a primary key
s t r 2 := E ’ {"\\"mda␣high \\"" , ␣numeric } ,{"\\"mda␣middle \\"" ,
numeric } ,{"\\"mda␣ low \\"" , ␣numeric } ,{"pk" ," s e r i a l ␣primary␣
key"} ’ ;
p r o c f i e l d := ’ { ’ | | s t r | | ’ , ’ | | s t r 2 | | ’ } ’ ;
s t r 2 := ’ c r e a t e ␣ tab l e ␣temp . r evvo l ␣ ( ␣ ’ ;
f o r i t r in 1 . . array_upper ( p r o c f i e l d , 1 ) loop
s t r 2 := s t r 2 | | p r o c f i e l d [ i t r ] [ 1 ] | | ’ ␣ ’ | | p r o c f i e l d [
i t r ] [ 2 ] ;
i f i t r < array_upper ( p r o c f i e l d , 1 ) then
s t r 2 := s t r 2 | | ’ , ␣ ’ ;
else
s t r 2 := s t r 2 | | ’ ) ’ ;
end i f ;
end loop ;
drop table i f exists temp . r evvo l ;
execute s t r 2 ;
−− I n s e r t the SQL r e s u l t o f cube in t o the temporary t a b l e
p r o c f i e l d := ’ { ’ | | s t r | | ’ } ’ ;
s t r 2 := ’ i n s e r t ␣ in to ␣temp . r evvo l ␣ ( ’ ;
f o r i t r in 1 . . array_upper ( p r o c f i e l d , 1 ) loop
s t r 2 := s t r 2 | | p r o c f i e l d [ i t r ] [ 1 ] ;
i f i t r < array_upper ( p r o c f i e l d , 1 ) then
s t r 2 := s t r 2 | | ’ , ␣ ’ ;
else
s t r 2 := s t r 2 | | ’ ) ␣ ’ ;
end i f ;
end loop ;
s t r 2 := s t r 2 | | cube ;
execute s t r 2 ;
−− In order to prepare f o r the f u z z y c l a s s i f i c a t i o n ( adap t i v e
f u z z y concept ) o f TA, prepare the base
s t r := ’ s e l e c t ␣avg ( ␣ ’ | | ta | | ’ ␣ ) ␣ from␣temp . r evvo l ’ ;
execute s t r into base ;
base := 2 ∗ base ;
s t r 2 := ’ s e l e c t ␣pk , ␣ ’ | | ta | | ’ ␣ as ␣ ta ␣ from␣temp . r evvo l ’ ;
−− C l a s s i f y TA with the f u z z y concept
f o r cur in execute s t r 2 loop
i f cur . ta >= base then
update temp . r evvo l set "mda␣high " = 1 . 0 , "mda␣
middle " = 0 . 0 , "mda␣ low" = 0 .0 where pk =
cur . pk ;
e l s i f cur . ta >= 0.5 ∗ base and cur . ta <= 0.7 ∗ base
then
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update temp . r evvo l set "mda␣high " = 0 . 0 , "mda␣
middle " = 1 . 0 , "mda␣ low" = 0 .0 where pk =
cur . pk ;
e l s i f cur . ta <= 0.2 ∗ base then
update temp . r evvo l set "mda␣high " = 0 . 0 , "mda␣
middle " = 0 . 0 , "mda␣ low" = 1 .0 where pk =
cur . pk ;
e l s i f cur . ta > 0 .7 ∗ base and cur . ta < base then
mem := ( cur . ta −(0.7 ∗ base ) ) / ( base − 0 .7 ∗
base ) ;
update temp . r evvo l set "mda␣high " = cast (mem as
decimal ( 3 , 2 ) ) where pk = cur . pk ;
mem := ( base − cur . ta ) / ( base − 0 .7 ∗ base ) ;
update temp . r evvo l set "mda␣middle " = cast (mem
as decimal ( 3 , 2 ) ) , "mda␣ low" = 0 .0 where pk
= cur . pk ;
e l s i f cur . ta > 0 .2 ∗ base and cur . ta < 0 .5 ∗ base then
mem := ( cur . ta − 0 .2 ∗ base ) / ( 0 . 5 ∗ base −
0 .2 ∗ base ) ;
update temp . r evvo l set "mda␣middle " = cast (mem
as decimal ( 3 , 2 ) ) , "mda␣high " = 0 .0 where pk
= cur . pk ;
mem := (0 . 5 ∗ base − cur . ta ) / ( 0 . 5 ∗ base −
0 .2 ∗ base ) ;
update temp . r evvo l set "mda␣ low" = cast (mem as
decimal ( 3 , 2 ) ) where pk = cur . pk ;
end i f ;
end loop ;
end ;
$$ language p lpg sq l ;
Listing 3.3: Stored Procedure for the Volatile Fuzzy Concept Revenue
This procedure creates a temporary table revvol that can be queried in the second
step. This two step procedure allows the processing of a volatile fuzzy concept on a non-
persistent cube. The SQL statement in listing 3.4 exemplifies how the non-persistent
cube of the operation slice(<< time.year, time.month, product.movie >,Revenue,R >
, time.year = 2010) can be fuzzified using the stored procedure of listing 3.3.
select temp . fc_revenue ( ’ s e l e c t ␣month .monthname , ␣movie . name , ␣sum
( revenue ) ␣ as ␣"Revenue"
from␣ f a c t
j o i n ␣ ( day
j o i n ␣ (month
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j o i n ␣ year ␣on␣month . fk_year␣=␣year . pk_year ) ␣on␣day . fk_month␣=␣
month . pk_month␣ ) ␣on␣ f a c t . fk_day␣=␣day . pk_day
j o i n ␣movie␣on␣ f a c t . fk_movie␣=␣movie . pk_movie
where␣ year . year ␣=␣2010
group␣by␣month .monthname , ␣movie . name ’ ,
’ "Revenue" ’ ) ;
select ∗ from temp . r evvo l ;
Listing 3.4: SQL Statement for Applying a Volatile Fuzzy Concept on a Non-persistent
Cube
The ability to use stored procedures and triggers to implement membership functions
depends on the database technology. In PostgreSQL for instance, it is possible to work
with arrays and regular expressions in stored procedures, which is an essential element
for parsing the cube SQL statement in listing 3.3. Not all database technologies pro-
vide enough functionalities with their stored procedures and it may be necessary to move
the membership functions into the business logic of the fuzzy data warehouse application.
3.5. Operations in Fuzzy Data Warehouse
To provide a functional data warehouse, the fuzzy data warehouse has to support the
basic OLAP operations defined in section 2.1.5. In this section, the way that fuzzy
concepts can be navigated along dimensions, their impact when aggregating facts and
how classical operations have to be adapted in order to handle fuzzy concepts correctly
and how multidimensional data cube definition has to be extended with fuzzy concepts
is discussed.
During the discussion of the classical OLAP operations in section 2.1.5, a small data
warehouse example was created for which the Snowflake scheme is presented in figure
2.13. This example is later extended with fuzzy concepts to demonstrate the OLAP
operations in a fuzzy data warehouse.
Example 16. A fuzzy concept is added to the fact revenue as target attribute. The
fuzzy concept revenue contains three linguistic terms “low”, “middle” and “high” revenue.
It is characterized as an adaptive fuzzy concept and the membership functions are as
follows:
R is the ordered set of revenue in a way that
xn ∈ R : R = {x1, . . . , x|R|} ∧ xn < xn+1
rank(xn) =
n−1
|R|−1
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µhigh(xn) =

1, rank(xn) ≥ 0.8
0, rank(xn) ≤ 0.6
rank(xn)−0.6
0.8−0.6
µmiddle(xn) =

0, rank(xn) ≥ 0.8
0, rank(xn) ≥ 0.2
1, 0.4 ≤ rank(xn) ≤ 0.6
rank(xn)−0.2
0.4−0.2 , 0.2 ≤ rank(xn) ≤ 0.4
0.8−rank(xn)
0.8−0.6
µlow(xn) =

0, rank(xn) ≥ 0.4
1, rank(xn) ≤ 0.2
0.4−rank(xn)
0.4−0.2
The dimensions level store of dimension region is extended with a dimensional at-
tribute surface on which another fuzzy concept is added. The fuzzy concept store surface
contains the linguistic terms “big”, “moderate” and “small” and is a limited fuzzy concept.
The minima point is 50 and the maxima point is 200. The membership function are as
follows:
µbig(s) =

1, s ≥ 180
0, s ≤ 140
s−140
40
µmoderate(s) =

0, s ≥ 180
0, s ≥ 80
1, 120 ≤ s ≤ 140
s−80
40
, 80 ≤ s ≤ 120
180−s
40
µsmall(s) =

0, s ≥ 120
1, s ≤ 80
120−m
40
where s ∈ dom(region.store.surface)
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The data warehouse schema presented in figure 2.13 can be extended with the fuzzy
concept meta table according the method described in section 3.3. The new scheme is
presented in figure 3.23 including the fuzzy concepts in grey. The dimension tables and
the fact table are retained as in figure 2.13 with the exception of adding the dimensional
attribute surface to table store.
Dimension Time
DayYear Month
Day
#PK_Day
#FK_Month
Month
#PK_Month
#FK_Year
#PK_Year
Year
Dimension Product
Movie
Producer
#PK_Movie
#FK_Producer
Movie
#PK_Producer
Studio
Fact
#PK_Fact
#FK_Movie
#FK_Day
#FK_Store
Revenue
Fuzzy Concept Revenue
FMT_Revenue
#FK_TA
#FK_FCT
MDA
FCT_Revenue
#PK_FCT
CMA
Fuzzy Concept Store Surface
FMT_Surface
#FK_TA
#FK_FCT
MDA
FCT_Surface
#PK_FCT
CMA
Dimension Region
Store City Region
Store
#PK_Store
#FK_City
#PK_City
City
#PK_Region
Region#FK_Region
Surface
#PK_FMT
#PK_FMT
Legend
#PK_ : Primary Key
#FK_ : Foreign Key
Figure 3.23.: Example Fuzzy Data Warehouse Snowflake Schema including Fuzzy Meta
Tables
The fuzzy concept revenue is specified to be propagated over all dimensions and over
all dimension levels. The propagated fuzzy concept are defined as adaptive fuzzy concept
just as the base fuzzy concept. For each dimension level, one fuzzy membership table is
created for the propagated fuzzy concepts. The class membership attributes are reused
from the base fuzzy concept. Additionally, a volatile fuzzy concept containing the class
membership attributes “low”, “middle”, “high” and a membership function is specified.
The fuzzy concept store surface can only be aggregated over the dimension levels of
dimension region. The dimensional attribute surface is aggregated using an average
function and therefore an aggregation of the fuzzy concept using the arithmetic average
is a valid method for aggregating the fuzzy concept. In this case, no additional tables
have to be created.
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3.5.1. Classical Data Warehouse Operations in Fuzzy Data
Warehouse
Based on the capabilities of aggregating and propagating fuzzy concepts, the classical
data warehouse operation can be extended to support fuzzy concept. As mentioned in
section 3.4.2, fuzzy concepts can be treated as dimensional attributes. Lehner [Leh98]
defines multidimensional objects that are capable of aggregating dimensional attributes
and takes them into consideration as segments for slice and dice operations. Conse-
quently, it is possible to aggregate fuzzy concepts and to use them as slicers for slice and
dice operations. Agrawal et al. [AGS97] define a model in which a fact is transformed to
a dimension and treated accordingly. Based on this possibility, fuzzy concepts on facts
can be considered as additional fragments of information behaving just as dimensional
attributes on dimensions. As long as a fact can be aggregated over a dimension hierarchy,
the fuzzy concept with the fact as target attribute can be aggregated as well. The fuzzy
concepts on facts can be considered as segmentation in slice and dice operation just as
fuzzy concepts on dimensional attributes. When segmenting a cube with a fuzzy con-
cept, the class membership attributes are the delimiter of a segment. Additionally, the
segmentation can be refined using α−cuts on the delimiting class membership attribute.
In order to discuss the classical operations, these characteristics of fuzzy concepts have
to be taken into consideration. The definition 10 of a multidimensional cube is adapted
accordingly to integrate fuzzy concepts.
Definition 41 (Cube in a fuzzy data warehouse). A cube is as a 4-tuple < D,F,M,R >
where
• D =< D1, . . . , Dn, > is a list of dimensions, dimensions levels including the di-
mension attribute or other category attributes separated by a dot.
• F =< F1, . . . , Fj > is a list of fuzzy concepts with target attributes that are ei-
ther facts or dimension attributes or class membership attributes of fuzzy concepts
separated by a dot
• a measure M
• R is a set of data tuples x = {x1, . . . , xn, f1, . . . , fj,m}, where ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , n] :
xk ∈ dom(Dk), ∀l ∈ [1, . . . , j] : fl ∈ dom(Fl) and m ∈ dom(M) representing the
instance values of the cube.
Constraints:
• Every element in D has to be of the same granularity.
• If granularity of D ≤ dimension level: ∀f ∈ F ∃ d ∈ D : d = TAf ∨ M = TAf
• If D = ∅ : ∀f ∈ F ∃M = TAf
• M is only aggregated over D.
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A fuzzy cube in Example 16 can be: << time.month.month, product.producer.stu-
dio >,< time.month.revenue, product.producer.revenue.high >, revenue,R >. The
fuzzy concept revenue is propagated on dimension time on level month and on dimen-
sion product on level producer. The result set of the cube are tuples containing the
aggregated revenue grouped by month and product. The membership degree attributes
of the propagated fuzzy concepts monthly revenue and producer revenue are added to the
data tuples. The fuzzy concepts are not involved in the aggregation of revenue as they
provides the same characteristics as dimension attributes in this case. Consequently,
the revenue in the result set of the cube << time.month.month, product.producer.stu-
dio >,<>, revenue,R > is exactly the same. This is a direct consequence of the last
constraint in definition 41.
Another interesting fact is that the membership degree attributes originates from
fuzzy concepts that are not considering the revenue from the cube. The involved fuzzy
concepts are based on revenues that are aggregated on single dimensions; fuzzy con-
cept monthly revenue includes revenue that is only aggregated over dimension time and
fuzzy concept producer revenue over dimension product. The fuzzy concept monthly
revenue add the attributes time.month.revenue.high, time.month.revenue.middle and
time.month.revenue.low and producer revenue the attribute product.producer.reve-
nue.high to the set of R. The cube can be extended with a third, volatile fuzzy con-
cept that classifies the actual aggregated revenue: << time.month.month, product.pro-
ducer.studio >,< time.month.revenue, time.producer.revenue.high, revenue >, reve-
nue,R >. As a result, another three attributes revenue.high, revenue.middle and
revenue.low are added to R. Listing 3.5 provides a SQL statement for the cube <<
time.month.month, product.producer.studio >,< time.month.revenue, product.produ-
cer.revenue.high >, revenue,R >. The fuzzy membership tables of the propagated
fuzzy concepts monthly revenue and producer revenue are denoted by fmt_revenue_-
month respectively fmt_revenue_producer in listing 3.5
select "month" . "month" , producer . s tudio , rev_month_high .mda
as " time . month . revenue . high " , rev_month_middle .mda as "
time . month . revenue . middle " , rev_month_low .mda as " time .
month . revenue . low" , rev_prod .mda as "product . producer .
revenue . high " , sum( f a c t . revenue ) as revenue
from f a c t
join "day" on f a c t . fk_day = "day" . pk_day
join ( "month"
join ( fmt_revenue_month as rev_month_high
join fct_revenue as fct_high on rev_month_high . fk_fct =
fct_high . pk_fct and fct_high . cma = ’ high ’ ) on "month" .
pk_month = rev_month_high . fk_ta
join ( fmt_revenue_month as rev_month_middle
join fct_revenue as fct_middle on rev_month_middle . fk_fct =
fct_middle . pk_fct and fct_middle . cma = ’ middle ’ ) on "
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month" . pk_month = rev_month_middle . fk_ta
join ( fmt_revenue_month as rev_month_low
join fct_revenue as fct_low on rev_month_low . fk_fct =
fct_low . fc t_id and fct_low . cma = ’ low ’ ) on "month" .
pk_month = rev_month_low . fk_ta ) on "day" . fk_month = "
month" . pk_month
join (movie
join ( producer
join ( fmt_revenue_producer as rev_prod
join fct_revenue as fct_prod on rev_prod . fk_fct = fct_prod .
pk_fct and fct_prod . cma = ’ high ’ ) on producer . pk_producer
= rev_prod . fk_ta ) on producer . pk_producer = movie .
fk_producer ) on f a c t . fk_movie = movie . pk_movie
group by "month" . "month" , producer . s tudio , " time . month .
revenue . high " , " time . month . revenue . middle " , " time . month .
revenue . low" , "product . producer . revenue . high "
Listing 3.5: SQL Example for a Fuzzy Cube
As illustrated in Section 3.2.4, the fuzzy data warehouse is an enhanced data warehouse
and therefore, a crisp cube (definition 10) is a fuzzy cube (definition 41) with F = ∅.
All the classical data warehouse operations (definition 11 - 14) can be applied to a fuzzy
data warehouse. Additionally, the classical operations can be extended in order to apply
to fuzzy concepts. The following sections discuss these operations in further detail.
Roll-up in fuzzy data warehouse
A roll-up operation as defined in definition 11 can be applied to a fuzzy cube. In
this case, the resulting cube will have F = ∅ and all fuzzy concepts of the base
cube will be discarded. The following example illustrates a crisp roll-up on a fuzzy
cube: roll − up(< time.month >,< time.month.revenue, revenue >, revenue,R >
, ftime.year, SUM) =<< time.year >, revenue,R
′ >.
In order to include fuzzy concepts in a roll-up operation, it is necessary to know if
the fuzzy concepts can be propagated or aggregated over a dimension hierarchy. In case
of propagation, additional information is needed on which dimension levels the fuzzy
concepts are propagated. Considering these facts, the roll-up operation on a fuzzy data
warehouse involving fuzzy concepts can be defined as:
Definition 42 (Roll-up involving fuzzy concepts). roll − up(C,D′, F ′, fD, fF , fm) = C ′
where
• C is a fuzzy cube (definition 41)
• D′ is the dimension level to which is merged
• fD is the dimension merge function
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• F ′ is the fuzzy concept which is merged
• fF is the function defining how the fuzzy concept is merged
• fm is the measure aggregation function.
The domain (domD) of D is a set containing the dimension category attribute in-
stances d. domD′(C ′) is calculated by applying the function fD on the dimension category
attribute instances d of domD(C):
domD′(C
′) = {fD(d) = d′|d ∈ domD(C)}.
The measure mC′(d′) of each instance d′ is calculated by applying the function fm to
each mC(d) in regard to the aggregation function fD.
mC′(d
′) = fm({t|t = mC(d) ∧ fD(d) = d′}).
The domain (domF ) of F is a set containing the fuzzy concepts f . dom′F (C ′) is cal-
culated by applying the function fF on the fuzzy concepts of domF (C):
dom′F (C
′) = {fF (f) = f ′|f ∈ domF (C)}
Within a roll-up operation on a propagated fuzzy concept it is possible that fF (f) = ∅.
Therefore, C ′ might result in a sharp cube as dom′F (C ′) = ∅.
The function fF holds the necessary information on how the fuzzy concept can be
merged with the next dimension level. fF must provide at least the following information:
• the type of merging operation: propagation or aggregation
• if aggregation, the aggregation function for F on D
• if propagation, the fuzzy membership table of F ′
When F describes a class membership attribute of a fuzzy concept instead of a com-
plete fuzzy concept, the fuzzy concept is rolled-up and the projection on the specific
class membership attribute is then applied to the rolled-up cube.
The following operation exemplifies a roll-up of a cube containing the fuzzy concept
store surface:
roll − up(<< region.store >,< region.store.surface >, revenue,R >, region.ci-
ty, region.city.surface, fD, fF , SUM) =<< region.city >,< region.city.surface >
, revenue,R >
The original cube contains the aggregated revenue of all the stores ordered by the
fuzzy concept store surface. The cube resulting from the roll-up operation contains the
aggregated revenue of all cities ordered by the fuzzy concept city surface. The fuzzy
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concept city surface is an aggregated fuzzy concept. This roll-up operation is a binary
operation that first aggregates and merges the crisp fact revenue and the crisp dimension
region. In the second step, it applies the new fuzzy concept to the data collection. As
mentioned in section 3.5.1, the fuzzy concept is not involved in the aggregation of the
fact.
Considering F contains a class membership attribute, the fuzzy concept is rolled-
up, like in the previous example, within a binary operation. In the third step, the
projection on the class membership attribute is applied. To illustrate, the roll-up op-
eration above can be modified in a way that the original cube is << region.store >,<
region.store.surface.small >, revenue,R >:
roll − up(<< region.store >,< region.store.surface.small >, revenue,R >, re-
gion.city, region.store.city.small, fD, fF , SUM) =<< region.city >,< region.city.sur-
face.small >, revenue,R >
When including a class membership attribute, the operation is a trinary operation
with the following steps:
• roll-up of the crisp cube
• application of the fuzzy concept on the new dimensional level
• application of the class membership attribute
The next example shows a roll-up operation in which the fuzzy concept store surface
might not be defined on dimensional level region. The cube results in a crisp cube as
F ′ = ∅:
roll − up(<< region.store >,< region.store.surface >, revenue,R >, region.re-
gion, region.region.surface, fD, fF , SUM) =<< region.region >, {}, revenue,R > where
@ region.region.surface.
Drill-down in fuzzy data warehouse
As previously stated in Section 2.1.5, a drill-down operation is the reciprocal operation
of a roll-up. It is not a valid operation if the roll-up operation is not defined in an earlier
step. Therefore, a drill-down operation in the fuzzy data warehouse can be defined as:
Definition 43 (Drill-down involving fuzzy concepts). drill − down(C,D′, F ′, f−1D , f−1F ,
f−1m ) = C
′ where C and C ′ are cubes according definition 41. D′ is the dimension level
to decompose, C = roll − up(C ′, D, F, fD, fF , fm), F ′ is the fuzzy concept to decompose
and f−1D , f
−1
F resp. f
−1
m are the inverse function of fD, fF resp. fm.
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In the case of a drill-down operation with a propagated fuzzy concept, it is possible
that F ′ = ∅. The resulting cube here is a crisp cube.
The following example shows a drill-down operation with a fuzzy cube:
drill−down(C, region.store, region.store.surface.small, f−1D , f−1F , f−1m ) =< region.sto-
re >,< region.store.surface.
small >, revenue,R >
where C = roll − up(<< region.store >,< region.store.surface.small >, reve-
nue,R >, region.city, region.city.surface.small, fD, fF , fm = SUM)
C ′ is a cube on dimension level city. It is ordered by the fuzzy concept city surface
and limited by the class membership attribute small. The drill-down operation decom-
poses the cube to dimension level store. The fuzzy concept is not literally decomposed.
Rather, the dimension and the fact of the crisp cube are decomposed and the fuzzy con-
cept with a target attribute on the dimension level store is applied to the cube. After
this step, the fuzzy concept is limited to the class membership attribute small.
If the fuzzy concept revenue in example 16 is only propagated to dimension level re-
gion and it skips the dimension level city, the following roll-up operation will still result
in a fuzzy cube:
roll − up(<< region.store >,< region.store.revenue >, revenue,R >, region.re-
gion, region.region.revenue, fregion.region, fregion.region.revenue, frevenue = SUM) =
<< region.region >,< region.region.revenue >, revenue,R >
The fuzzy drill-down operation from dimension level region to level city results in a
crisp cube as the fuzzy concept revenue is not propagated on level city in this example:
drill − down(<< region.region >,< region.region.revenue >, revenue,R >, re-
gion.city, region.city.revenue, f−1region.region, f
−1
region.region.revenue, f
−1
revenue) =<< region.ci-
ty >, {}, revenue,R >
Slice in fuzzy data warehouse
The classical slice operation as defined in definition 13 extracts a subset of values of a
cube that are restricted with a slicer. Applying this to a fuzzy cube, the slicer belongs
either to a dimension or to a fuzzy concept. A fuzzy concept as slicer can be restricted
either by refining the fuzzy concept with its class membership attributes or by using an
α− cut [Zim91] on a class membership attribute. A definition of a slice operation in the
fuzzy data warehouse is as follows:
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Definition 44 (Slice involving fuzzy concepts). slice(C, s) = C ′ where C and C ′ are
fuzzy cubes according definition 41 and s is the element instance that slices cube C in a
way that
• s ∈ dom(Dm) ∨˙
• s ∈ dom(Fm) if granularity of F is fuzzy concept ∨˙
• s : α− cut on F if granularity of F is class membership attribute of fuzzy concept.
A slice operation of a fuzzy cube will always result in a fuzzy cube. A slice operation
on a crisp cube will also always result in a crisp cube. In order to illustrate, the following
operation slices a fuzzy cube according its class membership attributes:
slice(<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue >, revenue,R >, time.month.reve-
nue.middle) =<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue.middle >, revenue,R >
The slice operation limits the fuzzy concept monthly revenue on its class membership
attribute middle. In the resulting cube, the class membership attributes low and high
are not considered anymore. A more fine-grained slicing can be achieved when using
α−cuts on the class membership attributes. The resulting cube from the slice operation
above can be further sliced on the class membership attribute middle with an α − cut
of > 0.8:
slice(<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue.middle >, revenue,R >, time.month.
revenue.middle > 0.8) =<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue.middle >, reve-
nue,R >
The restriction of the slicer is applied to the class membership attribute middle in
a way that only membership degree attributes higher 0.8 are selected in the resulting
cube. Multiple α − cuts can be combined in a slice operation. The slice operation be-
low exemplifies a slice selecting all the data tuples that contain a membership degree
attribute between 0.6 and 0.8 of middle monthly revenue:
slice(<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue.middle >, revenue,R >, 0.6 ≤ ti-
me.month.revenue.middle ≤ 0.8) =<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue.middle >
, revenue,R >
In order to fully include the slice operation of definition 13, the slice operation on a
fuzzy cube can use a dimension element as slicer. The resulting cube of the last slice op-
eration can therefore be restricted to the instance February of dimension category month:
slice(<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue.middle >, revenue,R >, time.month.
month = “February′′) =<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue.middle >, reve-
nue,R >
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Dice in fuzzy data warehouse
A dice operation in a fuzzy cube, just as a slice operation, can restrict fuzzy concepts and
dimensions. Furthermore, restrictions of fuzzy concepts and dimension can be combined.
The slice operation in definition 44 can be extended to a dice definition by including
logical operators to combine multiple slicers:
Definition 45 (Dice involving fuzzy concepts). dice(C, {sm, . . . , sk}, {fm, . . . , fk−1}) =
C ′ where C and C ′ are fuzzy cubes according to definition 41, sm, . . . , sk are element
instances that slices cube C in a way that ∀n ∈ {m, . . . , k} :
• sn ∈ dom(Dn) ∨˙
• sn ∈ dom(Fn) if granularity of Fn is fuzzy concept ∨˙
• sn : α − cut on Fn if granularity of Fn is a class membership attribute of fuzzy
concept.
and ∀x ∈ m, . . . , k − 1 : fx ∈ {AND, OR, NOT} are the logical operators that combine
the slicers in a way that fx combines sx with sx+1.
A dice operation on a fuzzy cube with two fuzzy concepts is illustrated as follows:
dice(<< time.month, region.city >,< time.month.revenue.middle, region.city.sur-
face >, revenue,R >, {time.month.revenue.middle ≥ 0.7, region.city.surface.big},
{OR}) =<< time.month, region.city >,< time.month.revenue.middle, region.city.-
surface.big >, revenue,R >
The data set of the resulting cube only considers the class membership attribute big
of the fuzzy concept city store surface and all the data tuples with a membership degree
attribute bigger than 0.7 for middle monthly revenue. A combination of a dimension
slicer and a fuzzy concept slicer is shown in the following example:
dice(<< time.month, region.city >,< time.month.revenue.middle, region.city.sur-
face >, revenue,R >, {time.month.revenue.middle ≥ 0.7, time.month.month = “Fe-
bruary′′}, {AND}) =<< time.month, region.city >,< time.month.revenue.middle, re-
gion.city.surface.big >, revenue,R >
The resulting cube shows only the data tuples of the month “February” that belong
to at least 0.7 to middle monthly revenue.
For the slice and the dice operation, the order how the fuzzy concept or the dimension
slicers are applied does not influence the result of the operation. This is due to the fact
that no aggregation function is applied to a fact or a dimensional attribute. Therefore,
unlike roll-up and drill-down, slice and dice operation are not partitioned in multiple
sub operations and can be considered as unary operations.
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3.5.2. Fuzzifying and Defuzzifying Cubes
Two additional operations can be applied to a cube in the fuzzy data warehouse. Re-
moving the fuzzy concepts of a fuzzy cube will transform it into a crisp cube. Vice versa,
if fuzzy concepts are applied to a crisp cube, it transforms into a fuzzy cube. Definition
41 defines a fuzzy cube as a cube having F = {F1, . . . , Fn} and consequently a crisp
cube as a cube having F = ∅. Fuzzifying a crisp cube thus implies changing the empty
set F into a non-empty set. On the contrary, defuzzifying a fuzzy cube removes all fuzzy
concept in F in order to have an empty set. The two operations are defined as follows:
Definition 46 (Fuzzifying a cube). fuzzify(C, fc) = C ′ where C =< D = {D1, . . . ,
Dn}, F = ∅,M,R >, fc = {f1, . . . , fm} are the fuzzy concepts to add in F in a way that
∀x ∈ {1, . . . ,m} ∃ fx : TAfx = dom(Dy) ∨ TAfx = M where y ∈ {1, . . . , n} and the
resulting cube is C ′ =< D = {D1, . . . , Dn}, F = {f1, . . . , fm},M,R >.
It is important to note that only fuzzy concepts can be added to a crisp cube which
has target attributes belonging to a dimension or fact of the cube. Consequently, for
propagated fuzzy concepts, a derived fuzzy concept with the target attribute belonging
to the crisp cube must be defined prior to the fuzzification operation. For an aggregated
fuzzy concept, the corresponding membership degree attributes have to be aggregated
on the level of the crisp cube.
The contrary operation is defuzzifying: the removal of fuzzy concepts from a fuzzy
cube. Definition 47 defines therefore the operation defuzzifying.
Definition 47 (Defuzzifying a cube). defuzzify(C) = C ′ where C is a fuzzy cube ac-
cording definition 41 and C ′ =< D = {D1, . . . , Dn}, F = ∅,M,R >.
Consider the crisp cube C =<< time.day >, revenue,R >. When applying the fuzzy
concept revenue on level day, it can be transformed to a fuzzy cube as follows:
fuzzify(C, time.day.revenue) =<< time.day >,< time.day.revenue >, revenue,R
>= C ′
In a further step, a roll-up operation might be applied to the fuzzy cube. The oper-
ation merges from dimension level day to level month and the fuzzy concept is applied
accordingly.
roll−up(C ′, time.month, time.day.revenue, ftime.month, ftime.month.revenue, SUM) =<<
time.month >,< time.month.revenue >, revenue,R >= C ′′
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As explained in section 3.5.1, the roll-up operation in this case is a binary operation.
First, the dimension level day is merged to month and the daily revenue is aggregated
to monthly revenue. In the second step, the fuzzy concept monthly revenue is applied
to the cube. The resulting fuzzy cube C ′′ can now be defuzzified to a crisp cube as follows:
defuzzify(C ′′) =<< time.month >, revenue,R >= C ′′′
The resulting cube C ′′′ is exactly the same cube that would result with a crisp roll-up
operation from dimension level day to month as follows:
roll − up(<< time.day >, revenue,R >, ftime.month, SUM) = C ′′′
This behavior is due to the fact that the fuzzy concepts are meta information in the
fuzzy data warehouse and never directly affect the raw data in the original crisp data
warehouse. The fact that fuzzy concepts are meta information is also the reason why
the inclusion of fuzzy concept is always performed in additional steps where aggregation
operations of facts are executed first.
3.5.3. Aggregations with Fuzzy Concept
All the operations in section 3.5.1 consider fuzzy concepts similar to dimension attributes
even if the fuzzy concept is applied to facts. Subsequently, the fuzzy concept is never
considered in the aggregation function of the fact. The operations are often binary or
trinary in order to aggregate first the corresponding fact according to the selectors and
then to enrich the result set with the fuzzy concept. The selector is the part of a data
set that defines the aggregation and grouping of the fact. In a classical data warehouse,
the selectors of a cube are the category attributes of the dimensions. The following cube
has the category attribute month as selector and the revenue is aggregated and grouped
over the category attribute:
C =<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue >, revenue,R >
The fuzzy concept monthly revenue adds information about the classification of the
revenue. In some cases, it might be interesting to analyze the data based on the fuzzy
concept as a selector. The fuzzy concepts are then defining directly how the fact is aggre-
gated and grouped. In the example above, when the revenue should be analyzed based
on its distribution on the class membership attributes of the fuzzy concept monthly
revenue, it acts as an additional selector.
In order to apply a fuzzy concept as selector, the membership degree attributes de-
fine how the fact instances are distributed on the different class membership attributes.
Hence, the membership degree attributes are a kind of weighting factors to distribute
the fact instances. As depicted in section 3.1.2, Delgado et al. in [DMS+04], Scheperle
et at. in [SMH04] and Sapir et al. in [SSR08] propose methods for weighting facts with
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membership degrees during aggregation. Sapir et al. use the concept of bridging tables
that is known in classical data warehouses for handling multivalued dimensions.
Bridge tables have been defined by Kimball [Kim98]. A multivalued dimension is a
dimension in which an instance of a category attribute might be merged into multiple
instances of the next higher category attribute. For that case, a bridge table contains
a weighting factor for each possible merging. The weighting factor helps for consistent
aggregation operation over the dimension. The example 17 depicts a multivalued di-
mension with a bridge table in detail.
Example 17. The dimension producer has the category attribute movie producer. The
hierarchy path defines that movies are merged into producer. A movie can be produced
as a joint project of several production studios. For instance, the movie “Machete” is
produced by the studios “Overnight Films”, “Troublemaker Studios”, “Dune Entertain-
ment III” and “Dune Entertainment”. When the revenue of the movie is aggregated to
level producer, the movie revenue must be split and distributed to the different producer
studios. Otherwise, the producer revenue would be four times the movie revenue and
the aggregation would no longer be consistent. For splitting and distributing the movie
revenue a bridge table is added between the two dimension levels. The bridge table
contains the relation between the movie and the producer and the weighting factor that
defines how the revenue is distributed between the different studios. When the revenue
is distributed equally between the studios, the weighting factor might simply be the
number of studios producing the film. The producer revenue of a studio is then calcu-
lated by dividing the movie revenue by the weighting factor. Figure 3.24 demonstrates
the multivalued dimension product.
Dimension Product
Movie
Producer#
Name
Director
Actors
Release Date
#
Studio
Movie_Producer
_Bridge
#_movie
Weight
#_producer
Figure 3.24.: Multivalued Dimension with a Bridge Table
Examining bridge tables shows their similar appearance to fuzzy membership tables.
Both types of table relate two other tables in a complex to complex relationship (multi-
ple target attributes are related to multiple class membership attributes) and contain an
attribute describing a degree of the relation (membership degree or weighting factor). A
fuzzy concept can be considered as an additional hierarchy path of the dimension and it
can therefore be used as an selector as described by Sapir et. al. in [SSR08]. Consider
an analysis on the above cube with the fuzzy concept monthly revenue as the selector.
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The measure has to be partitioned by the membership degree attributes of the fuzzy
concept. Therefore the cube is extended as follows:
C =<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue >, revenue × time.month.reve-
nue.mda,R >
The result set in this case provides a single data row with the corresponding revenue
for each class membership attribute and month combination. Example 18 illustrates the
differences between the two cubes above based on a numerical example.
Example 18. In a fuzzy data warehouse revenue of 2 month is stored. The dimension
time has the category attributes day and month. Day is merged into month. A fuzzy
concept on revenue with the class membership attributes low and high are defined. This
fuzzy concept is propagated to day and month. When rolling up the revenue on month,
the monthly revenue for month January is 500 and the revenue for February is 720.
The corresponding membership degree attributes for January high is 0.3, low is 0.7, for
February high is 0.5 and low 0.5.
Considering the first cube C =<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue >, revenue,
R > the result set contains the month, the membership degree attribute for class mem-
bership attribute high, the membership degree attribute for class membership attribute
low and the revenue of the month. Table 3.3 represents the result set.
Month CMA high CMA low Revenue
January 0.3 0.7 500
February 0.5 0.5 750
Table 3.3.: Result Set of Cube C =<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue >
, revenue,R >
The second cube C =<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue >, revenue × time.
month.revenue.mda,R > uses the membership degrees for partitioning the revenue.
Therefore, four data rows will appear in the result set, for each class membership at-
tribute and month combination a single data row. Table 3.4 shows the corresponding
result set.
The comparison of the SQL statements to retrieve these cubes shows that in the first
cube (listing 3.6) the class membership attributes are restricting the join clauses and
in the second cube (listing 3.7) the membership degree attributes are involved in the
aggregation function of the fact revenue. Both SQL statements are based on the table
structure described in figure 3.23.
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Month CMA Revenue
January high 150
January low 350
February high 375
February low 375
Table 3.4.: Result Set of Cube C =<< time.month >,< time.month.revenue >, reve-
nue × time.month.revenue.mda,R >
select "month" . "month" , rev_month_high .mda as " time . month .
revenue . high " , rev_month_low .mda as " time . month . revenue .
low" , sum( f a c t . revenue )
from f a c t
join "day" on f a c t . fk_day = "day" . pk_day
join ( "month"
join ( fmt_revenue_month as rev_month_high
join fct_revenue as fct_high on rev_month_high . fk_fct =
fct_high . pk_fct and fct_high . cma = ’ high ’ ) on "month" .
pk_month = rev_month_high . fk_ta
join ( fmt_revenue_month as rev_month_low
join fct_revenue as fct_low on rev_month_low . fk_fct =
fct_low . pk_fct and fct_low . cma = ’ low ’ ) on "month" .
pk_month = rev_month_low . fk_ta ) on "day" . fk_month = "
month" . pk_month
group by month .month , " time . month . revenue . high " , " time . month
. revenue . low"
Listing 3.6: SQL Statement for a Cube with Fuzzy Concept as Information
select "month" . "month" , fct_revenue . cma , sum( f a c t . revenue ∗
rev_month .mda)
from f a c t
join "day" on f a c t . fk_day = day . pk_day
join ( "month"
join ( fmt_revenue_month as rev_month
join fct_revenue on rev_month . fk_fct = fct_revenue . pk_fct )
on "month" . pk_month = rev_month . fk_ta ) on "day" . fk_month
= "month" . pk_month
group by "month" . "month" , fct_revenue . cma
Listing 3.7: SQL Statement for Cube with Fuzzy Concept as Selector
The aggregations in both cube operations are consistent, with respect to summariz-
ability, and therefore the overall revenue of both cubes is equal. It has to be noted
that the second cube operation is consistent because the membership degree attributes
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are normalized and therefore the overall value of all membership degree attributes of a
target attribute is 1.0. This condition does not have to be fulfilled for all fuzzy concepts
and consequently, the aggregation involving the membership degree attributes might
not end in consistent results. In order to normalize fuzzy concepts, each membership
degree attribute of a target attribute instance can be divided by the sum of all mem-
bership degree attributes [Sch98]. Schepperle et. al. describes in [SMH04] extensions
to summarizability for aggregation with fuzzy concepts and the main principle is the
normalization of the membership degrees. The normalization of the fuzzy concept can
therefore be considered as a crucial constraint for consistent aggregation involving fuzzy
concept in the aggregation function. If this condition is not met, an additional step that
normalizes the membership degree attributes has to be included prior to aggregation of
the fact in the cube operation.
Using this functionality of aggregating facts with fuzzy concepts opens up the possi-
bility of combining fuzzy concepts with facts independent of each other. For instance,
a fuzzy concept on store surface can be used for the aggregation of the fact revenue.
Example 19 below shows how to combine a fuzzy concept of the fact user rating with
the fact revenue.
Example 19. A fuzzy data warehouse has two facts “user rating” and “revenue” and
the dimensions customer, time and movie. A customer can rent a movie and this gener-
ates rental revenue. When returning the movie, the customer rates the movie between
1 and 10. Two fuzzy concepts are defined: the fuzzy concept rating classifies the user
rating into good, bad and average, the fuzzy concept revenue classifies the revenue into
good, middle and bad. The fuzzy concept user rating can be propagated over dimension
customer and over dimension movie. The fuzzy concept revenue can also be propagated
over dimension time. Propagation is applied to all category attributes of the dimensions.
Figure 3.25 shows the corresponding fuzzy data warehouse schema.
On this fuzzy data warehouse, a cube can be created that shows the monthly revenue
for all customers. Additionally, the cube can be extended with the fuzzy concept rating
as this concept is propagated on the category attribute customer. The fuzzy cube will
therefore be:
C =<< time.month, customer.customer >,< customer.customer.rating >, reve-
nue,R >
It is notable that the fuzzy concept rating is not dependent on the fact revenue. Con-
sidering that the fuzzy concept rating is normalized, it can be used for the aggregation
of the fact revenue. The new fuzzy cube will be:
C ′ =<< time.month, customer.customer >,< customer.customer.rating >, reve-
nue × customer.rating.customer.mda,R >
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Figure 3.25.: Fuzzy Data Warehouse Schema with Dimension Customer, Movie, Time,
with Facts User Rating and Revenue
Cube C ′ shows the revenue earned grouped by the rating of users and month. Further,
the revenue in cube C ′ can be grouped by the fuzzy concept monthly revenue. The cube
C ′′ will become:
C ′′ =<< time.month, customer.customer >,< customer.customer.rating, time.month
.revenue >, revenue× customer.customer.rating.mda× time.month.revenue.mda,R >
In cube C ′′ the revenue is aggregated with two fuzzy concepts. Even if the fuzzy
concept monthly revenue has a monthly revenue as target attribute, the revenue in C ′′
is based on month and customer and therefore different from the monthly revenue.
The possibility to combine fuzzy concepts with different target attributes in a fuzzy
cube and in the aggregation process allows a more fine grained interpretation of data.
In order to achieve a similar analysis like in cube C ′′ within a classical data warehouse,
at least four of the following operations have to be combined:
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• querying cube C =<< time.month, customer.customer >, userrating,R >
• querying C ′ =<< time.month, customer.customer >, revenue,R >
• ordering cube C and C ′
• partitioning cube C and C ′ which is a crisp classification
• applying the partitioned cube C ′ to the partitioned cube C by joining over month
and customer
• grouping the joined result set
In database systems as PostgreSQL, it is possible to partition result sets using window
functions [Pos11d]. These operations are often limited and do not allow the fuzzy parti-
tion of data. The integration of linguistic concepts is completely missing in the steps of
a crisp cube explained above. Integration of linguistic concepts would subsequently need
further data processing steps. If fuzzy partition and integration of linguistic concepts
in a classical data warehouse system is not possible with built-in functions, it must be
outsourced to a third party system that is specialized in ranking and classifying data
collections. In any case, the classical data warehouse does not provide this seamless
integration of fuzzy concepts. The fuzzy data warehouse provides new methods of data
interpretation that is closer to natural human language, which is accessible without third
party systems.
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4. Application of Fuzzy Data
Warehouse
This chapter presents a case study in performance measurement using a movie rental
company. The case study aims to point out the advantages of a fuzzy data warehouse
when classifying elements in a data warehouse. First, the movie rental company and
its initial, classical data warehouse are presented in section 4.1. In section 4.2, fuzzy
concepts are applied to the data warehouse in order to build a fuzzy data warehouse.
Section 4.3 discusses how fuzzy concepts improve analysis in the fuzzy data warehouse.
4.1. The Movie Rental Company
The case study discusses a fictional movie rental company based in Switzerland since
2005. The company has 29 stores spread across 20 cities. It currently offers a collection
of 661 movies1 for rent. All stores are equipped with distribution machines on the out-
side of the stores where customers can rent the movies outside of the opening hours. For
each rental transaction an employee is registered in the data warehouse. If a movie is
rent from a distribution machine the employee who was working during the office hours
that day is registered. Therefore, to each record of a rental transaction, an employee is
listed. The movie rental company has a total of 50 employees. New movies are rent for
7 CHF a day and movies older than 1 year are rent for 5 CHF a day. Each customer is
asked to rate the movie when he returns it in order to provide movie charts as a service
to the customers. If the customer does not rate the movie, a standard rating value of
5.0 is assumed.
To measure the performance of their business, the movie rental company has imple-
mented a data warehouse. An important fact that the company uses to evaluate its
performance is the revenue of every single rental transaction. For each transaction, in-
formation about customer, movie, employee and type is captured. The type dimension
classifies each movie as old or new. The movie dimension aggregates movies into two
hierarchy paths. One path aggregates producer and the other the category of the movie.
Both hierarchy paths are multi-valued hierarchies. A movie can be produced by multiple
studios and can be categorized into multiple genres. In order to overcome this difficulty,
the concept of bridge tables [KC04, Kim98] (see example 17 for more details about bridge
1The data about the movies for this case study was retrieved from the open movie database project
using their open API [TMD10].
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tables) is used. Additional to the measure revenue, the user rating and rental duration
are kept in the fact table. Figure 4.1 presents the snowflake scheme of the movie rental
data warehouse.
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Figure 4.1.: Snowflake Scheme of the Data Warehouse
By using the classical data warehouse shown in Figure 4.1, the movie rental company
can analyze its performance in different aspects. Some examples are given below.
Example 20. The company might be interested in the overall revenues generated by
new movies across different regions during 2010. This is a dice operation over a sub
cube visualizing the sum of the revenues grouped by regions. The slicers of the dice
operation are executed on the dimension time (year = 2010) and the dimension type
(type = “new”). Formally, the operation is:
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dice(<< region.region, type, year >, revenue,R >, {type.type = “new′′, year.year =
2010}, {AND}).
The corresponding SQL statement is in listing 4.1.
select " r eg i on " . " r eg i on " , to_char (sum( revenue ) , ’ 9G999G999D99 ’ )
as " o v e r a l l ␣ revenue "
from f a c t
join ( "day" join ( "month" join " year " on "month" . fk_year = "
year " . pk_year and " year " . year = 2010) on "day" . fk_month = "
month" . pk_month) on f a c t . fk_day = "day" . pk_day
join type on f a c t . fk_type = type . pk_type and type = ’new ’
join ( s t o r e join ( c i t y join r eg i on on c i t y . fk_region = reg i on .
pk_region ) on s t o r e . fk_ci ty= c i t y . pk_city ) on f a c t . fk_store
= s t o r e . pk_store
group by r eg i on . r eg i on
order by " o v e r a l l ␣ revenue " desc ;
Listing 4.1: SQL Statement for selecting the Revenue per region
The result of the operation is shown in Table 4.1.
Region Overall Revenue
German 2’038’001.00
French 1’779’792.00
Rhaeto-Romanic 141’652.00
Italian 138’964.00
Table 4.1.: Result Set of Example 20
Example 21. The movie rental company would like to analyze the revenue sorted by
movie producers. Movies from the 20 producers with the highest revenue are preferable
for the company when choosing new movies for the portfolio. The revenues of movie
producers should be divided with the weighting factor in the bridge table to give mean-
ingful results. A significant amount of revenue comes from films that do not have an
assigned production studio. These revenues are lumped into a virtual producer named
“Not Known” and should not be considered in the result set. This query can be executed
by using a roll-up operation as follows:
roll−up(<< producer.movie >, revenue,R >, producer.studio, fproducer.studio, SUM).
The corresponding SQL statement is shown in listing 4.2.
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select producer . s tud io as studio , to_char ( round (sum( cast (
revenue as decimal ) /mov_prod_bridge . weight ) , 2 ) , ’ 9G999G999D99
’ ) as revenue
from f a c t
join movie on f a c t . fk_m = movie .m_id
join mov_prod_bridge on movie .m_id = mov_prod_bridge .m_id
join producer on mov_prod_bridge . p_id = producer . p_id
where producer . s tud io <> ’Not␣Known ’
group by producer . s tud io
order by revenue desc
limit 20 ;
Listing 4.2: SQL Statement for selecting the Revenue per Producer Studio
The result is shown in table 4.2.
Studio Revenue
Warner Bros. Pictures 3’395’622.45
Paramount Pictures 2’791’120.27
Universal Pictures 2’113’640.23
20th Century Fox 1’506’394.33
Walt Disney Pictures 1’411’725.65
DreamWorks SKG 1’301’846.83
Columbia Pictures Corporation 878’258.58
New Line Cinema 823’352.75
Columbia Pictures 815’260.67
Pixar Animation Studios 741’381.50
Marvel Enterprises 638’750.25
DreamWorks Animation 579’009.00
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 546’663.17
United Artists 507’799.58
Touchstone Pictures 476’309.42
Miramax Films 454’652.17
Apatow Productions 438’710.50
Imagine Entertainment 380’606.58
Walt Disney Company 368’420.50
Amblin Entertainment 365’394.50
Table 4.2.: Result Set of Example 21
Example 22. In order to offer personalized selections to customers, the movie rental
company analyzes the user rating of a movie based on the age of the customers. Using
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this analysis, the company will then propose highly rated movies to customers based on
the age group the customer belongs to. Customers are grouped into three classes: old,
middle and young as follows:
• Old: Customers older than 40
• Middle: Customers between 20 and 40
• Young: Customers younger than 20
The proposition should contain the 5 best rated movies.
This analysis can be executed with a slice operation as illustrated below. The group-
ing of the customer into classes is a formatting of the result set and is not obvious
in the cube C. In order to slice the five best-rated movies, the user rating has to be
ranked according to customer class. For each customer class, the user rating is ordered
from lowest to highest. From this ordered set of rankings, the highest five user rank-
ings are extracted. In the standard SQL syntax [ISO08], the window function rank()
allows partitioning and ranking of data sets based on an attribute. Therefore, the top
5 ranked movies can be extracted by selecting the movies with the higher rank than
max(rank(user_rating))− 4. The slice is as follows
slice(C =<< movie.name, customer.bday >, user_rating,R >, rank ≥ max(rank(
user_rating))− 4)
The SQL statement for the slice operation is divided into four nested queries. The
innermost nested query uses a case statement to group the age of the customers into
old, middle and young. The next query applies the rank() function to the user ratings
for each customer group. The third query adds the maximum ranking value for the five
movies. In the outermost query, the top five movies for each customer class are selected.
The SQL statement is as follows:
select name as "movie" , cag as " customer␣age␣group"
from (
select b . name , b . cag , b . rank , (max(b . rank ) over ( p a r t i t i o n by
b . cag ) −4) as top
From (
select a . name , a . cag , rank ( ) over ( p a r t i t i o n by a . cag order by
a . r a t i ng ) as rank
from (
select movie . name as name ,
case
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when extract (year from age ( customer . bday ) ) >= 40
then ’ o ld ’
when extract (year from age ( customer . bday ) ) >= 20 and extract (
year from age ( customer . bday ) ) < 40
then ’ middle ’
else ’ young ’
end as cag ,
avg ( f a c t . user_rat ing ) as r a t i ng
from f a c t
join movie on f a c t . fk_mont = movie . pk_month
join customer on f a c t . fk_customer = customer . pk_customer
group by movie . name , cag
) a
group by a . name , a . cag , a . r a t i ng
) b
group by b . name , b . cag , b . rank
) c
where c . rank >= c . top
Listing 4.3: SQL Statement for selecting the Customer Age Group per Movie
The result set is as follows:
Movie Customer age group
Jackass 3 middle
The Rugrats Movie middle
Witness for the Prosecution middle
The Lion King middle
Modern Times middle
The Great Dictator old
The Night of the Hunter old
Modern Times old
Witness for the Prosecution old
Network old
Toy Story 3 young
The Lion King young
Jackass 3 young
The Rugrats Movie young
The Incredibles young
Table 4.3.: Result Set of Example 22
The analysis in example 22 has several limitations. The classification of customer is
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crisp. A 40 year old customer might have similar taste in movies as a 39 year old cus-
tomer, yet the 40 year old customer is rated differently. This behavior can be observed
when limiting the SQL statement of example 22 to the customer age groups 39, 40 and
41. The 40 years old customers rate the top 5 movie congruent with the age group
middle, even if they are classified as old. Compared to the customer age groups 39 and
41, the age 40 rates movies closer to the 39 age group. On the other hand, the customer
age 41 rates congruent to the customer age group old. This example illustrates that
when classifying crisply, elements on the boundaries of the classes are often classified
incorrect. The SQL statement in listing 4.4 shows the query adapted in order to get the
user rating of the customer age groups 39, 40 and 41. Table 4.4 shows the result of the
query.
select name , cag as " customer␣age␣group"
from (
select b . name , b . cag , b . rank , (max(b . rank ) over ( p a r t i t i o n by
b . cag ) −4) as top
From (
select a . name , a . cag , rank ( ) over ( p a r t i t i o n by a . cag order by
a . r a t i ng ) as rank
from (
select movie . name as name ,
case
when extract (year from age ( customer . bday ) ) = 41
then ’ 41 ’
when extract (year from age ( customer . bday ) ) = 40
then ’ 40 ’
when extract (year from age ( customer . bday ) ) = 39
then ’ 39 ’
end as cag ,
avg ( f a c t . user_rat ing ) as r a t i ng
from f a c t
join movie on f a c t . fk_movie = movie . pk_movie
join customer on f a c t . fk_customer = customer . pk_customer
where extract (year from age ( customer . bday ) ) in (39 , 40 , 41)
group by movie . name , cag
) a
group by a . name , a . cag , a . r a t i ng
) b
group by b . name , b . cag , b . rank
) c
where c . rank >= c . top
Listing 4.4: SQL Statement of Customer Age Groups 39 to 41
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Movie Customer age group
Toy Story 3 39
The Lion King 39
Modern Times 39
Witness for the Prosecution 39
The Rugrats Movie 39
The Rugrats Movie 40
Modern Times 40
Witness for the Prosecution 40
Jackass 3 40
The Lion King 40
The Night of the Hunter 41
Witness for the Prosecution 41
The Great Dictator 41
Arsenic and Old Lace 41
Modern Times 41
Table 4.4.: Result Set of Customer Age Group 39 to 41
The same classification problem can be observed with the top five movie rating. Look-
ing at the user ratings for customer group old, the top eight rated movies for this age
group vary from 9.22 to 9.62. The result set is shown in table 4.5. The difference be-
tween the number five rated movie (Network) and the number six rated movie (The
Deer Hunter) is 0.02. Considering this minor difference in the rating, customers belong
to age group old might be as interested in the movie Network as in the movie The Deer
Hunter. Therefore, the limitation of 5 movies is only partly adequate to provide a movie
list for suggesting to the customer.
Movie Customer age group User rating
Witness for the Prosecution old 9.6288767123287671
Modern Times old 9.4651467505241090
The Night of the Hunter old 9.4120500782472613
The Great Dictator old 9.3853645556146887
Network old 9.2529539295392954
The Deer Hunter old 9.2390846922672278
The Exorcist old 9.2338066630256690
The Rugrats Movie old 9.2256530825496343
Table 4.5.: User Rating of Top 8 Movies of Customer Age Group Old
The analysis and the corresponding query is rather complex as it nests four subqueries.
It is probable that over time the classification will be adapted to new needs. In the
customer age group young, the top twenty movies are presented and in the age group
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old, only the top three movies are presented. Therefore, adapting the query is a major
effort. It might be simpler to extract the user ratings per age and do the classification
outside the data warehouse. At least when a classification should have multiple names
for its classes, the cost of integrating all requirements in a single query are expensive and
therefore the classification should be done outside. The consequence of outsourcing the
classification is that only a restricted user group might have access to the classification.
In order to improve such applications of the data warehouse, it can be enhanced to a
fuzzy data warehouse.
4.2. Integration of Fuzzy Concepts in the Data
Warehouse
In addition to the classical analysis in a data warehouse, the movie rental company needs
some features that are available using fuzzy concepts.
4.2.1. Dimension Movie
The movies are classified into different genres. In the classical data warehouse, a movie
always belongs fully to one or more genres, which is represented in the hierarchy path
from movie to category in the movie dimension. In reality, movies can often be cat-
egorized into several genres while belonging more to one genre than to another. For
instance, the movies Star Wars can be classified Science Fiction and Action, but more
strongly Science Fiction. The movie Spaceballs, which is a parody of Star Wars, can be
classified as Science Fiction and more strongly as Comedy.
With the classification in the classical data warehouse approach, the movie rental
company cannot classify the movies asynchronously into different genres. Therefore, the
company classifies the movies with a fuzzy concept. Based on the method presented in
section 3.3, first the category attribute movie is defined as target attribute. The second
step is to identify the linguistic terms. In this case, the linguistic terms are the different
genres to which the movies belong. These genres can be extracted from the dimension
hierarchy category in the movie dimension. The company identifies one set of linguistic
terms. Hence, this case corresponds to case one of the second task. In the third task,
the membership functions for each genre has to be defined. The membership functions
are discrete functions, respectively step functions [MWAS05], and a movie can belong
with 5 different degrees to a genre µgenre = [0, 0.33, 0.5, 0.66, 1]. This definition of the
membership functions corresponds to case one of task three in the modeling method in
section 3.3. The company should classify every movie manually as it is not possible to
derive the degree of belonging to a genre from existing data. A manual classification
of all the 661 movies demands initially a major effort, but considering that movies are
instances of a category attribute of a dimension, this effort has to be done only once.
Category attributes of dimensions in a data warehouse in general are static elements
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and are not often modified. For newly entered movies, the classification has still to be
done once manually.
After identifying target attributes, linguistic terms and their membership functions,
the meta table structure for the fuzzy concept can be defined based on the second step
of the modeling method. According to the first and second task, one fuzzy classification
table and one fuzzy membership table have to be created. The fuzzy classification table
holds the genres as class membership attributes. The fuzzy membership table contains
membership degrees for each target attribute corresponding to class membership at-
tributes. The size of the fuzzy membership table is a Cartesian product of the movie
table and fuzzy classification table. For the third and final task, the fuzzy classification
table, the fuzzy membership table and the target attribute table have to be related to
each other. This final task is completed by relating the foreign key attributes of the
fuzzy membership table with the primary key attributes of target attribute table and of
the fuzzy classification table.
By using the proposed approach, sharp and fuzzy classification of the movies in the
data warehouse is maintained, which makes it possible to analyze the classification in
both ways, sharp and fuzzy manners. On the other hand, it is possible to remove the
category table and the corresponding bridge table as the fuzzy concept is redundant to
this dimension hierarchy path and both classification have to be maintained indepen-
dently to each other. Figure 4.2 shows the table schema of the dimension movie and the
fuzzy concept movie genre.
Dimension Movie
Movie
Category
Producer
Name
Director
Actors
Release Date
Category
Studio
Movie_Category
_Bridge
FK_Movie
Weight
FK_Category
Movie_Producer
_Bridge
Weight
PK_Movie
FK_Movie
FK_Producer
PK_Category
PK_Producer
Fuzzy Concept Movie Genre
FMT_Movie_Genre FCT_Movie_Genre
MDA
PK_FMT
FK_FCT PK_FCT
CMAFK_TA
Legend
PK_: Primary Key
FK_: Foreign Key
Figure 4.2.: Fuzzy Concept Movie Genre
The movie rental company further defines that the fuzzy concept movie genre can
be aggregated with an arithmetic average function to dimension level producer. In
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comparison, the crisp classification defined as dimension hierarchy path does not allow
to classify the movie producers. There, the movie is either rolled-up to producer or to
movie category.
4.2.2. Dimension Customer
The movie rental company is interested in analyzing the revenue based on customer
classifications. A common classification is an ABC analysis in which customers realiz-
ing 80% of the revenue are classified as A category customers and all other customers
are classified in B or C category. Most of the customers rent movies regularly and the
achieved revenues per customer are close to each other. Therefore, the classical ABC
analysis does not provide a satisfying classification for the movie rental company. Using
a fuzzy concept that classifies customers into good, moderate and bad customers is a
more suitable classification. The fuzzy concept allows a more fine grained classification
of customers. The customer category attribute in dimension customer is defined as tar-
get attribute in the first task of the modeling method. In the second task, one set of
linguistic terms is defined as {good,moderate, bad}. An adaptive fuzzy concept is used
and the membership functions are defined in the third task as follows:
lcr = lowest customer revenue
hcr = highest customer revenue
cr = customer revenue
base = hcr − lcr
µgood(cr) =

cr − lcr ≥ 0.8× base, MDcr = 1
cr − lcr ≤ 0.6× base, MDcr = 0
else, MDcr =
cr−lcr−0.6×base
0.8×base−0.6×base
µmoderate(cr) =

cr − lcr ≥ 0.8× base, MDcr = 0
cr − lcr ≤ 0.2× base, MDcr = 0
0.4× base ≤ cr − lcr ≤ 0.6× base, MDcr = 1
0.2× base ≤ cr − lcr ≤ 0.4× base, MDcr = cr−lcr−0.2×base0.4×base−0.2×base
else, MDcr =
0.8×base−cr−lcr
0.8×base−0.6×base
µbad(cr) =

cr − lcr ≥ 0.4× base, MDcr = 0
cr − lcr ≤ 0.2× base, MDcr = 1
else, MDcr =
0.4×base−cr−lcr
0.4×base−0.6×base
The base is calculated by subtracting the lowest revenue from the highest revenue.
The revenue per customer is dependent on the fact revenue. Therefore, every time a new
fact instance of revenue is added, the customer revenue is modified too. Recalculating
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the fuzzy concept customer revenue on every change of the fact table would impact the
performance of the fuzzy data warehouse in a negative way. Because of this, the fuzzy
concept customer revenue is adapted on a monthly basis by the movie rental company.
Additionally, the customers are classified according to their age in order to analyze
revenue based on customer age. The target attribute is the category attribute customer
as before. The customers are classified with a fuzzy concept containing the linguistic
terms old, middle and young (second task of the modeling method). In the third task,
the company defines the membership function as follows:
µold(customer age) =

customer age ≥ 65, MDcustomer age = 1
customer age ≤ 40, MDcustomer age = 0
else, MDcustomer age =
customer age−40
65−40
µmiddle(customer age) =

customer age ≥ 65, MDcustomer age = 0
customer age ≤ 20, MDcustomer age = 0
30 ≤ customer age ≤ 40, MDcustomer age = 1
20 ≤ customer age ≤ 30, MDcustomer age = customer age−2030−20
else, MDcustomer age =
65−customer age
65−40
µyoung(customer age) =

customer age ≥ 30, MDcustomer age = 0
customer age ≤ 20, MDcustomer age = 1
else, MDcustomer age =
30−customer age
30−20
This fuzzy concept can be characterized as an open end fuzzy concept. All customers
older than 65 fully belong to the linguistic term old whereas customers younger 20 fully
belong to the linguistic term young. Although the majority of customers are between
20 and 65 years old, it is still possible to adequately classify customers older than 65 or
younger than 25.
In the first task of the second step of the modeling method, two fuzzy classification
tables are created for the fuzzy concepts, and a fuzzy membership table for each fuzzy
concept is created. Each fuzzy membership table will be the size of the Cartesian prod-
uct of the fuzzy classification table and the customer table. In the third step, the target
attribute table customer, the fuzzy membership tables and the fuzzy classification ta-
bles are related to each other using the foreign key relations. Figure 4.3 illustrates the
table schema of the dimension customer and the fuzzy concepts customer revenue and
customer age.
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Dimension Customer
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Legend
PK_: Primary Key
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Figure 4.3.: Fuzzy Concepts Customer Revenue and Customer Age
4.2.3. Dimension Employee
The company is also interested analyzing the age of their employees. An employee age
concept, similar to the fuzzy concept customer age, is created. The target attribute is
the employee in the employee dimension (first task of first step in modeling method),
the linguistic terms are old, middle and young (second task). Due to the nature of
employee age, a limited fuzzy concept is used. The company has a policy that restricts
employing people younger than 18. By Swiss federal law, retirement starts at the age of
65. In contrast to the fuzzy concept of customer age, the fuzzy concept employee age
will never classify a person older than 65 or younger than 18. The membership functions
are defined as follows (third task):
µold(employee age) =

employee age ≥ 45, MDemployee age = 1
employee age ≤ 30, MDemployee age = 0
else, MDemployee age =
employee age−30
40−30
µmiddle(employee age) =

employee age ≥ 45, MDemployee age = 0
employee age ≤ 25, MDemployee age = 0
30 ≤ employee age ≤ 35, MDemployee age = 1
25 ≤ employee age ≤ 30, MDemployee age = employee age−2530−25
else, MDemployee age =
45−employee age
45−30
µyoung(employee age) =

employee age ≥ 30, MDemployee age = 0
employee age ≤ 25, MDemployee age = 1
else, MDemployee age =
30−employee age
30−25
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To build the fuzzy concept employee age, one fuzzy classification table (first task of
second step in modeling method) and one fuzzy membership table (second task) are
created. In this case, the membership table might not be the size of the Cartesian
product of the employee table and the fuzzy classification table. Considering that the
movie rental company is hiring students during the summer break, it might be possible
to have employees younger than 18. These employees are stored in the employee table
but discarded by the fuzzy concept. Therefore, no entries are made in the fuzzy mem-
bership table for these employees. Finally, the customer table, the fuzzy membership
table and the fuzzy classification table are related using the foreign key relation. Figure
4.4 presents the table schema of the fuzzy concept employee age.
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Figure 4.4.: Fuzzy Concept Employee Age
4.2.4. Dimension Store
The surface for each store is registered in the data warehouse. The movie rental com-
pany is interested knowing the sales performance of big and small stores. Therefore, the
company creates a fuzzy concept for classifying the store surface in big, medium and
small. For the first task in the first step, the table store is chosen as target attribute and
for the second task the linguistic terms big, medium and small are chosen. The fuzzy
concept has the characteristic of a limited fuzzy concept as the company will not rent
stores with a surface smaller than 40 square meters or bigger than 250 square meters.
For task three, the membership functions are defined as follows:
µbig(store surface) =

store surface ≥ 200, MDstore surface = 1
store surface ≤ 150, MDstore surface = 0
else, MDstore surface =
store surface−150
200−150
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µmedium(store surface) =

store surface ≥ 200, MDstore surface = 0
store surface ≤ 80, MDstore surface = 0
120 ≤ store surface ≤ 150, MDstore surface = 1
80 ≤ store surface ≤ 120, MDstore surface =
store surface−80
120−80
else, MDstore surface =
200−store surface
200−150
µsmall(store surface) =

store surface ≥ 120, MDstore surface = 0
store surface ≤ 80, MDstore surface = 1
else, MDstore surface =
120−store surface
120−80
For the second step of the modeling method, the fuzzy classification table from task
one and the fuzzy membership table from task two are defined to integrate this fuzzy
concept in the fuzzy data warehouse. Differently from the employee age fuzzy concept,
the fuzzy membership table of this limited concept has the size of the Cartesian product
of the fuzzy classification and the store table. This is due to the fact that the company
will always rent new stores in this range of surface, so all stores are classified. The
relation of the tables is established by the foreign key relations. Figure 4.5 presents the
table schema of the fuzzy concept store surface.
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Figure 4.5.: Fuzzy Concept Store Surface
The fuzzy concept store surface can be propagated to the dimension levels city and
region. The propagated fuzzy concepts are adaptive fuzzy concepts and the membership
functions calculate the membership degrees based on the specific domain of the target
attributes. Therefore, the membership function uses a ranking on the ordered set of the
domain of attributes. The membership functions are as follows:
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S = {x1, . . . , xn} : ∀xj ∈ domTA ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ n ∧ xj ≤ xj+1
rank(xj) =
j−1
|S|−1
µbig(store surface) =

rank(store surface) ≥ 0.8, MDstore surface = 1
rank(store surface) ≤ 0.6, MDstore surface = 0
else, MDstore surface =
rank(store surface)−0.6
0.8−0.6
µmedium(store surface) =

rank(store surface) ≥ 0.8, MDstore surface = 0
rank(store surface) ≤ 0.2, MDstore surface = 0
0.4 ≤ rank(store surface) ≤ 0.6, MDstore surface = 1
0.2 < rank(store surface) < 0.4, MDstore surface =
rank(store surface)−0.2
0.4−0.2
else, MDstore surface =
0.8−rank(store surface)
0.8−0.6
µsmall(store surface) =

rank(store surface) ≥ 0.4, MDstore surface = 0
srank(store surface) ≤ 0.2, MDstore surface = 1
else, MDstore surface =
0.4−rank(store surface)
0.4−0.3
The propagated fuzzy concepts reuse the fuzzy classification table. Hence, for each
dimension level on which the fuzzy concept is propagated, an additional fuzzy member-
ship table has to be defined. Figure 4.6 illustrates the fuzzy concept store surface with
the propagated fuzzy concepts on level city and region. The fuzzy membership tables
for the propagated fuzzy concepts are represented as dashed table objects.
4.2.5. Fact Revenue
The movie rental company also creates a classification on the revenue in the fact table.
According to the modeling method, the fact table is chosen in the first task of step one
as the target attribute. Revenue should be classified as high, middle and low. In task
two, the linguistic terms high, middle and low are defined. Renting a movie costs either
5 or 7 CHF a day. The revenue is defined by the cost of renting a movie times the rental
duration. Consequently, the revenue is a discrete value and always a multiple of 5 or 7.
An open end fuzzy concept with discrete membership functions can be used in this case.
In task three, the membership functions are defined as follows:
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Figure 4.6.: Propagated Fuzzy Concepts City Store Surface and Region Store Surface
µhigh(revenue) =

revenue ≥ 25, MDrevenue = 1
revenue ≤ 14, MDrevenue = 0
revenue = 15, MDrevenue = 0.33
revenue = 20, MDrevenue = 0.5
revenue = 21, MDrevenue = 0.66
µmiddle(revenue) =

revenue = 15, MDrevenue = 1
revenue = 21, MDrevenue = 0.5
25 ≤ revenue ≤ 10, MDrevenue = 0
revenue = 14, MDrevenue = 0.5
µlow(revenue) =

revenue = 5, MDrevenue = 1
revenue = 7, MDrevenue = 0.66
revenue = 10, MDrevenue = 0.33
revenue ≥ 14, MDrevenue = 0
In the second step of the modeling method, one fuzzy classification table for task one
and one fuzzy membership table for task two are defined. The foreign keys of the fuzzy
membership table are related with the primary keys of the fact table and the fuzzy
classification table in order to build the relations in step three. Figure 4.7 presents the
table schema of the fuzzy concept revenue.
The fuzzy concept revenue is an important fuzzy concept for the movie rental com-
pany. Therefore, it is propagated to all the category attributes of every dimension. In
total, 13 category attributes exist in the data warehouse and for each category attribute
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Figure 4.7.: Fuzzy Concept Revenue
a fuzzy membership table has to be created. The propagated fuzzy concepts are de-
fined as adaptive fuzzy concepts and the membership functions are, as in section 4.2.4
described, a ranking of the domain of the target attributes. The membership functions
for all propagated fuzzy concepts are as follows:
S = {x1, . . . , xn} : ∀xj ∈ domTA ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ n ∧ xj ≤ xj+1
rank(xj) =
j−1
|S|−1
µbig(revenue) =

rank(revenue) ≥ 0.8, MDrevenue = 1
rank(revenue) ≤ 0.6, MDrevenue = 0
else, MDrevenue =
rank(revenue)−0.6
0.8−0.6
µmedium(revenue) =

rank(revenue) ≥ 0.8, MDrevenue = 0
rank(revenue) ≤ 0.2, MDrevenue = 0
0.4 ≤ rank(revenue) ≤ 0.6, MDrevenue = 1
0.2 < rank(revenue) < 0.4, MDrevenue =
rank(revenue)−0.2
0.4−0.2
else, MDrevenue =
0.8−rank(revenue)
0.8−0.6
µsmall(revenue) =

rank(revenue) ≥ 0.4, MDrevenue = 0
srank(revenue) ≤ 0.2, MDrevenue = 1
else, MDrevenue =
0.4−rank(revenue)
0.4−0.3
It must be noted that the customer revenue fuzzy concept, discussed in section 4.2.2
for the customer dimension, is not the same fuzzy concept. The linguistic terms and the
membership functions are not identical. Therefore, the movie rental company decides to
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leave the fuzzy concept customer revenue as a distinct fuzzy concept instead of redefining
it as a propagated fuzzy concept. The fuzzy concept revenue is still propagated on the
dimension customer. The dimension customer can hence be classified by two different
revenue concepts.
The target attribute revenue of the base fuzzy concept revenue is modified as soon as
new data is added into the data warehouse. The actual data from the source systems
is loaded every night by the ETL process of the data warehouse. The classification of
the propagated fuzzy concept revenue has to be recalculated as soon this event takes
place in order to always guarantee a realtime classification. The movie rental company
decides to trigger the recalculation of the fuzzy concept revenue after every daily load.
Figure 4.8 shows the base fuzzy concept revenue and the propagated fuzzy concepts.
For simplicity the relations between the fact table and the dimensions are omitted.
Furthermore, the company requires that the fuzzy concept revenue can be propagated
on every calculated cube that contains the measure revenue. Calculated cubes are the
result of analyzing the fuzzy data warehouse and they only exist during the query process
of the analysis. Therefore, the resulting revenue is volatile and the classification of the
revenue has to be realized during the query process (see section 3.4.3). For the instant
calculation of the fuzzy concept, the stored procedure as described in section 3.4.5 might
be used.
4.2.6. Fact User Rating
Customers are asked to rate every movie when they return it. The rating of the movie
is captured in the fact table as a decimal number between 0 and 10. If a customer does
not rate the movie NULL is applied to the fact entry. The rating is used to create the
company’s particular list of hit movies. This list is presented to the customers on display
screens in the movie stores as an additional service. The movie rental company uses this
customer rating to classify the movies fuzzily into very good, good and ok movies. For
this fuzzy concept, the target attribute is the user rating attribute in the fact table (task
one in first step of the modeling method) and the linguistic terms are very good, good,
and ok (task two). As the rating is always between 0 and 10 a limited fuzzy concept can
be created. The membership functions are the following (task three):
µvery_good(rating) =

rating ≥ 8.0, MDrating = 1
rating ≤ 6.0, MDrating = 0
else MDrating =
rating−6.0
8.0−6.0
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Figure 4.8.: Propagated Fuzzy Concepts Revenue
µgood(rating) =

rating ≥ 8.0, MDrating = 0
rating ≤ 2.0, MDrating = 0
4.0 ≤ rating ≤ 6.0, MDrating = 1
2.0 ≤ rating ≤ 4.0, MDrating = rating−2.04.0−2.0
else MDrating =
8.0−rating
8.0−6.0
µok(rating) =

rating ≥ 4.0, MDrating = 0
rating ≤ 2.0, MDrating = 1
else MDrating =
4.0−rating
4.0−2.0
To integrate this concept in the fuzzy data warehouse, a fuzzy classification table (task
one of the second step) and a fuzzy membership table (task two) are defined and related
to the fact table (task three). Figure 4.9 presents the table schema of the fuzzy concept
user rating.
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Figure 4.9.: Fuzzy Concept User Rating
The fuzzy concept rating might only be aggregated over the movie and customer di-
mensions as the fact user rating only provides meaningful information in conjunction
with these two dimensions. The aggregation function of the crisp fact user rating is
an average function: the user rating on level movie is the arithmetic average of all the
registered ratings in the fact table for a specific movie. Similarly, the ratings for the
levels producer and category on the dimension movie and for level client on dimension
client can be deducted. Subsequently, the user ratings for each level are aggregated from
the lower dimension level.
4.2.7. Fuzzy Data Warehouse Schema
Finally, the data warehouse schema is extended with the meta tables of the fuzzy con-
cepts. In Figure 4.10 the fuzzy data warehouse schema is presented including the meta
tables for all fuzzy concepts shaded grey. For each fuzzy concept, the fuzzy classifica-
tion table and the fuzzy membership tables are presented. The linguistic terms for a
fuzzy concept are stored in the attribute CMA in the fuzzy classification table and the
membership degrees of a target attribute to the corresponding linguistic term is stored
in the attribute MDA in the fuzzy membership table. The fuzzy membership tables
of propagated fuzzy concepts are presented as dashed fuzzy membership table objects
within the fuzzy concepts. For readability, the thirteen propagated fuzzy membership
tables of the fuzzy concept revenue are only symbolized by one fuzzy membership ta-
ble object and the relations to the category attributes are omitted. For simplicity, the
dimensions which do not have any fuzzy concept are only depicted as boxes with the
dimension name. The structures of these simplified dimensions are retained as shown in
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Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.10.: Fuzzy Data Warehouse Schema for the Movie Rental Company
4.3. Using the Fuzzy Data Warehouse
After creating the fuzzy data warehouse, the movie rental company can now take advan-
tage of the fuzzy concepts for analysis. In this section, how the movie rental company
can use the fuzzy concepts in order to improve their analysis is discussed.
Example 23. The movie rental company is interested in analyzing how much revenue
was generated by older customers. To determine this, a fuzzy slice operation on the
fuzzy data warehouse can be executed. In this operation, the fuzzy concept customer
age is used as slicer. The result set of the slice operation can be further refined with an
α-cut. The slice operation is executed as follows:
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slice(<< customer.customer.name, customer.customer.age >,< customer.customer.
customer_age.old >, revenue,R >, customer.customer.customer_age.old > 0.8)
The SQL statement of this slice operation is shown in listing 4.5.
select customer . name as Name, extract ( " year " from age ( bday ) ) as
Age , fmt .mda as "CMA␣old " , sum( revenue ) as Revenue
from f a c t
join ( customer
join ( fmt_customer_age as fmt
join fct_customer_age as f c t on fmt . fk_fct = f c t . pk_fct and f c t
. cma = ’ o ld ’ ) on fmt . fk_ta = customer . pk_customer ) on f a c t .
fk_customer = customer . pk_customer
where fmt .mda > 0 .8
group by Name, Age , "CMA␣old "
order by Revenue
Listing 4.5: SQL Statement for selecting the Revenue of old Customers
Table 4.6 shows the result set of the ten first customers.
Name Age CMA old Revenue
Kai Fischer 70 1.00 2335
Alissa Pfeiffer 63 0.92 2338
Jannis Vondembussche-haddenhausen 65 1.00 2397
Maria Fink 65 1.00 2424
Leon Hinkel 76 1.00 2432
Pepe Petri 74 1.00 2443
Danny Thomae 68 1.00 2480
Carina Lumm 71 1.00 2493
Clemens Schlagdenhaufen 69 1.00 2513
Jean Bensing 63 0.88 2523
Table 4.6.: Result Set of Example 23
Example 24. The company is interested in the distribution of revenues of movie rentals
by the age of the customers. To answer this question, the company applies the fuzzy
concept customer age as selector. In order to get a result that is consistent with the
overall revenue, the membership degrees of old, middle and young for each target at-
tribute instance has to be normalized to 1. Otherwise, the sum of the revenue of all
linguistic terms will not correspond to the actual overall revenue. The cube operation
and the fuzzy selector are as follows:
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<<>,< customer.customer.customer_age >, revenue × customer.customer.custo-
mer_age.mda,R >
The corresponding SQL statement is in listing 4.6.
select f c t . cma as "CMA" , sum( revenue ∗ fmt .mda) as Revenue
from f a c t
join ( customer
join ( fmt_custage as fmt
join f c t_custage as f c t on fmt . fk_fct = f c t . pk_fct )
on customer . pk_customer = fmt . fk_ta )
on customer . pk_customer = f a c t . fk_customer
group by "CMA"
Listing 4.6: SQL Statement for selecting the Revenue per Customer Age Group
The result set is presented in Table 4.7.
CMA Revenue
old 17’183’705.52
middle 20’944’178.78
young 10’055’692.70
Table 4.7.: Result Set of Example 24
Example 25. The company also wants to analyze how much revenue small stores are
producing. The time frame July to August 2010 is chosen to reduce the size of the result
set. In addition, the data is grouped by region. For this analysis, the following dice
operation can be used:
dice(<< time.month, region.region, region.store.name, region.store.surface >,
< region.store._store_surface.small >, revenue,R >, {time.year.year = 2010,
time.month.month = “July”, time.month.month = “August”, region.store.store_sur-
face = “small”}, {AND,AND,AND})
Only the revenue of the stores with a small store surface is aggregated to the dimen-
sion hierarchy level region. Hence, small store surface and not region store surface is a
slicer of the dice operation. The other slicers are the time restrictions July, August and
2010. The corresponding SQL statement is shown in listing 4.7.
select "month" .monthname as "Month" , r eg i on . r eg i on as "Region" ,
s t o r e . name as " Store " , s t o r e . s u r f a c e as " Sur face " , fmt .mda
as "CMA␣ smal l " , sum( revenue ) as "Revenue"
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from f a c t
join ( "day"
join ( "month"
join " year " on "month" . fk_year = "year " . pk_year and " year " . "
year " = ’ 2010 ’ )
on "day" . fk_month = "month" . pk_month )
on f a c t . fk_day = "day" . pk_day
join ( s t o r e
join ( fmt_storesur f as fmt
join f c t_ s t o r e s u r f as f c t on fmt . fk_fct = f c t . pk_fct and f c t .
cma = ’ smal l ’ and fmt .mda > 0 .00 ) on fmt . fk_ta = s t o r e .
pk_store
join ( c i t y
join r eg i on on r eg i on . pk_region = c i t y . fk_region )
on s t o r e . fk_ci ty = c i t y . pk_city )
on s t o r e . pk_store = f a c t . fk_store
group by "Month" , "Region" , " Store " , " Sur face " , "CMA␣ smal l "
order by "Revenue"
Listing 4.7: SQL Statement for selecting Revenue of small Stores
Contrary to the cube operation in example 24, the fuzzy concept in this dice operation
is not involved in the summation process of revenue. It is only involved as slicer in order
to list the stores with small store surface. Hence, in this case the membership degrees
do not necessarily have to be normalized.
A shortened result set of the first ten data rows is presented in table 4.8.
Month Region Store Surface CMA small Revenue
February French Store LAC2 100 0.50 16’528
February German Store LUZ1 90 0.75 16’543
February French Store GEN2 90 0.75 17’978
February German Store THU1 55 1.00 18’065
February French Store LAU1 90 0.75 18’328
June German Store LUZ1 90 0.75 18’347
February German Store THU2 65 1.00 18’751
November German Store BER1 75 1.00 18’759
April German Store LUZ1 90 0.75 18’765
August French Store SIO1 105 0.38 18’999
Table 4.8.: Result Set of Example 25
In example 22, the movie rental company tried to classify movies based on the user
rating of certain age groups. This classification was intended to be used as a person-
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alized suggestion to customers. The user in a certain age group should then receive a
list of the top five rated movies of this age group. However, the crisp classification of
age and the crisp classification of movies are not adequate to provide this personalized
offer. Furthermore, the classification in example 22 implies a rather complex nested SQL
statement that is not flexible for further extension of the classification. Therefore, the
classification with a third party tool was proposed. The next example will provide a
similar classification based on the fuzzy concepts in order to show how fuzzy concepts
can facilitate such classification.
Example 26. The aim of the classification is to provide customers with a personalized
list of movies they might be interested in. Therefore, the company classifies the movies
according the user rating of a certain age group. Only the highest rated movies should
then be shown in the list. This analysis can be completed by classifying the customers
with the fuzzy concept customer age and the movie with the aggregated fuzzy concept
user rating. Instead of proposing the top five movies, the analysis can use an α− cut on
fuzzy concept user rating to only propose the best classified movies. This analysis can
be executed using a fuzzy slice operation in which the slicer is the fuzzy concepts user
rating on movie. The slice is as follows:
slice(<< movie.movie, customer.customer >,< customer.customer.customer_age,
movie.movie.user_rating.very_good >, revenue,R >,movie.movie.user_rating.very
_good > 0.94)
The corresponding SQL statement for this slice is given in listing 4.8.
select movie . name as "Movie" , a . custcma as "Customer␣age␣group"
, round (avg ( a .mda) ,2 ) as "Rating"
from f a c t
join ( movie
join ( select f c t c . cma as custcma , pk_movie as ta , avg (
fmt_user_rating .mda) as mda
from f a c t
join ( customer
join ( fmt_customer_age as fmtc
join fct_customer_age as f c t c on f c t c . pk_fct = fmtc . fk_fct and
fmtc .mda > 0 .00 )
on customer . pk_customer = fmtc . fk_ta )
on customer . pk_customer = f a c t . fk_customer
join fmt_user_rating on f a c t . pk_fact = fmt_user_rating . fk_ta
join f c t_user_rat ing on fmt_user_rating . fk_fct = fc t_ra t ing .
p f_fct and f c t_ra t ing . cma = ’ very ␣good ’
join movie on f a c t . fk_movie = movie . pk_movie
group by custcma , ta
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having avg ( fmt_user_rating .mda) >= 0 .94 ) a
on movie . pk_movie = a . ta )
on f a c t . fk_movie = movie . pk_movie
group by "Customer␣age␣group" , "Movie"
order by "Customer␣age␣group" , "Movie"
Listing 4.8: SQL Statement for selecting Movie Rating
In contrast to the SQL statement in example 22, only one nested query is used. The
nested query groups the fuzzy concept user rating based on the fuzzy concept customer
age and aggregates it to the category attribute movie. This nested query is only necessary
when aggregation of the fuzzy concepts is not executed in a prior step by the fuzzy data
warehouse. Nevertheless, the query in the fuzzy data warehouse is less complex than
the corresponding query in the classical data warehouse. One major reason for the
simplification of the query is the fact that the logic of the classification of age group
and top five movies is not directly integrated in the query. The fuzzy concepts user
rating and customer age implement this logic and the fuzzy data warehouse only has to
combine the corresponding meta tables in order integrate the classification. The result
set of this query contains 27 data rows, in comparison to the 15 data rows of result set
in example 22. Table 4.9 presents a shortened result set of 15 data rows.
Movie Customer age group Rating
Modern Times middle 0.96
The Great Dictator middle 0.95
The Night of the Hunter middle 0.95
The Rugrats Movie middle 0.96
Witness for the Prosecution middle 0.98
Harvey old 0.94
Ikiru old 0.94
... old ...
The Rugrats Movie old 0.96
Witness for the Prosecution old 0.99
Infernal Affairs young 0.95
Jackass 3 young 0.97
The Incredibles young 0.95
... young ...
The Lion King young 0.97
Table 4.9.: Result Set of Example 26
Using the fuzzy concept user rating does not limit the analysis to five movies per
age group. With the α − cut, the movie rental company has the possibility to define
how strong the rating should belong to the desired class, here into very good rating.
In contrast, the classification in example 22 chooses the five best rated movies without
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regard to the actual rating of the movies. When the sixth movie is rated as high as the
fifth one, it is still not considered. The query order might be influenced by the name
of the movie or the internal query optimizer of the data warehouse system – the crisp
selection of the movies is not only taking the user rating into consideration. Whereas,
the α− cut on the fuzzy concept user rating chooses every movie belonging to the class
very good movie by more than 0.94 without being restricted by the query order. This
effect is the reason the number of movies vairies by the different age groups, i.e. the age
group old has rated more movies as very good than the age group middle.
The main advantage of using the fuzzy concept user rating instead of the crisp user
rating is the pre-grouping of the ratings before applying the classification. The company
can use a linguistic term in order to choose only the very good rated movies. Using the
crisp ratings would end in a restriction based on the numeric values of the user rating,
i.e every rating higher 8.0, which would correspond to an α− cut of 1.0 of the linguistic
term very good. The fuzzy concept allows a global definition of what a very good movie
is according the rating. Therefore, when using fuzzy concept in multiple analysis, the
meaning of the classification remains equal.
When analyzing the age groups, it can be noted that the user rating per age group
considers every rating of a customer that belongs some degree more than 0.0 to that
class. A customer with age 45 influences the customer age groups old and middle as 45
belongs 0.8 to the middle age and 0.2 to the old age group. The movie rating classifi-
cation does not take the different membership degrees of age into account. The rating
of the 45 year old customer is fully considered for the two age groups. The user rating
and its fuzzy concept are aggregated using the arithmetic average, and movie rating is
influenced by a much broader number of customers than the crisp rating in example 22.
It consequently allows smoother transitions between the age groups and the customers
at the borderline are classified more accurately with respect to their real rating behavior.
The movie rental company has the flexibility to restrict the number of customer ages
that are taken into account by increasing the α− cut of the customer age classification.
The α − cut in the current SQL statement of example 26 is 0.0. When increasing it to
1.0, only ratings of customers that fully belong to an age group are considered. The
company has the option to use the α− cuts to fine tune their classification in a way that
a crisp classification can not provide it.
With the fuzzy classification in example 26, customer can receive a personalized list of
movie propositions according their belonging to the age groups. Considering a 45 years
old customer, who belongs to the age groups middle age (0.8) and old age (0.2), the list
can be composed of movies in both age groups. According to the level of belonging to
the groups, a specific subset of movies can be proposed in order to further personalize
the service. For example, the company might propose to the 45 year old customers
the 20% best rated movies in age group old and the 80% best rated movies of the age
group middle. This further personalization is only possible when customers can belong
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to more than one age group at a time and is therefore not possible to achieve with crisp
classification of customers.
Example 27. Next, the movie rental company wants to analyze rentals of movies and
rentals over time. The time period will be restricted to every month of year 2010. The
company is not only interested in the amount of revenue a movie produced during a
particular time period, but also how strongly the movie performs in overall revenue.
Additionally, the overall performance of the period should be analyzed too. In order to
combine all these needs into a single report, the company is combining the two fuzzy
concepts movie revenue and monthly revenue. The analysis can be completed by slicing
the fuzzy cube < movie.movie, time.year, time.month >,< movie.movie.revenue, ti-
me.month.revenue >, revenue,R > with the slicer 2010. The resulting operation is as
follows:
slice(< movie.movie, time.year, time.month >,< movie.movie.revenue, time.month.
revenue >, revenue,R >, time.year = 2010)
The corresponding SQL statement is listed in 4.9.
select "month" .monthname , morevh .mda as "Month␣CMA␣high " ,
morevm .mda as "Month␣CMA␣middle " , morevl .mda as "Month␣CMA␣
low" , movie . name , mrevh .mda as "Movie␣CMA␣high " , mrevm .mda
as "Movie␣CMA␣middle " , mrevl .mda as "Movie␣CMA␣low" , sum(
revenue ) as "Revenue"
from f a c t
join ( "day"
join ( "month"
join ( fmt_revenue_month as "morevh"
join fct_revenue as " fctmorevh" on morevh . fk_fct = fctmorevh .
pk_fct and fctmorevh . cma = ’ high ’ ) on "month" . pk_month =
morevh . fk_ta
join ( fmt_revenue_month as "morevm"
join fct_revenue as " fctmorevm" on morevm . fk_fct = fctmorevm .
pk_fct and fctmorevm . cma = ’ middle ’ ) on "month" . pk_month =
morevm . fk_ta
join ( fmt_revenue_month as "morevl "
join fct_revenue as " f c tmorev l " on morevl . fk_fct = fc tmorev l .
pk_fct and f c tmorev l . cma = ’ low ’ ) on "month" . pk_month =
morevl . fk_ta
join " year " on month . fk_year = "year " . pk_year ) on "day" .
fk_month = "month" . pk_month ) on f a c t . fk_day = "day" . pk_day
join ( movie
join ( fmt_movrev as "mrevh"
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join fct_revenue as " fctmrevh" on fctmrevh . pk_fct = mrevh .
fk_fct and fctmrevh . cma = ’ high ’ ) on movie . pk_movie = mrevh .
fk_ta
join ( fmt_movrev as "mrevm"
join fct_revenue as "fctmrevm" on fctmrevm . pk_fct = mrevm .
fk_fct and fctmrevm . cma = ’ middle ’ ) on movie . pk_movie =
mrevm . fk_ta
join ( fmt_movrev as "mrevl "
join fct_revenue as " f c tmrev l " on f c tmrev l . pk_fct = mrevl .
fk_fct and f c tmrev l . cma = ’ low ’ ) on movie . pk_movie = mrevl .
fk_ta ) on f a c t . fk_movie = movie . pk_movie
where " year " . " year " = 2010
group by "month" .monthname , morevh .mda , morevm .mda , morevl .mda ,
movie . name , mrevh .mda , mrevm .mda , mrevl .mda
order by sum( revenue ) desc
Listing 4.9: SQL Statement for selecting Movie Revenue
In table 4.10, the results with the top ten revenues of the report are presented. It
should be noted that the highest revenues are not necessarily produced in the best rated
periods or with the highest rated movies; only the month July is belonging with 1.0 to
high monthly revenue.
Month
name
Month
CMA
high
Month
CMA
mid-
dle
Month
CMA
low
Movie
name
Movie
CMA
high
Movie
CMA
mid-
dle
Movie
CMA
low
Reve-
nue
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 Trans-
formers:
Revenge
of the
Fallen
0.82 0.18 0.00 10479
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 Cloudy
with a
Chance
of Meat-
balls
0.57 0.43 0.00 10213
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 The
Twilight
Saga:
New
Moon
0.32 0.68 0.00 10136
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January 0.70 0.30 0.00 It’s
Compli-
cated
0.29 0.71 0.00 10066
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 Harry
Potter
and the
Half-
Blood
Prince
0.70 0.30 0.00 9989
March 0.00 1.00 0.00 The
Secret
in Their
Eyes
0.62 0.38 0.00 9982
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 The
Blind
Side
0.32 0.68 0.00 9891
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 Fast &
Furious
1.00 0.00 0.00 9877
March 0.00 1.00 0.00 Avatar 0.26 0.74 0.00 9842
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 The
Pro-
posal
0.89 0.11 0.00 9758
Table 4.10.: 10 Highest Revenues by Movies per Month in 2010
The same picture is presented when analyzing the ten lowest revenues earned by
movies in a period in 2010, which is presented in table 4.11.
Month
name
Month
CMA
high
Month
CMA
mid-
dle
Month
CMA
low
Movie
name
Movie
CMA
high
Movie
CMA
mid-
dle
Movie
CMA
low
Reve-
nue
October 0.36 0.64 0.00 Double
Jeop-
ardy
0.00 0.49 0.51 235
February 0.00 0.00 1.00 Toy
Story 2
0.00 0.41 0.59 235
August 0.56 0.44 0.00 Batman
Forever
0.00 0.42 0.58 235
June 0.00 0.00 1.00 Hotaru
no haka
0.00 0.39 0.61 230
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October 0.36 0.64 0.00 Lilo &
Stitch
0.00 0.49 0.51 225
October 0.36 0.64 0.00 The
World
Is Not
Enough
0.00 0.43 0.57 225
Novem-
ber
0.00 1.00 0.00 Yôjinbô 0.00 0.46 0.54 225
October 0.36 0.64 0.00 Barry
Lyndon
0.00 0.44 0.56 220
Decem-
ber
1.00 0.00 0.00 The Pi-
anist
0.00 0.41 0.59 215
August 0.56 0.44 0.00 There’s
Some-
thing
About
Mary
0.00 0.36 0.64 215
Table 4.11.: 10 Lowest Revenues by Movies per Month in 2010
In contrast to an analysis of a sharp cube presenting the movie revenues over the
months in 2010, the fuzzy cube directly provides information about the popularity of
movies and periods based on their overall revenue. In order to get similar information by
using sharp cubes, at least three cubes have to be queried and combined first. Next to
the cube resulting from the slice, two cubes resulting from the roll-ups of the revenue over
the movies and revenue over month have to be executed. Further, the composed sharp
cube has to be classified twice: once according to movie revenue and once according to
monthly revenues. The classifications might be done in a fuzzy manner, resulting in the
same cube as the single fuzzy cube operation provided above. Still, the classifications
are only executed during the querying process of the analysis and wont be persistently
available. Considering the fact that the classification might be used several times in
different analysis, the fuzzy data warehouse provides a persistent classification which is
valid for all analysis and reduces the calculation overhead as the classification is only
calculated once.
Example 28. The movie rental company can reuse the fuzzy cube from example 27 and
classify the revenue of the cube. The fuzzy concept, defined on the fact revenue, can be
propagated on non persistent cubes as defined in section 4.2.5. In order to complete this
classification, the adaptive fuzzy concept revenue is calculated during the execution of
the query. The operation for adding the fuzzy concept to the cube is as follows:
fuzzify(slice(< movie.movie, time.year, time.month >,< movie.movie.revenue, ti-
me.month.revenue >, revenue,R >, time.year = 2010), revenue)
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Considering the calculation of the volatile fuzzy concept is completed with a stored
procedure as explained in section 3.4.5, the SQL statements for the fuzzyfying operation
are as follows:
select temp . fc_revenue ( ’ s e l e c t ␣month .monthname , ␣morevh .mda␣as ␣"
Month␣CMA␣high " , ␣morevm .mda␣as ␣"Month␣CMA␣middle " , ␣morevl .
mda␣as ␣"Month␣CMA␣low " , ␣movie . name , ␣mrevh .mda␣as ␣"Movie␣CMA␣
high " , ␣mrevm .mda␣as ␣"Movie␣CMA␣middle " , ␣mrevl .mda␣as ␣"Movie␣
CMA␣low " , ␣sum( revenue ) ␣ as ␣"Revenue"
from␣ f a c t
j o i n ␣ ( day
j o i n ␣ (month
j o i n ␣ ( fmt_revenue_month␣ as ␣"morevh"
j o i n ␣ fct_revenue ␣ as ␣" fctmorevh"␣on␣morevh . fk_fct ␣=␣ fctmorevh .
pk_fct␣and␣ fctmorevh . cma␣=␣ ’ high ’ ) ␣on␣month . pk_month␣=␣
morevh . fk_ta
j o i n ␣ ( fmt_revenue_month␣ as ␣"morevm"
j o i n ␣ fct_revenue ␣ as ␣" fctmorevm"␣on␣morevm . fk_fct ␣=␣fctmorevm .
pk_fct␣and␣fctmorevm . cma␣=␣ ’ middle ’ ) ␣on␣month . pk_month␣=␣
morevm . fk_ta
j o i n ␣ ( fmt_revenue_month␣ as ␣"morevl "
j o i n ␣ fct_revenue ␣ as ␣" f c tmorev l "␣on␣morevl . fk_fct ␣=␣ fc tmorev l .
pk_fct␣and␣ f c tmorev l . cma␣=␣ ’ low ’ ) ␣on␣month . pk_month␣=␣morevl
. fk_ta
j o i n ␣ year ␣on␣month . fk_year␣=␣year . pk_year ) ␣on␣day . fk_month␣=␣
month . pk_month␣ ) ␣on␣ f a c t . fk_day␣=␣day . pk_day
j o i n ␣ ( ␣movie
j o i n ␣ ( fmt_movrev␣ as ␣"mrevh"
j o i n ␣ fct_revenue ␣ as ␣" fctmrevh"␣on␣ fctmrevh . pk_fct␣=␣mrevh .
fk_fct ␣and␣ fctmrevh . cma␣=␣ ’ high ’ ) ␣on␣movie . pk_movie␣=␣mrevh .
fk_ta
j o i n ␣ ( fmt_movrev␣ as ␣"mrevm"
j o i n ␣ fct_revenue ␣ as ␣" fctmrevm"␣on␣fctmrevm . pk_fct␣=␣mrevm .
fk_fct ␣and␣fctmrevm . cma␣=␣ ’ middle ’ ) ␣on␣movie . pk_movie␣=␣
mrevm . fk_ta
j o i n ␣ ( fmt_movrev␣ as ␣"mrevl "
j o i n ␣ fct_revenue ␣ as ␣" f c tmrev l "␣on␣ f c tmrev l . pk_fct␣=␣mrevl .
fk_fct ␣and␣ f c tmrev l . cma␣=␣ ’ low ’ ) ␣on␣movie . pk_movie␣=␣mrevl .
fk_ta␣ ) ␣on␣ f a c t . fk_movie␣=␣movie . pk_movie
where␣ year . year ␣=␣2010
group␣by␣month .monthname , ␣morevh .mda , ␣morevm .mda , ␣morevl .mda , ␣
movie . name , ␣mrevh .mda , ␣mrevm .mda , ␣mrevl .mda
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order ␣by␣sum( revenue ) ␣ desc ’ ) ;
select ∗ from temp . r evvo l ;
Listing 4.10: SQL Statement for fuzzyfying a Volatile Cube
Table 4.12 shows the result set of the first ten entries ordered by month.
Month
name
Mo.
high
Mo.
mid-
dle
Mo.
low
Mo-
vie
name
Mo-
vie
high
Mo-
vie
mid-
dle
Mo-
vie
low
Re-
ve-
nue
Re-
ve-
nue
high
Re-
ve-
nue
mid-
dle
Re-
ve-
nue
low
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 101
Dal-
ma-
tians
0.00 0.43 0.57 575 0.0 0.28 0.72
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 12
Angry
Men
0.00 0.43 0.57 530 0.0 0.21 0.79
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 2 Fast
2 Furi-
ous
0.00 0.48 0.52 495 0.0 0.15 0.85
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 2001 A
Space
Odyssey
0.00 0.33 0.67 795 0.0 0.64 0.36
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 2012 0.32 0.68 0.00 8988 1.0 0.0 0.0
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 300 0.60 0.40 0.00 545 0.0 0.23 0.77
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 50
First
Dates
0.91 0.09 0.00 555 0.0 0.25 0.75
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 8 Mile 0.00 0.39 0.61 560 0.0 0.26 0.74
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 A
Beau-
tiful
Mind
0.00 0.42 0.58 800 0.0 0.65 0.35
January 0.70 0.30 0.00 A
Bug’s
Life
0.00 0.41 0.59 520 0.0 0.19 0.81
Table 4.12.: First Ten Result Sets of Fuzzy Cube of Example 28
With a single fuzzy concept, the movie rental company classified three different rev-
enues. Each classification provides a view of another value range of revenue while still
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using the same fuzzy concept definition. In example 28, the movie rental company not
only sees how good a movie or a month performed on overall revenue, but also sees the
performance of a movie during a specific month. In a further step, the company can
extend the analysis by starting to combine the fuzzy concepts. For example, the movie
company has to remove a certain number of movies from its stock for 2011. Deciding
which movie has to be removed based only on the overall performance of the movie might
force the removal of movies that performed well in 2010. This might be seen as indicator
that the movie will also perform well in 2011. Taking the classification of month into
account, the company can analyze if some movies performed better on weak months.
Such movies might be rented more frequently during periods that have weaker overall
performance (ex: Christmas movies during winter time or summer night movies during
summer time). Therefore, these movies might improve revenue during a certain period
but compared with the overall performance they still might be classified as moderate or
weak. Such movies can be more easily identified when combining the different revenue
fuzzy concepts and might improve the decision-making process for which movie should
be removed in 2011.
Concepts can also be combined to form new classifications of movies. Using the
concept of hierarchical decomposition [Wer08], the three fuzzy concepts of the cube in
example 28 can be combined in order to form a new classification for movies. The com-
pany can group movies that performed similarly with regard to the overall performance,
the performance in a specific month in 2010 and the monthly overall performance. This
classification leads to a new portfolio classifying movies from top-top-top movies: movies
that have high membership degrees in all fuzzy concepts; to worst-worst-worst movies.
This portfolio not only provides better classification of movies because of smoother
transitions between the classes, it also provides a single, global view of different revenue
aspects per movie. This is due to the fuzzy concept revenue, a single classification of
revenue, that can be applied to different value ranges (aspects) of revenue.
With the application of fuzzy concepts, the movie rental company improved its pos-
sibilities to analyze data in their data warehouse. Classifications are defined once and
can then be consistently applied to different aggregation levels. Therefore, the classifi-
cation and the subsequent interpretation of specific cubes are more traceable compared
to classifications only based on a single result set of an analysis. Using the meta table
structure of the fuzzy data warehouse, the company has the option to add variations of
fuzzy concepts in terms of different linguistic terms or different membership functions.
This gives the possibility to define classifications that takes different interpretations of
business users into consideration. Finally, the fuzzy nature of the classifications allows
smother transitions between classes and therefore allows more accurate classification
than similar sharp approaches.
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Part III.
Implementation
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5. Implementation
Chapter 4 discussed the application of a fuzzy data warehouse for a movie rental com-
pany, and demonstrated how a fuzzy concept can be integrated in data analysis. The
corresponding SQL statements and result set were shown. However, for end users, the
application only provides direct access to the database system of the data warehouse.
Therefore, the user has to know the structure of the meta tables and the data warehouse.
This meta information can not be stored directly in the database system. In order to
facilitate interaction with the fuzzy data warehouse, a proof of concept of a fuzzy data
warehouse implementation is presented in this chapter. In addition to the raw database
application, the implementation provides a business logic that contains the meta infor-
mation about the table structures. Furthermore, a front end is created that allows easier
interaction with the fuzzy data warehouse than typing pure SQL statement in a console.
The next sections describe the implementation of the proof of concept. In section 5.1,
an overview of the architecture is given. In this overview, the structure of the proof
of concept is depicted and the dependencies between the different architectural layers
are examined. The database tier is depicted in section 5.2. Section 5.3 provides further
information about the processing of the meta information and the engines that provide
the communication between the first and third tiers. Finally, section 5.4 discusses the
visual layer of the proof of concepts and shows how the end user can interact with the
fuzzy data warehouse.
5.1. Architectural Overview
The architecture of the prototype is based on a three-tier architecture [Eck95]. The
fuzzy data warehouse described in chapter 4 represents the database layer. It is built
with PostgreSQL [Pos11a] on three schemas that separate the data warehouse tables,
the meta tables of the fuzzy concept and tables that are temporary created on runtime.
The business logic acts as middle tier [Eck95] and fulfills three tasks. First, it uses the
meta information to build the fuzzy data warehouse based on the tables of the database
layer. This meta information provides information on how dimensions are constructed
from tables, what kind of facts lie in the fact table, how the facts are aggregated and
how the fuzzy concept is built from the meta table structure. Therefore, the meta in-
formation can be seen as the transposing logic from the database tables to the fuzzy
data warehouse schema presented in figure 4.10. The second task is to interpret the user
action from the visualization layer and transform it into SQL statements for querying
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the fuzzy data warehouse. The last task is to manage fuzzy concept that can be created,
altered or deleted by users within the visualization layer.
The visualization layer provides the user interface to facilitate interaction with the
fuzzy data warehouse. The user is able to query the fuzzy data warehouse in a simpler
way than typing SQL statements and the corresponding result sets are presented in the
visualization layer. Additionally, the user is able to create, modify and delete fuzzy
concepts in the visualization layer.
Figure 5.1 presents an overview of the architecture of the implementation. The
database layer contains the PostgreSQL database with its schemas. The PostgreSQL
schemas, its tables and stored procedures are further depicted in section 5.2. The busi-
ness logic layer includes the meta information represented in figure 5.1 as "Fuzzy Concept
Meta Information" and "Data Warehouse Information". Additionally, it comprises an
engine for processing the queries and an engine for processing the fuzzy concept adminis-
tration. In section 5.3, the different components of the business logic layer are discussed
in greater detail. The visual layer contains the navigation components and the fuzzy
concept administration components. All components are discussed in section 5.4. The
arrows in figure 5.1 show the communication paths between the different components.
5.2. Database
The database consists of three schemas: fdwh , meta and temp. The fdwh schema holds
the tables of the classical data warehouse. To be compliant with the snowflake schema,
the tables are in third normal form. Consequently, for each category attribute of every
dimension, a unique table is created. The fdwh schema includes sixteen tables that are
described in the snowflake schema in figure 4.1.
The schema meta is used to save the fuzzy concept meta tables. For each fuzzy
concept described in section 4.2, at least one fuzzy classification table and one fuzzy
membership table are created therein. For propagated fuzzy concepts, such as the fuzzy
concept revenue, an additional fuzzy membership table is created for each propagated
level. In the case of the fuzzy concept revenue, a fuzzy membership table per category
attribute of the dimensions is created. In total, it comprises fourteen fuzzy membership
tables and one fuzzy classification table as illustrated in figure 4.8. The schema meta
includes thirty fuzzy concept meta tables in total, comprising all the propagated fuzzy
concepts. An overview of the tables, excluding the propagated tables of fuzzy concept
revenue, is shown in the grey boxes of figure 4.10.
The temporary schema temp is used for tables that are built during classification of
volatile target attributes. An example of how this schema can be used is given in the
trigger illustrated in listing 3.3. This trigger calculates the membership degrees of the
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Figure 5.1.: Overview of Prototype Architecture
fuzzy concept revenue for volatile target attributes. The SQL query of a cube having
revenue as fact is passed to the trigger. The trigger then creates a temporary table
in the schema temp that contains the attributes of the original cube plus an attribute
for each class membership attribute of the fuzzy concept revenue. The SQL statement
of the original cube is executed and its result set is saved in the table. In a further
step, the membership degrees are calculated and stored in the temporary table. Fi-
nally, the temporary table is queried and the result set is returned to the user interface.
It is worth noting that data in the tables of the temp schema can only be considered
as correct at the time of the query. Temporary tables are not aware of changes in the
original tables or in the meta schemas and therefore should always be purged after usage.
In addition to the tables and the schema, trigger functions and stored procedures are
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implemented in the database layer. For every fuzzy concept, at least one stored procedure
is created in order to represent the membership function. In the role of the member-
ship function, the stored procedure calculates the membership degree of every target
attribute and class membership attribute. The membership degree is then stored di-
rectly in the fuzzy membership table. The trigger function monitors the target attribute
table and calls the stored procedure each time the target attribute table changes. Based
on the type of fuzzy concept used, the stored procedure calculates only the membership
degree for the newly added or altered target attributes or, in case of an adaptive fuzzy
concept, recalculates the membership degree of every target attribute. Trigger functions
and stored procedures for the calculation of the fuzzy concept are always kept in the
schema meta. Listing 5.1 below shows the stored procedure for the fuzzy concept store
surface (see section 4.2.4). The trigger meta.fc_storesurface_trigger shown in listing 5.2
fires the stored procedure meta.fc_storesurf() after every row that is inserted or updated
in the table store (see line 1 - 3 in listing 5.2). As described in section 4.2.4, the fuzzy
concept store surface is a limited fuzzy concept and only holds membership degrees for
surface values bigger than 40 and smaller than 250 square meters. The stored procedure
implements the membership function as if-else clauses considering values between 40 and
250 (see line 11 - 35 in listing 5.1). The if-else clauses insert the calculated membership
degrees directly in the table fmt_storesurf, which is the fuzzy membership table of the
fuzzy concept (see lines 12 - 14, 16 - 18, 20 - 22, 24 - 28 and 30 - 34 in listing 5.1).
In addition to the trigger meta.fc_storesurface_trigger, two more triggers are created
as shown in listing 5.2 (lines 4 - 9). These triggers fire the stored procedures for the prop-
agated fuzzy concepts city store surface and region store surface. The target attributes
city and region store surface are aggregated values from store surface. Consequently, the
triggers have to be created on table store. As opposed to the trigger for the fuzzy concept
store surface, the stored procedure for the fuzzy concepts city and store surface are only
triggered once after the insert statement. The reason for this can be seen in the stored
procedure meta.fc_prop_storesurf() in listing 5.3. The stored procedure aggregates all
target attributes from the table store before calculating the corresponding membership
degrees. Therefore, the stored procedure only has to be executed once and not for every
inserted or updated row. As stated in section 4.2.4, the fuzzy concepts city and region
store surface are adaptive fuzzy concepts that calculate membership degree based on a
ranking function. The aggregation and ranking of the surfaces are executed in a single
nested SQL statement in the stored procedure (see line 14 - 19 in listing 5.3). The
calculated membership degrees are inserted into the tables meta.fmt_storesurf_city, re-
spectively meta.fmt_storesurf_region, that represent the fuzzy membership tables of
the propagated fuzzy concepts (see lines 23 - 24, 26 - 27, 29 - 30, 32 - 35 and 38 - 42 in
listing 5.3).
1 create or r ep l a c e func t i on meta . f c_ s t o r e s u r f ( ) r e tu rn s trigger
as $$
2 de c l a r e
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3 big integer ; −− i d o f l i n g u i s t i c term b i g
4 medium integer ; −− i d o f l i n g u i s t i c term medium
5 smal l integer ; −− i d o f l i n g u i s t i c term smal l
6 membership numeric ;
7 begin
8 select PK_fct into big from meta . f c t_ s t o r e s u r f where cma = ’ big
’ ;
9 select PK_fct into medium from meta . f c t_ s t o r e s u r f where cma = ’
medium ’ ;
10 select PK_fct into smal l from meta . f c t_ s t o r e s u r f where cma = ’
smal l ’ ;
11 i f 250 < NEW. su r f a c e and NEW. su r f a c e >= 200 then
12 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
big , NEW. PK_Store , 1 . 00 ) ;
13 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
medium , NEW. PK_Store , 0 . 00 ) ;
14 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
small , NEW. PK_Store , 0 . 00 ) ;
15 e l s i f NEW. su r f a c e <= 80 then
16 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
big , NEW. PK_Store , 0 . 00 ) ;
17 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
medium , NEW. PK_Store , 0 . 00 ) ;
18 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
small , NEW. PK_Store , 1 . 00 ) ;
19 e l s i f 120 <= NEW. su r f a c e and NEW. su r f a c e <= 150 then
20 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
big , NEW. PK_Store , 0 . 00 ) ;
21 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
medium , NEW. PK_Store , 1 . 00 ) ;
22 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
small , NEW. PK_Store , 0 . 00 ) ;
23 e l s i f 150 < NEW. su r f a c e and NEW. su r f a c e < 200 then
24 membership := (NEW. su r f a c e − 150 .00 ) /50 . 0 0 ;
25 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
big , NEW. PK_Store , cast (membership as decimal ( 3 , 2 ) ) ) ;
26 membership := (200 .00 − NEW. su r f a c e ) /50 . 0 0 ;
27 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
medium , NEW. PK_Store , cast (membership as decimal ( 3 , 2 ) ) ) ;
28 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
small , NEW. PK_Store , 0 . 00 ) ;
29 e l s i f 40 < NEW. su r f a c e then
30 membership := (NEW. su r f a c e − 80 . 00 ) /40 . 0 0 ;
31 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
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big , NEW. PK_Store , 0 . 00 ) ;
32 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
medium , NEW. PK_Store , cast (membership as decimal ( 3 , 2 ) ) ) ;
33 membership := (120.00− NEW. su r f a c e ) /40 . 0 0 ;
34 insert into meta . fmt_storesur f ( fk_fct , fk_ta , mda) values (
small , NEW. PK_Store , cast (membership as decimal ( 3 , 2 ) ) ) ;
35 end i f ;
36 end ;
37 $$ language p lpg sq l ;
Listing 5.1: Stored Procedure for Fuzzy Concept Store Surface
1 create or r ep l a c e trigger meta . f c_s t o r e su r f a c e_t r i g g e r a f t e r
insert or update
2 on fdwh . s t o r e on each row
3 execute meta . f c_s t o r e s u r f ( ) ;
4 create or r ep l a c e trigger meta . f c_c i t y_s to r e su r f a c e_t r i gg e r
a f t e r insert or update
5 on fdwh . s t o r e on each statement
6 execute meta . fc_prop_storesur f ( ’ c i t y ’ ) ;
7 create or r ep l a c e trigger meta . f c_reg i on_s to r e su r f a c e_t r i gge r
a f t e r insert or update
8 on fdwh . s t o r e on each statement
9 execute meta . fc_prop_storesur f ( ’ r eg i on ’ ) ;
Listing 5.2: Triggers for Fuzzy Concept Store Surface
1 create or r ep l a c e func t i on meta . f c_prop_storesur f ( t ex t ) r e tu rn s
trigger as $$
2 de c l a r e
3 level a l i a s f o r $1 ;
4 query text ;
5 b ig integer ; −− i d o f l i n g u i s t i c term b i g
6 medium integer ; −− i d o f l i n g u i s t i c term medium
7 smal l integer ; −− i d o f l i n g u i s t i c term smal l
8 membership numeric ;
9 s u r f a c e record ;
10 begin
11 select PK_fct into big from meta . f c t_ s t o r e s u r f where cma = ’ big
’ ;
12 select PK_fct into medium from meta . f c t_ s t o r e s u r f where cma = ’
medium ’ ;
13 select PK_fct into smal l from meta . f c t_ s t o r e s u r f where cma = ’
smal l ’ ;
14 i f level = ’ c i t y ’ then
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15 query := ’ s e l e c t ␣a . pk , ␣percent_rank ( ) ␣ over ␣ ( order ␣by␣a .
s u r f a c e ) ␣ as ␣ rank␣ from␣ ( s e l e c t ␣PK_’ | | level | | ’ ␣ as ␣pk , ␣
sum( s t o r e . s u r f a c e ) ␣ as ␣ su r f a c e ␣ from␣fdwh . s t o r e ␣ j o i n ␣fdwh .
c i t y ␣on␣ s t o r e . fk_ci ty ␣=␣ c i t y . PK_city ) ␣a ’ ;
16 e l s i f level = ’ reg i on ’ then
17 query := ’ s e l e c t ␣a . pk , ␣percent_rank ( ) ␣ over ␣ ( order ␣by␣a .
s u r f a c e ) ␣ as ␣ rank␣ from␣ ( s e l e c t ␣PK_’ | | level | | ’ , ␣sum(
s t o r e . s u r f a c e ) ␣ as ␣ su r f a c e ␣ from␣fdwh . s t o r e ␣ j o i n ␣fdwh . c i t y ␣
on␣ s t o r e . fk_ci ty ␣=␣ c i t y . PK_city␣ j o i n ␣fdwh . r eg i on ␣on␣ c i t y .
FK_region␣=␣ reg i on . PK_region ) ␣a ’ ;
18 else
19 r a i s e e r r o r ;
20 end i f ;
21 f o r s u r f a c e in execute query loop
22 i f s u r f a c e . rank >= 0.8 then
23 query := ’ i n s e r t ␣ in to ␣meta . fmt_storesurf_ ’ | | level | | ’ ␣ (
fk_fct , ␣ fk_ta , ␣mda) ␣ va lue s ␣ ( big , ␣ ’ | | s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣
1 . 00 ) , ␣ (medium , ␣␣ | | ␣ s u r f a c e . pk␣ | | ␣ ’ , 0 . 0 0 ) , ( small , | |
s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣ 0 . 00 ) ’ ;
24 execute query ;
25 e l s i f s u r f a c e . rank <= 0.2 then
26 query := ’ i n s e r t ␣ in to ␣meta . fmt_storesurf_ ’ | | level | | ’ ␣ (
fk_fct , ␣ fk_ta , ␣mda) ␣ va lue s ␣ ( big , ␣ ’ | | s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣
0 . 00 ) , ␣ (medium , ␣␣ | | ␣ s u r f a c e . pk␣ | | ␣ ’ , 0 . 0 0 ) , ( small , | |
s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣ 1 . 00 ) ’ ;
27 execute query ;
28 e l s i f 0 . 4 <= su r f a c e . rank and s u r f a c e . rank <= 0.6 then
29 query := ’ i n s e r t ␣ in to ␣meta . fmt_storesurf_ ’ | | level | | ’ ␣ (
fk_fct , ␣ fk_ta , ␣mda) ␣ va lue s ␣ ( big , ␣ ’ | | s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣
0 . 00 ) , ␣ (medium , ␣␣ | | ␣ s u r f a c e . pk␣ | | ␣ ’ , 1 . 0 0 ) , ( small , | |
s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣ 0 . 00 ) ’ ;
30 execute query ;
31 e l s i f 0 . 6 < su r f a c e . rank and s u r f a c e . rank < 0 .8 then
32 membership := ( su r f a c e . rank − 0 . 6 ) / 0 . 2 ;
33 query := ’ i n s e r t ␣ in to ␣meta . fmt_storesurf_ ’ | | level | | ’ ␣ (
fk_fct , ␣ fk_ta , ␣mda) ␣ va lue s ␣ ( big , ␣ ’ | | s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣
ca s t ( ’ | | membership | | ’ ␣ as ␣ decimal (3 , 2 ) ) ) , ␣ ’ ;
34 membership := (0 . 8 − s u r f a c e . rank ) / 0 . 2 ;
35 query := query | | ’ ␣ (medium , ␣ ’ | | s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣ ca s t ( ’ | |
membership | | ’ ␣ as ␣ decimal (3 , 2 ) ) ) , ␣ ( small , ␣ s u r f a c e . pk , ␣
0 . 00 ) ’ ;
36 execute query
37 else
38 membership := ( su r f a c e . rank − 0 . 2 ) / 0 . 2 ;
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39 iquery := ’ i n s e r t ␣ in to ␣meta . fmt_storesurf_ ’ | | level | | ’ ␣ (
fk_fct , ␣ fk_ta , ␣mda) ␣ va lue s ␣ ( big , ␣ ’ | | s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣
0 . 00 ) , ␣ (medium , ␣ ’ | | s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣ ca s t ( ’ | | membership
| | ’ ␣ as ␣ decimal (3 , 2 ) ) ) , ␣ ’ ;
40 membership := (0 . 4 − s u r f a c e . rank ) / 0 . 2 ;
41 query := query | | ’ ␣ ( small , ␣ ’ | | s u r f a c e . pk | | ’ , ␣ ca s t ( ’ | |
membership | | ’ ␣ as ␣ decimal (3 , 2 ) ) ) , ␣ ( small , ␣ s u r f a c e . pk , ␣
0 . 00 ) ’ ;
42 execute query ;
43 end i f ;
44 end loop ;
45 end ;
46 $$ language p lpg sq l ;
Listing 5.3: Stored Procedure for Propagated Fuzzy Concepts City and Region Store
Surface
While the logic for the membership functions could also be realized in the business
logic layer as it is not directly a part of the pure data storage tasks, there are several
advantages to execute this business logic on the database layer. First, the database
engine has the most reliable information when a membership degree should be calculated
for a target attribute. It is always aware of the state of its transaction and therefore it
knows best when to trigger a stored procedure after a transaction. When calculating
the membership degree on the database level, no additional communication with the
business layer is neccesary. Especially in environments where the database layer and
the business logic layer are separated on different machines, communication between
the tiers might be an performance issue. The most important factor in why stored
procedures are chosen for implementing membership functions on the database layer
is the fact that PostgreSQL provides a lot of functionalities for server programming
[Pos11c]. Therefore, implementing membership functions using stored procedures takes
advantage of the transactional system of the database engine. It can still be programmed
with external tool such as Python or C-language code snippets where necessary.
5.3. Business Logic
The first task of the business logic is to provide meta information about the fuzzy data
warehouse. This meta information contains the necessary information for transposing
the raw database table structures into the fuzzy data warehouse schema. It has to
describe how dimensions and fuzzy concepts are mapped in the table structure, how
facts can be aggregated, and how fuzzy concepts are related to each other in case of
propagated fuzzy concepts. The chosen approach for representing meta information is
inspired by the open source data warehouse platform Mondrian [Pen10]. Mondrian uses
a XSD schema document [HM05] in order to provide meta information. The main ad-
vantage of this approach is the ability to provide a framework of XML tags to precisely
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specify elements of the data warehouse. The tags can be further used to describe an
instance of a data warehouse system. XML schemas allow defining well-formed schemas
of a data warehouse in documents that are both user readable and interpretable by ma-
chines. Mondrian has not been chosen for the prototype implementation because it is
a complete OLAP server platform and has many additional features that are not used
in the proof of concept. These features, such as user right concepts, would increase
the complexity of the prototype and would not be helpful for the objectives of the pro-
totype: to show how the fuzzy data warehouse concept of chapter 3 can be implemented.
5.3.1. XML Schema for Dimensions and Facts
The meta information of the prototype consists of a XML document describing the crisp
elements of the fuzzy data warehouse and a XML document describing the fuzzy con-
cepts. The fuzzy concepts are maintained in a separate XML document because the
fuzzy concept administration engine will later modify this document. Therefore, with
separation of the meta information into two documents, only data that must be modified
is exposed to the fuzzy concept administration engine. Separate XML schema documents
are created for both XML documents. These documents describe the valid XML nodes
in the documents and its structure. In the next paragraphs, the XML schema definitions
are presented. The application of the schemas is illustrated by excerpts from the XML
documents of the movie rental company fuzzy data warehouse. The complete XML
schemas for the fuzzy data warehouse part can be found in appendix A as well as in
appendix B. The XML documents describing the the fuzzy data warehouse instance can
be found in appendix C and in appendix D.
The XML schema for describing the crisp elements of the fuzzy data warehouse in-
cludes a root node dwh. The root node can be composed of one or more cube nodes. A
cube node represents one OLAP cube of the data warehouse. It might be possible to
have a data warehouse with multiple OLAP cubes. In the example of the application in
chapter 4, only one OLAP cube is used to represent the fuzzy data warehouse. A cube
node consists of a fact node and a dimensions node. Figure 5.2 illustrates the relation
between the nodes dwh, cube, fact and dimensions.
The node fact holds the information about the fact table of the fuzzy data warehouse
and the measures (facts) that are stored inside the fact table. Therefore, the node fact is
composed of a node relation and one or more nodes measure. The node relation consists
of a node table, a node key and a node column. The node column is optional and not
used for describing the fact relation. The table node contains the name of the fact table
and the key node holds the primary key attribute of the fact table. With this informa-
tion, the relation node specifies the fact table on the database layer. For each measure
of the fuzzy data warehouse, a measure node is created. A measure node contains the
necessary information to identify a fact and its aggregation behavior. Hence, a sub-node
column and a sub-node aggregator are included in the measure node. The column node
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Figure 5.2.: Node Relation “dwh”, “cube”, “fact” and “dimensions”
specifies the attribute that holds the fact instances in the fact table. The column node is
further divided into the nodes column, holding the name of the column, table node, and
the optional node display. Display makes it possible to give another name to the fact
than the column name. The node aggregator specifies how the fact is aggregated over
the dimensions. The aggregation can be SUM , MAX , MIN , AVG , PROD . Figure 5.3
illustrates the fact node and its sub-node.
Figure 5.3.: Node “fact” and its Children
Listing 5.4 shows the instance of the fact node for the fuzzy data warehouse. The
relation identifies the fact table "fact" with the primary key fact_id (lines 2 - 5 in listing
5.4). In the measure nodes, the two facts revenue (lines 6 - 11) and user rating (lines
12 -18) are defined. It is notable that the fact user rating is defined in the fact table as
user_rating but will be displayed as "User Rating" in the fuzzy data warehouse. Ad-
ditionally, revenue is aggregated using a summation function and user rating using an
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average function.
1 <f a c t>
2 <r e l a t i o n>
3 <tab l e>f a c t</ tab l e>
4 <key>fact_id</key>
5 </ r e l a t i o n>
6 <measure>
7 <column>
8 <column>revenue</column>
9 </column>
10 <aggregator>SUM</ aggregator>
11 </measure>
12 <measure>
13 <column>
14 <column>user_rat ing</column>
15 <d i sp l ay>User Rating</ d i sp l ay>
16 </column>
17 <aggregator>AVG</ aggregator>
18 </measure>
19 </ f a c t>
Listing 5.4: “Fact” Node of Fuzzy Data Warehouse
In order to be compliant with the data warehouse definitions of Kimball [KR02] and
Inmon [Inm05] (see also section 2.1), at least one time dimension and one additional
dimension has to be specified in a data warehouse. Therefore, the node dimensions is
composed of at least two dimensions each represented by a dimension node. The dimen-
sion node itself is composed of a node name, wich provides the name of the dimension,
and a node hierarchy. Figure 5.4 illustrates the nodes dimensions, dimension and the
relation to its child nodes.
Figure 5.4.: Node “dimensions” and its Children
A dimension has at least one hierarchy over which a fact can be aggregated. The
hierarchy node represents the hierarchies of the dimension. It is composed of the node
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name, relation and level as shown in figure 5.5. The node name holds the name of
the hierarchy. The structure, how the hierarchy is stored in the database, is described
within the node relation. The relation node is composed of a key node and either a
table, join or relation node. Figure 5.6 illustrates the relation node and its children.
The relation node can include other relation nodes, and can therefore construct the
hierarchy structure iteratively. The uppermost parent relation node always holds an-
other relation node and a key node that identifies the foreign key attribute in the fact
table. Each subsequent relation node can be composed with one of the following variants:
Figure 5.5.: Node “hierarchy” and its Children
• A key node and a table node. This variant can be used to specify a one-table
relation. If the parent node of the relation is a join node and the relation is the
last child of the parent node, then the key node holds the primary key of the table
specified in the table node. Otherwise, the key node holds the foreign key that
relates the table to the key node of the neighbor node.
• A key node and a join node. This variant can be used when the hierarchy is
spread over multiple tables in the database. The join node is composed of exactly
two relation nodes. The relation nodes themselves can be composed of one of
the variants stated here. The key node specifies the primary key of the table in
the first child node. Translated into an SQL statement, the first child would be
the leftmost join table. Additionally, this key node provides the relation to the
neighbor element of the parent.
• A key node and a relation node. A relation node always remains for another
iteration step. The key node holds the primary key if the parent element is a
relation node (except if the parent is the first relation in the node hierarchy) or if
the parent element is a join node and the relation node is the last child. Otherwise,
it holds a foreign key attribute.
In order to visualize these variants, the relation in hierarchy path time month of di-
mension time (see dimension time in figure 4.1) is presented in listing 5.5. The category
attribute at the highest level of dimension time is year. The relation node defined on
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Figure 5.6.: Node “relation” and its Children
lines 14 - 17 defines the corresponding table and primary key for year (type: key and
table node). This relation is joined (capsuled in the join node from line 9 to 18) with
the relation for the category attribute month (lines 10 - 13; type key and join node).
The key node in relation month (line 12) is the foreign key attribute in table month that
references the primary key attribute in table year (key node on line 16). The join node
is further capsuled in a relation node (lines 8 - 20). According to the second variant
above, the key node (line 19) in this relation node represents the primary key attribute
of the table month. Next, the relation is joined within a join node (lines 3 - 21) and
with another relation node (lines 4 - 7). The relation node on lines 4 to 7 contains the
table specification for the category attribute day. As explained in the first variant, the
key node on line 6 represents the foreign key in table day that relates to the primary
key of table month (type: key and join node) represented in the key node on line 19.
Lastly, the key node on line 22 is the primary key attribute of the table day (type: key
and join node). These join and key nodes are consolidated in another relation node
(lines 2 - 23; type key and relation node). This relation defines the complete dimension
hierarchy structure of the database layer. The uppermost relation node then defines
the foreign key (line 24) in the fact table which references to the primary key of the
day table (line 22). This structure solely represents the inner join statements of the
FROM-clause in a SQL statement when navigating over the dimension hierarchy time
month. Therefore, this XML structure can be directly interpreted into the FROM part
of an SQL statement as represented in listing 5.6.
1 <r e l a t i o n>
2 <r e l a t i o n>
3 <j o i n>
4 <r e l a t i o n>
5 <tab l e>day</ tab l e>
6 <key>fk_m</key>
7 </ r e l a t i o n>
8 <r e l a t i o n>
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9 <j o i n>
10 <r e l a t i o n>
11 <tab l e>month</ tab l e>
12 <key>fk_y</key>
13 </ r e l a t i o n>
14 <r e l a t i o n>
15 <tab l e>year</ tab l e>
16 <key>y_id</key>
17 </ r e l a t i o n>
18 </ j o i n>
19 <key>m_id</key>
20 </ r e l a t i o n>
21 </ j o i n>
22 <key>d_id</key>
23 </ r e l a t i o n>
24 <key>fk_d</key>
25 </ r e l a t i o n>
Listing 5.5: Hierarchy Time Month of Dimension Time
1 FROM fa c t
2 j o i n day on f a c t . fk_d = day . d_id
3 j o i n month on day . fk_m = month .m_id
4 j o i n year on month . fk_y = year . y_id
Listing 5.6: From Clause of SQL Statement based on XML Relation Tree
Next to the relation node, the node level describes each hierarchy level of the dimen-
sion hierarchy. In contrast to the relation node, which describes the table structure on
the database layer, the level node describes how each level is presented and from which
relation the corresponding information is extracted. Thus, the level node is composed
of the nodes name, holding the name of the level, relation and optionally bridge. In
contrast to the relation node explained above, the relation node in node level is a simple
relation and thus only provides the sub-nodes table, key and optionally column. This
relation node is used to define which table holds the dimensional attributes of the hi-
erarchy level. The table node defines the corresponding table, the key node defines the
primary key of the table and the column node defines which table attributes should be
presented in the user interface for this level. Figure 5.7 illustrates the node level, its
children and the children of simple node relation.
Listing 5.7 exemplifies the level nodes of dimension hierarchy time month. The level
node from lines 1 to 10 describes the level day, level node from 11 - 21 describes level
month and the last level node describes the level year. In the sub-node name, the name
of the corresponding level is defined. Each relation node identifies which table attribute
has to be displayed and the table in which the attribute is found. For level day, the
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Figure 5.7.: Node “level”, Simple Node “relation” and their Children
corresponding table is day (line 4) and the attribute to be shown on the user interface is
weekday (line 7). On the user interface it is displayed as "Week Day", which is defined
in node display on line 8.
1 <l e v e l>
2 <name>day</name>
3 <r e l a t i o n>
4 <tab l e>day</ tab l e>
5 <key>d_id</key>
6 <column>
7 <column>weekday</column>
8 <d i sp l ay>Week Day</ d i sp l ay>
9 </column>
10 </ r e l a t i o n>
11 </ l e v e l>
12 <l e v e l>
13 <name>month</name>
14 <r e l a t i o n>
15 <tab l e>month</ tab l e>
16 <key>m_id</key>
17 <column>
18 <column>monthname</column>
19 <d i sp l ay>Month</ d i sp l ay>
20 </column>
21 </ r e l a t i o n>
22 </ l e v e l>
23 <l e v e l>
24 <name>year</name>
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25 <r e l a t i o n>
26 <tab l e>year</ tab l e>
27 <key>y_id</key>
28 <column>
29 <column>year</column>
30 <d i sp l ay>Year</ d i sp l ay>
31 </column>
32 </ r e l a t i o n>
33 </ l e v e l>
Listing 5.7: Level Nodes of Dimension Hierarchy Time Month
The optional bridge node in node level is used when the dimension levels are related
to each other over bridge tables (see example 17 for further information about bridge
tables). This is for example the case with dimension movie. The dimension level movie
is related to level producer over a bridge table thus a movie can be produced by multiple
producers. In order to correctly aggregate the facts from level movie to level producer,
it is necessary to know how the weighting factor of the bridge table is applied. Hence,
a bridge node must be specified for level producer. Sub nodes of the bridge node are
relation of type simple relation, weight and factor. The relation node specifies the bridge
table and its foreign key to the level above the bridge table. The weight node specifies
the attribute in the bridge table holding the weighting factor. The factor node specifies
the operation how the weighting factor should be applied. Figure 5.8 illustrates the
bridge node and its children.
Figure 5.8.: Node “bridge” and its Children
Listing 5.8 shows the level nodes for the hierarchy producer of dimension movie. The
level producer contains the bridge node (lines 42 - 49) in order to define how facts are
aggregated from movie to producer. Its weighting factor is defined in the node weight
on line 47 and the node factor on line 48 specifies the mathematical operation PROD.
When a fact is aggregated to producer, the weighting factor is multiplied with the ag-
gregated fact in order to give the final result on dimension level producer.
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1 <l e v e l>
2 <name>movie</name>
3 <r e l a t i o n>
4 <tab l e>movie</ tab l e>
5 <key>m_id</key>
6 <column>
7 <column>name</column>
8 <d i sp l ay>Name</ d i sp l ay>
9 </column>
10 <column>
11 <column>overview</column>
12 <d i sp l ay>Overview</ d i sp l ay>
13 </column>
14 <column>
15 <column>d i r e c t o r</column>
16 <d i sp l ay>Di r ec to r</ d i sp l ay>
17 </column>
18 <column>
19 <column>ac to r s</column>
20 <d i sp l ay>Actors</ d i sp l ay>
21 </column>
22 <column>
23 <column>re l ease_date</column>
24 <d i sp l ay>Released</ d i sp l ay>
25 </column>
26 <column>
27 <column>runtime</column>
28 <d i sp l ay>Runtime</ d i sp l ay>
29 </column>
30 </ r e l a t i o n>
31 </ l e v e l>
32 <l e v e l>
33 <name>Producer</name>
34 <r e l a t i o n>
35 <tab l e>producer</ tab l e>
36 <key>p_id</key>
37 <column>
38 <column>stud io</column>
39 <d i sp l ay>Producer Studio</ d i sp l ay>
40 </column>
41 </ r e l a t i o n>
42 <br idge>
43 <r e l a t i o n>
44 <tab l e>mov_cat_bridge</ tab l e>
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45 <key>p_id</key>
46 </ r e l a t i o n>
47 <weight>weight</weight>
48 <f a c t o r>PROD</ f a c t o r>
49 </ br idge>
50 </ l e v e l>
Listing 5.8: Level Nodes for Dimension Hierarchy Movie Producer including Bridge
Nodes
5.3.2. XML Schema for Fuzzy Concepts
Based on the discussion in section 3.4.4, a XML schema for fuzzy concepts can be spec-
ified. The XML schema describing the fuzzy concept consists of the root node concepts.
The concepts node can have zero or more fconcept nodes that hold information about
the fuzzy concepts. It is worth noting that the node concepts might be empty when
no fuzzy concept is specified or when the user removes all fuzzy concepts within the
fuzzy concept administration user interface. This behavior is not fully compliant with
the fuzzy concept meta model in section 3.2.4 as the meta model defines a fuzzy data
warehouse having at least one fuzzy concept. However, it might be possible to remove
all fuzzy concepts and turn the fuzzy data warehouse into a crisp data warehouse. Con-
sequently the prototype should implement this possibility.
The node fconcept is composed of the nodes name, relation and optionally the node
aggregation. The name node contains the name of the specified fuzzy concept. The
relations of the tables in the database are specified within the relations node, which is
discussed in greater detail below. When the fuzzy concept can be aggregated by propa-
gation, aggregation or applied to volatile cubes, the aggregation node is specified. Figure
5.9 illustrates the root node concepts, its child node fconcept and its children.
Figure 5.9.: Root Node “concepts”, Node “fconcept” and its Children
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The relation node holds the information about the fuzzy concept structure in the
database layer. It consists of the five child nodes ta, fmt, fct, memfunc and trigger. The
node ta provides the information about the target attribute of the fuzzy concept. There-
fore, it is further divided into the nodes table, key and target. The table node defines
the table in which the target attribute resides and the key node defines the primary
key of the table. Finally, the target node defines the target attribute. Either the target
attribute is an attribute of the table, or for volatile target attributes, the target node
defines the SQL query how the target attribute is aggregated. Listing 5.9 illustrates the
ta node of a volatile target attribute. The ta node specifies the target attribute for the
fuzzy concept city store surface. The target attribute is aggregated from the attribute
store surface that resides in the hierarchy level store. Consequently, the target attribute
table is city, as the fuzzy concept is applied to level city, but the target attribute itself
has to be aggregated first by a SQL query.
1 <ta>
2 <tab l e>c i t y</ tab l e>
3 <key>c_id</key>
4 <ta rg e t>
5 <query>s e l e c t c_id , sum( su r f a c e ) as ta from fdwh . s t o r e j o i n
fdwh . c i t y on s t o r e . fk_c = c i t y . c_id group by c_id</
query>
6 </ ta rg e t>
7 </ ta>
Listing 5.9: TA Node of Fuzzy Concept City Store Surface
The nodes fmt, fct and memfunc are simple nodes that define the name of the fuzzy
membership table, fuzzy classification table and the stored procedure holding the mem-
bership function. In contrast to crisp dimension and fact definitions, these tables are
precisely defined in their structure and therefore no additional information, such as pri-
mary key attribute, is needed. As described in section 5.1, the membership functions
are directly integrated as stored procedures into the database layer. Consequently, the
XML schema does not have to provide more information about the membership function
than the name of the stored procedure. The fuzzy concept administration engine can
directly access and modify the stored procedure in the database tier. The trigger node
is more complex. For aggregated fuzzy concepts, the trigger has to be applied to the
table where the target attribute originates from and not to the table specified in the ta
node. Hence the node trigger is composed of a node table and a node name. The table
node contains the name of the table on which the trigger is applied and the name node
defines the name of the trigger. Figure 5.10 shows the complete structure of the node
relation and its children.
Listing 5.10 illustrates the relation node of the fuzzy concept city store surface. Lines
2 through 8 describe the ta node that is previously discussed in listing 5.9. The nodes
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Figure 5.10.: Node “relation” and the Complete Structure of its Children
fmt, fct and memfunc contain the name of the corresponding tables and stored procedure
(lines 9 - 11). It is interesting to note that memfunc not only contains the name of the
stored procedure but also a parameter ’city’. The fuzzy concept administration engine
can subsequently take the complete string from memfunc and pass it directly into an
SQL statement without previously parsing it. Finally, the trigger node defines the table
store and the trigger function fc_storesurf_city_trigger on line 12 to 15.
1 <r e l a t i o n>
2 <ta>
3 <tab l e>c i t y</ tab l e>
4 <key>c_id</key>
5 <ta rg e t>
6 <query>s e l e c t c_id , sum( su r f a c e ) as ta from fdwh . s t o r e
j o i n fdwh . c i t y on s t o r e . fk_c = c i t y . c_id group by c_id
</query>
7 </ ta r g e t>
8 </ ta>
9 <fmt>fmt_storesur f_c i ty</fmt>
10 <f c t>f c t_ s t o r e s u r f</ f c t>
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11 <memfunc>fc_storesur f_prop ( ’ c i t y ’ )</memfunc>
12 <t r i g g e r>
13 <tab l e>s t o r e</ tab l e>
14 <name>fc_s to r e su r f_c i t y_t r i gg e r</name>
15 </ t r i g g e r>
16 </ r e l a t i o n>
Listing 5.10: Relation Node of Fuzzy Concept City Store Surface
The last child node of fconcept is the optional node aggregation. This node is only used
when the fuzzy concept is aggregated over dimensions of the fuzzy data warehouse or
applied to volatile cubes. As defined in section 3.4.2, a fuzzy concept can be aggregated
or propagated in the fuzzy data warehouse. Hence, the aggregation node comprises the
three sub-nodes aggregator, propagation and volatile. If a fuzzy concept can be aggre-
gated, the aggregator node contains the aggregation operation that is used to aggregate
the membership degrees. The operation can be: SUM, MAX, MIN, AVG or PROD.
When propagated, the propagation node contains the propagated fuzzy concepts. So
the node propagation comprises one or more fconcept nodes. Finally, when the fuzzy
concept can be applied to volatile cubes, the node volatile is specified. With the child
node ta of the node volatile, the target attribute, which has to exist in the volatile cube,
is defined. It has to be stated here, that the ta node is of type simple and only contains
the name of the target attribute. The child node proc defines the stored procedure that
calculates the membership degrees of the volatile cube. This stored procedure takes as a
parameter the SQL statement of the volatile cube, the target attribute and returns the
volatile fuzzy cube with the membership degrees. Such a stored procedure is discussed
in section 3.4.5 and illustrated in listing 3.3. Figure 5.11 visualizes the node aggregation
and its children.
Figure 5.11.: Node “aggregation” and its Children
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Listing 5.11 provides the complete aggregation node of the fuzzy concept store surface.
This fuzzy concept can be propagated on the hierarchy level city and region. Therefore,
for each hierarchy level a new fuzzy concept is created. In the aggregation node, the two
fuzzy concepts are defined as fconcept nodes (for city lines 3 -21 and for region lines 22
- 40). It is noteworthy that the fuzzy concepts have different fuzzy membership tables,
but the fuzzy classification table remains the same as in the original fuzzy concept. The
stored procedure for calculating the membership degrees in both fuzzy concepts is the
same, but the calling parameter for the procedure differs (see line 15 and 34). Both
fuzzy concepts define a trigger on the store table as shown on lines 16 to 19, respectively
lines 35 to 38.
1 <aggregat i on>
2 <propagat ion>
3 <fconcept>
4 <name>City Store Sur face</name>
5 <r e l a t i o n>
6 <ta>
7 <tab l e>c i t y</ tab l e>
8 <key>c_id</key>
9 <ta rg e t>
10 <query>s e l e c t c_id , sum( su r f a c e ) as ta from fdwh . s t o r e
j o i n fdwh . c i t y on s t o r e . fk_c = c i t y . c_id group by
c_id</query>
11 </ ta r g e t>
12 </ ta>
13 <fmt>fmt_storesur f_c i ty</fmt>
14 <f c t>f c t_ s t o r e s u r f</ f c t>
15 <memfunc>fc_storesur f_prop ( ’ c i t y ’ )</memfunc>
16 <t r i g g e r>
17 <tab l e>s t o r e</ tab l e>
18 <name>fc_s to r e su r f_c i t y_t r i gg e r</name>
19 </ t r i g g e r>
20 </ r e l a t i o n>
21 </ fconcept>
22 <fconcept>
23 <name>Region s t o r e s u r f a c e</name>
24 <r e l a t i o n>
25 <ta>
26 <tab l e>reg i on</ tab l e>
27 <key>r_id</key>
28 <ta rg e t>
29 <query>s e l e c t r_id , sum( su r f a c e ) as ta from fdwh . s t o r e
j o i n fdwh . c i t y on s t o r e . fk_c = c i t y . c_id j o i n fdwh .
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r eg i on on c i t y . fk_r = reg i on . r_id group by r_id</
query>
30 </ ta r g e t>
31 </ ta>
32 <fmt>fmt_storesur f_reg ion</fmt>
33 <f c t>f c t_ s t o r e s u r f</ f c t>
34 <memfunc>fct_storesur f_prop ( ’ r eg i on ’ )</memfunc>
35 <t r i g g e r>
36 <tab l e>s t o r e</ tab l e>
37 <name>fc_s to r e su r f_reg i on_t r i gge r</name>
38 </ t r i g g e r>
39 </ r e l a t i o n>
40 </ fconcept>
41 </propagat ion>
42 </ aggregat i on>
Listing 5.11: Aggregation Node of Fuzzy Concept Store Surface
According to the discussion in section 3.4.4, fuzzy concepts on facts often contains ag-
gregations over volatile cubes. The fuzzy concept user rating is a concept which defines
aggregation using either aggregation of the membership degrees with an average oper-
ation or over volatile cubes. In listing 5.12, the aggregation node of the fuzzy concept
user rating is illustrated. The volatile node (lines 3 - 6) defines how the fuzzy concept
might be applied to volatile cubes. The volatile cube must contain the target attribute
user_rating. If this is the case, the stored procedure fc_rating_vol can be used to cal-
culate the membership degrees. It is subsequently called with the SQL statement of the
cube as first parameter and the target attribute name as second.
1 <aggregat i on>
2 <aggregator>AVG</ aggregator>
3 <v o l a t i l e>
4 <ta>user_rat ing</ ta>
5 <proc>fc_rat ing_vol</proc>
6 </ v o l a t i l e>
7 </ aggregat i on>
Listing 5.12: Aggregation Node of Fuzzy Concept User Rating
5.3.3. The Query and the Fuzzy Concept Administration Engine
The query engine is realized within the thesis of Stefan Nüesch [Nüe11]. In [Nüe11], an
OLAP cube implementation is presented which provides the crisp part of the business
logic and the visualization of the fuzzy data warehouse. The fuzzy part, including the
fuzzy cube visualization and the fuzzy concept administration engine, is discussed within
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the thesis of Christoph Rathgeb [Rat11].
The query and administration engines provide functionalities for parsing, editing the
XML files and querying the database. The parsing and editing functionalities for the
XML files are realized with the Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB) [Inc11b].
JAXB allows the creation of a Java object for every node specified in an XML schema
definition. The content of an XML file, that follows the schema definition, can then be
loaded and edited in the Java objects. This method allows efficient handling of XML
files. Further, the administration engine can efficiently edit the fuzzy concept meta in-
formation by Java object rather than by editing XML files.
Communication from the engines to the database is performed with the JDBCTem-
plate class of the Spring Framework [Inc11e]. The JDBCTemplate reduces the com-
plexity of low level communications with databases such as opening, closing connections
and parsing database exceptions [Inc11d]. With the JDBCTemplate, the engines have
a persistence tier for communication with the underlaying database. Similar to JAXB,
it projects the relational data into Java objects. This function is commonly known as
object-relational mapping [Gon09].
The query engine provides information about the fuzzy data warehouse structure and
transforms request from the visualization layer into database queries. The structure is
defined in the XML files that are read out during the startup process of the fuzzy data
warehouse. It then passes the structural information to the visualization layer in order
to create the visualization elements of the fuzzy data warehouse. When the visualization
layer passes a request to the query engine, it transform the request into a database query
using the JDBCTemplate. Once the database returns a query result, it is prepared for
the visualization layer. The preparation task distinguishes wheter the visualization layer
requested a pivot table or a simple table. In the case of a pivot table, the query engine
parses the result and wraps it into a data table object. This object is then forwarded
to the visualization layer. For simple table, the query result is directly forwarded to the
visualization layer.
In contrast to the query engine, the fuzzy concept administration engine also provides
write capabilities to the XML files and the database. This is the main reason the two
engine are separated in the fuzzy data warehouse architecture. When the fuzzy data
warehouse starts up, the administration engine reads the fuzzy concept definitions from
the XML file. For a visualization request from the visualization layer, the administration
engine first checks the selected crisp data warehouse elements and then returns the valid
fuzzy concepts. A fuzzy concept is only valid if it can be applied to one of the selected
crisp data warehouse elements. This restriction simplifies navigation of the fuzzy data
warehouse because the end user only sees valid fuzzy concepts for his query. The fuzzy
query results are processed by the query engine and further passed to the visualization
layer. The second task of the administration engine is the management of the fuzzy
concepts. This includes creating, editing and deleting fuzzy concepts. When adding a
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new fuzzy concept, the visualization layer passes it as an object to the administration
engine. The engine then persistently stores it in the XML file by using JAXB to create
a new node in the XML file. Further, the necessary database objects such as fuzzy
membership table, fuzzy classification table, membership function are created. Finally,
the trigger functions are fired on the database to create the initial set of membership
degrees. When editing a fuzzy concept, the objects of the fuzzy concept is manipulated
and then persistently stored. The deletion operation deletes the fuzzy concept objects
and all references to them in the XML file and in the database.
5.4. Visualization
The visualization layer provides the user interface for the fuzzy data warehouse, allows
navigation of the fuzzy data warehouse and administration of fuzzy concepts. Stefan
Nüesch [Nüe11] and Christoph Rathgeb [Rat11] contributed the visualization layer for
the fuzzy data warehouse.
To create the visualization layer, Java Server Faces [Inc11c] and ICEFaces [INC11a]
are used. Java Server Faces is the standard framework for user interfaces in Java En-
terprise Edition [Hef07]. It is based on Java Server Pages and Enterprise JavaBeans
[Hef11] and allows simple development of the visualization components in web appli-
cation. ICEFaces is a framework that enables AJAX [Per06, GbGA06] for Java Server
Faces. With AJAX, requests from the visualization layer to the business layer can be
handled asynchronously. In traditional web applications, the user interface waits for
the answer from the business layer and is blocked as long the business layer has not
finished. Using AJAX, the visualization layer processes requests to the business layer in
JavaScript and therefore can continue interacting with the user while the request is on
hold.
The visualization layer is divided into two parts: navigation and the fuzzy concept
administration. In the navigation part, the user can query the fuzzy data warehouse
either crisp or fuzzy. In the administration part, the user can manage fuzzy concepts in
a six step wizard. The next subsections discuss the two parts in greater detail.
5.4.1. Navigation of the Fuzzy Data Warehouse
The navigation is split into two parts: pivot navigation and fuzzy navigation. The pivot
navigation allows navigation of the fuzzy data warehouse in a sharp manner and presents
the query results in a pivot table. Whereas, the fuzzy navigation allows querying of the
fuzzy data warehouse fuzzily and the result set is presented in simple table form.
For both navigation forms, the user has similar user interfaces. Figure 5.12 presents
the navigation elements of a pivot navigation. On the left-hand side, a tree with dimen-
sion elements is presented. Dimension elements can be dragged into the column or row
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box for selection. When a category attribute of a dimension is chosen, every dimensional
attribute that belongs to the category attribute is inserted in the selection box. The
selection boxes specify where in the pivot table the element is going to appear; either
in the column or in the row. The facts are listed as checkboxes next to the dimension
tree. Once the user selects the elements, the button “Create Table” becomes active and
the user can execute a query on the fuzzy data warehouse.
Figure 5.12.: Navigation of a Sharp Cube
The selected dimension elements can be moved from one box to another by using the
blue arrows between the boxes. Further, the position of the elements can be changed or
removed with the arrows and the red cross at the side of the boxes. Figure 5.13 shows a
query of the fuzzy data warehouse. The years in the column box, the region in the row
box and the fact revenue are selected. The pivot table of the query result is presented
below the navigation.
For slicing and dicing, the user can define the slicers by clicking on the “Slice / Dice”
button. A popup window opens, in which slicers can be defined based on the selected
dimension elements. Figure 5.14 shows the popup window with two slicers defined: Year
EQUALS 2010 and Region EQUALS German. The slicers are further displayed in the
third selection box called “Slices / Dices”. Figure 5.15 presents the navigation and the
resulting pivot table of the query with the slicers.
The navigation elements of the fuzzy navigation are similar to the elements of the
pivot navigation. Figure 5.16 shows the fuzzy navigation elements. The tree on the left
hand side contains not only dimension elements, but also fuzzy concept elements. The
shown fuzzy concepts depend on the selection of the fact and the dimension elements.
In figure 5.16, the fuzzy concept store revenue, store surface and monthly revenue are
shown. These fuzzy concepts are the only concepts that can be applied to the selected
fact revenue and the selected dimensional attributes month and city. The selection boxes
are now labeled “Dimension Attributes” and “Fuzzy Concepts”. In the first box, the di-
mensional attributes can be dragged in, and in the second box the fuzzy concepts can
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Figure 5.13.: Navigation of the Fuzzy Data Warehouse including a Pivot Table
Figure 5.14.: Slice / Dice Window with two selected Slicers
be dragged in. The first box is the conjunction of the two boxes in the pivot navigation.
A selection in the pivot navigation is automatically applied to the fuzzy navigation.
Therefore, a user can first query a pivot table and then switch to the fuzzy navigation,
preserving the selection of the first query.
In the tree navigation, the fuzzy concepts are listed similarly to the dimensions. First,
the fuzzy concept name is shown. Beneath the name, the linguistic terms are listed.
It is possible to drag the fuzzy concept name to the fuzzy concept box. That way, all
linguistic terms are dragged to the box. Figure 5.17 shows the navigation with the fuzzy
concept monthly revenue and the resulting cube. In the fuzzy navigation, the slicing
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Figure 5.15.: Navigation of the Fuzzy Data Warehouse including Slicers and a Pivot
Table
Figure 5.16.: Navigation of a Fuzzy Cube
window is extended with the possibility to do α-cuts. α-cuts can be selected in the slice
window the same way as sharp slices. Furthermore, it is possible to select volatile fuzzy
concepts or to use the membership degree attributes for the aggregation of the facts.
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Figure 5.17.: Fuzzy Navigation of the Fuzzy Data Warehouse
5.4.2. Administration of Fuzzy Concepts
Administrating fuzzy concepts can be done in a six-step wizard. In the first step, the
user can chose a fuzzy concept to either edit or delete. Additionally, a new fuzzy concept
can be added by clicking on the “add” link. In the second step, the name of the fuzzy
concept, the table in which the target attribute resides and the target attribute have to
be set. The target attribute can either be a column in the target attribute table or a
query that returns the target attribute and its key. Figure 5.18 presents in a) the first
step in b) the second step with a column as target attribute and in c) the second step
with a query as target attribute.
Linguistic terms can be managed in the third step. Next, the membership functions
have to be defined. First, the type of fuzzy concept is specified. Then, the user has
the choice of three types of functions: trapezoid, discrete and manual. Different options
are presented based on the type of the membership function. The manual member-
ship function does not provide any options because it assumes that the user defines
the membership degrees directly in the fuzzy membership table. Additionally, it has to
be specified on which table the trigger, that calls the membership function, has to be
applied. Figure 5.19 shows a) the third step, b) the fourth step with the options for a
trapezoid membership function and c) the fourth step with the options for a discrete
membership function.
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a) b)
c)
Figure 5.18.: First and Second Step of the Wizard
In the fifth step, how the fuzzy concept can be aggregated, propagated or if it can be
a volatile fuzzy concept must be specified. For aggregation, an aggregation operation
can be chosen. When the fuzzy concept can be propagated, the siblings can either be
chosen from the existing fuzzy concepts or new fuzzy concepts can be defined. When
a new fuzzy concept has to be defined, the wizard restarts from step two. In this case,
it already contains information such as linguistic terms from the parent concept. If the
fuzzy concept should be available as volatile fuzzy concept, the checkbox under volatile
has to be activated. Figure 5.20 shows the fifth step with the options for aggregation in
a), the options for propagation in b) and the checkbox option for a volatile fuzzy concept
in c).
Finally, step six provides a summary of the fuzzy concept and a button to save the
concept. When saving, the fuzzy concept is passed as an object to the administration
engine and the engine processes the necessary task on the database and in the XML
file. In every step in the wizard, the user has the possibility to go back or to cancel the
process.
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a) b)
c)
Figure 5.19.: Third and Fourth Step of the Wizard
a) b)
c)
Figure 5.20.: Fifth step of the Wizard
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Part IV.
Evaluation and Conclusion
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6. Evaluation and Conclusion
6.1. Evaluation
6.1.1. Concept
Benefits of the Concept
As shown in chapter 4, the application of fuzzy concepts for analysis can provide better
results than classical analysis. The interpretation of measures in non-numeric, mean-
ingful linguistic terms provide a more accurate interpretation of measures for business
users. In [FZ09], a fuzzy data warehouse was proposed for a web analytics system. In
this research paper, it is shown that the raw measures of web analytics are not always
simple to interpret. The metric page visits counts how often a user visited a web site. It
is not always possible to count visits of distinct users accurately. Therefore, this metric
is imprecise. When classifying users, a crisp concept of page visits is only limited accu-
rate. A user that has 75 visits might be classified as a bad visitor, whereas a visitor with
80 visits might be classified as good visitor. Because of the imprecision of the metric,
a user might be classified in the wrong class. It is therefore difficult to compare users.
By using a fuzzy classification the user can belong to both linguistic terms at the same
time. This allows a smoother transition between the classes and it can better handle
the imprecision of the metric. The fuzzy concept page visit is therefore a more accurate
classification than the crisp classification.
As discussed in section 3.1, approaches to integrate fuzzy concepts in data warehouse
and OLAP cubes have been already discussed in the past. However, most of these ap-
proaches have been developed for a certain field of application and they often imply
restrictions on how fuzzy concepts can be applied. It has been proposed that fuzzy
concepts are integrated into the hierarchy structure of dimensions. This implies the
normalization of fuzzy concepts. Other propositions replace the original values of the
data warehouse with information from the fuzzy concept. Consequently, it is no longer
possible to analyze the original values of the data warehouse. The proposed concept
in section 3.2 addresses these drawbacks and provides a more flexible method of inte-
grating fuzzy concepts using a meta table structure. With meta tables, it is possible
to integrate fuzzy concepts on every hierarchy level of dimensions without affecting the
hierarchy path or the summarizability of the dimension. Hence, the fuzzy concepts can
stay unnormalized. The fuzzy concepts might be normalized during runtime only in
specific analysis operation (see example 24 in section 4.3 for a operation using normal-
ization).
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Another major improvement of the proposed concept is the ability to analyze the
fuzzy data warehouse simultaneously crisp and fuzzy. Due to the fact that the infor-
mation of the fuzzy concepts is rolled out into meta tables, the fuzzy data warehouse
can be queried crisp and by applying the presented fuzzify and defuzzify functions in
section 3.5.2, the crisp query can be extended with the fuzzy concept information. With
regard to the existing approaches, only approaches that integrate the crisp and fuzzy
information into multiple cubes can offer a similar functionality, but in order to receive
both information, multiple cubes have to queried.
Aggregation of the fuzzy concepts is discussed in detail and different aspects of ag-
gregation are presented. The fuzzy concept can be aggregated, propagated or can even
be applied to volatile cubes that only exist during the query process. This discussion of
aggregation, compared to existing literature, is much more detailed and allows handling
fuzzy concepts very similarly to facts or dimensional attributes. Hence, it improves the
integration of fuzzy concepts in data warehouses.
A functionality that has not yet been proposed is the possibility to create variants of
the fuzzy concepts. Because of the separation of the linguistic term and membership de-
grees in two meta tables, it is possible to combine these tables in different variations with
each other. For instance, a fuzzy concept and its variant can classify a target attribute
with the same membership degrees but different linguistic terms. Vice versa, another
fuzzy concept and its variant have the same linguistic terms but use other membership
functions to calculate the membership degrees of the target attributes. For example, the
fuzzy concept user rating discussed in section 4.2.6 might be not only used for creating
the list of movie hits but also for internal decision making about how prominently a
movie should be placed in the store. The fuzzy concept can then be extended with
a variant having other class membership attributes such as "showcase", "front store",
"backend". This functionality further improves the flexibility of the concept proposed
in this thesis.
A final benefit of the proposed concept, with regard to the discussed approaches in
section 3.1, is the ability to apply fuzzy concepts in the modeling process of a data
warehouse as well as on already existing classical data warehouses. To better support
application on existing data warehouses, a method for modeling a fuzzy data warehouse
is presented in section 3.3. The meta table structure of the fuzzy data warehouse allows
the extension of operational data warehouses with fuzzy concepts without having to
touch the existing data structure of the data warehouse.
To sum up, it can be stated that the proposed concept in section 3.2 can be used to
implement all approaches discussed in section 3.1. Furthermore, it provides additional
functions such as fuzzy concept variants, simultaneous analysis of fuzzy and crisp data,
application on new and operational data warehouses and highly flexible aggregation of
fuzzy concepts. In comparison to classical data warehouses and fuzzy data warehouse
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approaches shown in section 3.1, the flexibility and the set of new functionalities of the
proposed concept can improve the analysis of data considerably.
Limitations of the Concept
The fuzzy data warehouse concept in section 3.2 is based on a relational approach for
data warehouses. Therefore, it uses snowflake schemas for the classical data warehouse
part. The meta model in section 3.2.4 further substantiates the relational approach by
using fact table and dimension table classes in the classical data warehouse class. Rela-
tional databases, especially when the data is stored in third normal form, can negatively
influence the performance of data warehouses. For data processing in OLAP systems,
specific multidimensional database applications such as Hyperion [Ora10] have been de-
veloped. Hyperion stores data in blocks that are arranged according to the dimensions.
By this type of storage engines, facts can be modeled in a separate measure dimension
similar to the multidimensional cube described by Agrawal et al. in [AGS95]. There-
fore, the meta model described in section 3.2.4 has to be adapted before being applied
to multidimensional OLAP cubes. It is necessary to analyze in future research whether
the meta table structure can be implemented in multidimensional databases or if a new
implementation of fuzzy concepts would be necessary.
One of the main characteristics of a data warehouse is that data is stored on a timely
basis. Therefore, a time dimension is mandatory in order to have data in different states
at different points of time (ex: Revenue of Store A in 2011, Revenue of Store A in 2012).
The meta table structure has not foreseen any chronological versioning or historization
of fuzzy concepts. Subsequently, it is not possible to have different versions of fuzzy con-
cepts in different points in time. The ability to see how data was classified at a certain
time might be of interest. In order to this, the meta table structure would have to be
extended with temporal attributes as proposed for classical data warehouse structures
[CS99, Ede01, MV00].
Finally, the fuzzy data warehouse concept describes how to implement fuzzy concepts
but does not explain how business users can derive such concepts from real world situa-
tions. The end user still has to define manually the linguistic terms and the membership
function of the fuzzy concepts. No method is provided to derive the membership func-
tions or degrees from data or from external sources. In order to derive fuzzy concepts
from data, approaches like inductive fuzzy classification [Kau12] has been analyzed.
However in this thesis, this topic has been considered as out of scope.
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6.1.2. Application and Implementation
Benefit of the Application and Implementation
Chapter 4 illustrates how a fuzzy data warehouse can be used to improve analysis of a
virtual movie rental company. Different analyses involving fuzzy concepts are executed
in order to show the benefit of the fuzzy concepts. Example 28 uses three fuzzy concepts
in a single analysis. Two concepts are propagated fuzzy concepts that show classifica-
tions of category attributes. The third concept is a volatile fuzzy concept that classifies
the cube measures. With a single analysis, the movie rental company can not only see
the sales performance of movies per month but also how strong monthly sales and overall
movie sales are. In order to achieve such an analysis with a classical data warehouse, the
company would have to execute at least three query statements and combine the results.
Thus, the application in section 4.3 provides scenarios that show the improvement in
analysis using fuzzy concepts.
The implementation in chapter 5 provides a proof of concept prototype that let end-
users easily access the fuzzy data warehouse. It abstracts the database layer and uses
meta information in order to create a tree structure based navigation through the data
warehouse and the fuzzy concept. The meta information is structured using XML doc-
uments. The structure itself is defined with XML schema documents. As a result, the
prototype can be applied to different data warehouses, which might store its data in
different table structures. This flexibility allows extending the prototype in the future
to support other data warehouse applications.
The fuzzy concepts are administrated using a wizard that helps the enduser through
the complex process of defining fuzzy concepts. Table structures, stored procedures
and triggers on the database layer are automatically created by the administration en-
gine. This separation of data layer and meta layer improves the ability to use different
database technologies and different data structure models. Yet the XML schema provides
all necessary elements and dependencies for defining a complete fuzzy data warehouse
as defined in chapter 3.
Limitations of the Application and Implementation
The major limitation of the application is the fact that the movie rental company exam-
ple is not based on a real world scenario. An application on a productive data warehouse
would increase the validity of the fuzzy data warehouse approach presented. Neverthe-
less, the fuzzy data warehouse of the movie rental company uses more than 3 million
fact entries from more than five years in order to provide a large enough data sample for
analysis. The information about the movies is extracted from the open movie database
[TMD10] in order to provide accurate movie data. The fact entries have been created
using random generators in conjunction with information about real world movie sales
and ratings from the open movie database and the internet movie database [IMD11].
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The prototype is considered to be a proof of concept and only implements the navi-
gation over the fuzzy data warehouse and the administration of the fuzzy concepts. In
order to provide a fully operational data warehouse, the prototype has to be extended
with support for user management and with ETL functionalities. Furthermore, caching
of the data in memory would greatly increase the performance for querying the fuzzy
data warehouse.
The data structure of the crisp data warehouse part is modeled using a snowflake
schema. Subsequently, dimensions are built with tables in the third normal form. When
querying the fuzzy data warehouse, cost intensive inner join statements have to be used.
The database might perform better when using a data model that does not imply third
normal form such as the star schema. Another possibility might be the creation of
aggregated views that denormalize the dimension structure and provide flat views on
dimensions [CS96]. Furthermore, another database engine such as Vertica [Ver11] might
be used. Vertica stores data in a column-based access method rather than a traditional
row-based access method. Column based access methods can improve query performance
of a data warehouse.
6.1.3. Further Outlook
It might be interesting to extend the fuzzy data warehouse concept for use with mul-
tidimensional databases such as Hyperion [Ora10]. To accomplish this, the meta table
structure has to be adapted and it would be necessary to analyze whether it would make
more sense to create a fuzzy concept dimension. The calculation of the membership
degrees could be realized in calculation scripts (see [Ora11] for more information about
calculation in Hyperion).
A further future task is the application of fuzzy concept on an operational data ware-
house. The application described in chapter 4 shows the advantage of using fuzzy con-
cept, but is based on a virtual company. Applying the fuzzy concept to real world data
would further strengthen the validity of the fuzzy data warehouse concept.
Besides the application on a productive data warehouse, the prototype should be fur-
ther developed. In order to use the prototype as a productive fuzzy data warehouse,
missing features such as user management, ETL functionalities and stability improve-
ments have to be included. It might be interesting to apply the fuzzy data warehouse
to different database technologies.
In an information system architecture of a company, the data warehouse is the analyt-
ical part. It might be interesting to analyze how fuzzy concepts can be applied to other
information systems. Fuzzy concepts could then be maintained by operational systems
and imported to the data warehouse by using the ETL process. Consequently, it might
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be analyzed how such ETL processes for fuzzy concepts have to be designed. Applying
fuzzy concepts to the complete information system infrastructure will have further im-
pact on the company’s ability to analyze data. Therefore, the impact of decision making
should be further analyzed when applying fuzzy concept on OLTP and OLAP systems
of a company.
6.2. Conclusion
Data warehouse is used for analysis of businesses performance. One potential pitfall of
the classical data warehouse is that the numeric values of a data warehouse may be diffi-
cult to interpret for business users, or may be interpreted incorrectly. For more accurate
understanding of numeric values, business users require an interpretation in meaningful,
non-numeric terms. However, if the classification between linguistic terms is crisp, true
values cannot be measured and smooth transition between classes cannot take place. A
solution to this is the use of a fuzzy based approach.
In chapter 3 of this thesis, a fuzzy data warehouse modeling approach, which allows
integration of fuzzy concepts as meta tables without affecting the core of a classical data
warehouse is discussed. The essence of this approach is that meta table structure is
added for classification, which enables integration of fuzzy concepts in dimensions and
facts, while preserving the crisp data structures. The key benefits of this approach are
as follows:
• Data can be analyzed in crisp and fuzzy manner.
• The model is generic enough to cover all the approaches discussed in section 3.1.
• The model can be used for modeling new data warehouses or applying to an existing
data warehouse.
• Aggregation of fuzzy concepts allows applying fuzzy concept to different hierarchy
levels and on volatile cubes.
The proposed fuzzy data warehouse addresses the research questions that have been
listed in section 1.2 as described in the next paragraphs.
How can facts in data warehouses be handled fuzzily?
The proposed fuzzy data warehouse concept does not differentiate between facts or
dimensions as target attribute for a fuzzy concept. Consequently, the facts can be
enriched with fuzzy concepts by taking facts as target attributes. The fuzzy membership
table provides a relation to the fact table. Section 3.2 discusses in detail how the meta
table structure can be created in order to build fuzzy concepts on facts.
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How can dimensions in data warehouses be handled fuzzily?
Fuzzy concepts can be applied to dimensional attributes in every level of a dimension
hierarchy. By using the meta table structure, the dimension navigation path is not influ-
enced by the fuzzy concepts and the fuzzy concepts do not have to be normalized. The
fuzzy membership table provides the relation to the dimension table in which the dimen-
sional attribute resides. Section 3.2 provides a detailed discussion of how to implement
fuzzy concepts on dimensions.
How can data warehouse operations like roll-up, drill-down, slice and dice be
applied to fuzzy data in a data warehouse?
In section 3.5, the operation roll-up, drill-down, slice and dice are defined in detail for a
fuzzy data warehouse. It is notable that these operations can be applied to both fuzzy
and crisp cubes. Therefore, the proposed operations can handle both fuzzy and crisp
data at the same time. In addition to the definition of the classical operation, two new
operation have been proposed that can turn a crisp cube into a fuzzy cube and vice
versa. These operations further improve the flexibility of the fuzzy data warehouse as
they allow one to switch easily from crisp to fuzzy data analysis.
How can fuzzy data be aggregated?
The aggregation of fuzzy concepts over dimensions is discussed in section 3.4. Briefly,
three different types of aggregation of fuzzy concepts have been identified: aggregation,
propagation, and application on volatile cubes. Aggregation allows aggregating the
membership degrees of a fuzzy concept to a new hierarchy level. This method only pro-
vides consistent results if the crisp aggregation of the target attribute is not a summation
function and does not change the value range of other hierarchy levels. An application
of an aggregation has been shown with the fuzzy concept user rating in section 4.2.6.
Propagation redefines the structure of the fuzzy concept on other hierarchy levels.
Therefore, at a minimum the fuzzy membership table and the membership function are
redefined for the new target attribute. Propagation is a flexible way to aggregate fuzzy
concepts, but increases the number of meta tables in the fuzzy data warehouse.
Finally, fuzzy concepts on facts might be applied to resulting cubes of queries. These
cubes exist only during the time of the analysis and the aggregated fact is not persistently
stored in the fuzzy data warehouse. Fuzzy concepts can be applied to these volatile cubes
by calculating the membership degrees of the non-persistent target attribute during
the analysis. The end user can apply fuzzy concepts on their temporary query results
which greatly improves the flexibility of the fuzzy data warehouse. As disadvantage, the
calculation of membership degrees during querying of the fuzzy data warehouse increases
the query time.
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Is it possible to propose generic modeling methods for fuzzy data warehouses?
As discussed in section 6.1.1, every application presented in the literature review in sec-
tion 3.1 can be realized with the proposed fuzzy data warehouse concept. The problems
identified in the discussed approaches can be omitted by outsourcing the fuzzy con-
cepts into meta tables. The meta model of the fuzzy data warehouse takes a common
snowflake modeling approach into consideration. It is therefore possible to integrate the
fuzzy data warehouse model into the conventional data warehouse modeling process.
It can be stated that the proposed fuzzy data warehouse approach is able to provide
a generic modeling approach. It fits for modeling existing fuzzy data warehouse ap-
proaches and furthermore smoothly integrates into classical data warehouse modeling.
However, the snowflake schema is optimized for data warehouse on relational database
technologies. It has to be noted that the fuzzy data warehouse model is optimized for
relational OLAP applications. When using multidimensional OLAP applications, the
fuzzy data warehouse model has to be adapted.
How is it possible to integrate a fuzzy data warehouse into an existing
information system infrastructure in a company in the easiest manner?
The meta table structure separates the fuzzy concepts from the actual data warehouse
structure. This is also pointed out in the meta model in section 3.2, in which the fuzzy
data warehouse model is separated from the classical data warehouse model (see figure
3.2). Therefore, existing classical data warehouses can be transformed into fuzzy data
warehouses by adding the meta table layer to the data warehouses. This will not impact
the structure or data of the classical data warehouse. Furthermore, section 3.3 describes
a method for modeling a fuzzy data warehouse based on a classical data warehouse.
This method aims to provide users with a guideline on how to transform classical data
warehouses into fuzzy data warehouses.
What kind of technologies can be used for implementing a fuzzy data
warehouse?
In order to answer this question, a prototype was implemented in chapter 5. The im-
plementation is inspired from the open source data warehouse Mondrian from Pentaho
Corporation [Pen10]. The technology used for the database layer is PostgreSQL [Pos11a],
which is a commonly used open source relational database management system. Fur-
ther, the meta information that is used for transposing the dimension structure, the
facts and the fuzzy concepts onto the table structure is implemented by XML docu-
ments [HM05]. XML schema documents have been used to define the structure and the
necessary elements in the XML documents. The engines for the query translation, the
fuzzy concept administration and the visualization have been realized using Java. The
prototype shows that the fuzzy data warehouse can be realized with common technolo-
gies that have already been used, for instance Mondrian, for implementing classical data
warehouses.
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How does a fuzzy data warehouse behave in comparison with a crisp data
warehouse?
The physical distinction between fuzzy concepts and crisp data allows the fuzzy data
warehouse to be both a crisp and fuzzy data warehouse at the same time. It is pos-
sible to use the presented fuzzy data warehouse as a crisp data warehouse simply by
not defining any fuzzy concepts. Even when fuzzy concepts are defined, the fuzzy data
warehouse can be queried crisp. Due to the separation of fuzzy concepts, the query
performance and the overall behavior of the fuzzy data warehouse corresponds exactly
to a crisp data warehouse. As soon as fuzzy concepts are included in the query process,
additional joins have to be done in the SQL statements. Therefore, the fuzzy concept
directly impacts the query performance of the fuzzy data warehouse. However, if the
fuzzy concept would have been implemented in the crisp data warehouse structure, as
proposed by other approaches, it would directly impact the navigation logic or the data
structure of the crisp part of the data warehouse. It can be stated that the fuzzy data
warehouse behaves analogous to a crisp data warehouse for crisp data analysis and, as
soon as fuzzy concepts are included in the query, it adds additional information, but
also reduces query performance.
In conclusion, it can be shown that the fuzzy data warehouse improves analysis in
comparison to classical crisp data warehouses. A major advantage of the fuzzy data
warehouse concept in this thesis is the ability to directly integrate into existing data
warehouses. The fuzzy concepts do not influence the structure of the classical data
warehouse and allow querying of the data both fuzzy and crisp at the same time. This
is a novelty compared to existing fuzzy data warehouse applications. Finally, with the
prototype, a proof of concept is implemented that demonstrates how a fuzzy data ware-
house can be realized using common data warehouse technologies. The prototype further
demonstrate the ease of navigating the fuzzy data warehouse and the administration of
the fuzzy concepts.
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A. The XML Schema of the Crisp
Part
<?xml version=" 1 .0 " encoding="UTF−8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns :xs=" ht tp : //www.w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:fdwh=" ht tp : // d iu f . u n i f r . ch/ i s /fdwh" targetNamespace="
ht tp : // d iu f . u n i f r . ch/ i s /fdwh" elementFormDefault=" q u a l i f i e d "
attr ibuteFormDefaul t=" q u a l i f i e d ">
<xs:complexType name="complexRelationType">
<xs : s equence>
<x s : c h o i c e>
<xs : e l ement name=" j o i n " type=" fdwh:joinType " maxOccurs="
1"/>
<xs : e l ement name=" tab l e " type=" x s : s t r i n g " maxOccurs="1"/
>
<xs : e l ement name=" r e l a t i o n " type="
fdwh:complexRelationType" maxOccurs="1"/>
</ x s : c h o i c e>
<xs : e l ement name="key" type=" x s : s t r i n g " minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="columnType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name="column" type=" x s : s t r i n g " minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name=" d i sp l ay " type=" x s : s t r i n g " minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="1"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=" simpleRelat ionType ">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name=" tab l e " type=" x s : s t r i n g " minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name="key" type=" x s : s t r i n g " minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name="column" type="fdwh:columnType" minOccurs
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="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:s impleType name="aggregatorType ">
<x s : r e s t r i c t i o n base=" x s : s t r i n g ">
<xs :enumerat ion value="SUM"/>
<xs:enumerat ion value="MAX"/>
<xs:enumerat ion value="MIN"/>
<xs:enumerat ion value="AVG"/>
<xs:enumerat ion value="PROD"/>
</ x s : r e s t r i c t i o n>
</xs:s impleType>
<xs:s impleType name=" factorType ">
<x s : r e s t r i c t i o n base=" x s : s t r i n g ">
<xs :enumerat ion value="TIMES"/>
<xs:enumerat ion value="PROD"/>
</ x s : r e s t r i c t i o n>
</xs:s impleType>
<xs:complexType name="measureType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name="column" type="fdwh:columnType" minOccurs
="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name=" aggregator " type=" fdwh:aggregatorType "
minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=" joinType ">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name=" r e l a t i o n " type=" fdwh:complexRelationType
" minOccurs="2" maxOccurs="2"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="bridgeType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name=" r e l a t i o n " type=" fdwh:s impleRelat ionType "
minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name="weight " type=" x s : s t r i n g " minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name=" f a c t o r " type=" fdwh: factorType " minOccurs
="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=" leve lType ">
<xs : s equence>
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<xs : e l ement name="name" type=" x s : s t r i n g " minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name=" r e l a t i o n " type=" fdwh:s impleRelat ionType "
minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name=" br idge " type=" fdwh:bridgeType " minOccurs
="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="hierarchyType ">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name="name" type=" x s : s t r i n g " minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name=" r e l a t i o n " type=" fdwh:complexRelationType
" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name=" l e v e l " type=" fdwh: leve lType " minOccurs="
1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="dimensionType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name="name" type=" x s : s t r i n g "/>
<xs : e l ement name=" h i e ra r chy " type=" fdwh:hierarchyType "
minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=" factType ">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name=" r e l a t i o n " minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
type=" fdwh:s impleRelat ionType "/>
<xs : e l ement name="measure" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="
unbounded" type=" fdwh:measureType"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="dimensionsType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name="dimension " minOccurs="2" maxOccurs="
unbounded" type=" fdwh:dimensionType"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="cubeType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name=" f a c t " type=" fdwh:factType " minOccurs="1"
/>
<xs : e l ement name="dimensions " type=" fdwh:dimensionsType"
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minOccurs="1"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="dwhType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name="cube" type=" fdwh:cubeType" minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs : e l ement name="dwh" type="fdwh:dwhType"/>
</xs:schema>
Listing A.1: XML Schema of Crisp Part
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Part
<?xml version=" 1 .0 " encoding="UTF−8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns : f c=" ht tp : // d iu f . u n i f r . ch/ i s / f c " xmlns :xs="
ht tp : //www.w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema" attr ibuteFormDefau l t="
q u a l i f i e d " elementFormDefault=" q u a l i f i e d " targetNamespace="
ht tp : // d iu f . u n i f r . ch/ i s / f c ">
<xs:complexType name=" targetType ">
<x s : c h o i c e>
<xs : e l ement name="column" maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name="query" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
</ x s : c h o i c e>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="taType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name=" tab l e " type
=" x s : s t r i n g "/>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="key" type="
x s : s t r i n g "/>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name=" ta rg e t "
type=" f c : t a rg e tType "/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="fmtType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name=" tab l e " type
=" x s : s t r i n g "/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=" tr iggerType ">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name=" tab l e " type=" x s : s t r i n g " maxOccurs="1"
minOccurs="1"/>
<xs : e l ement name="name" type=" x s : s t r i n g " minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"/>
</ xs : s equence>
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</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=" re la t ionType ">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name=" ta " type="
fc : taType "/>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="fmt" type="
x s : s t r i n g "/>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name=" f c t " type="
x s : s t r i n g "/>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="memfunc"
type=" x s : s t r i n g "/>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name=" t r i g g e r "
type=" f c : t r i g g e rType "/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:s impleType name="aggregatorType ">
<x s : r e s t r i c t i o n base=" x s : s t r i n g ">
<xs :enumerat ion value="SUM"/>
<xs:enumerat ion value="MAX"/>
<xs:enumerat ion value="MIN"/>
<xs:enumerat ion value="AVG"/>
<xs:enumerat ion value="PROD"/>
</ x s : r e s t r i c t i o n>
</xs:s impleType>
<xs:complexType name="propagationType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="1" name="
fconcept " type=" fc : f conceptType "/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=" vo la t i l eType ">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement name=" ta " minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" type="
x s : s t r i n g "/>
<xs : e l ement name="proc " minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" type=
" x s : s t r i n g "/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="aggregationType ">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="0" name=" aggregator "
type=" fc :aggregato rType "/>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="0" name="propagat ion
" type=" fc :propagat ionType "/>
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<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="0" name=" v o l a t i l e "
type=" f c : v o l a t i l eTyp e "/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="termType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="name" type=
" x s : s t r i n g "/>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="key" type="
x s : s t r i n g "/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name=" fconceptType ">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name="name" type=
" x s : s t r i n g "/>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" name=" r e l a t i o n "
type=" f c : r e l a t i o nType "/>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="0" name=" aggregat i on
" type=" fc : aggregat i onType "/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="conceptsType">
<xs : s equence>
<xs : e l ement maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="0" name="
fconcept " type=" fc : f conceptType "/>
</ xs : s equence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs : e l ement name=" concepts " type=" fc : conceptsType "/>
</xs:schema>
Listing B.1: The XML Schema of the Fuzzy Part
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C. The XML Document of the Crisp
Fuzzy Data Warehouse Elements
<?xml version=" 1 .0 " encoding="UTF−8"?>
<dwh xmlns=" ht tp : // d iu f . u n i f r . ch/ i s /fdwh" xmlns :x s i=" ht tp : //www
.w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema−i n s t ance " xs i : s chemaLocat ion=" ht tp : //
d iu f . u n i f r . ch/ i s /fdwh␣ f i l e : /Users / f a s e l dan /Documents/Uni/ IS
%20Group/0−Doktorat /xml/cube . xsd">
<cube>
<f a c t>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>f a c t</ tab l e>
<key>f_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<measure>
<column>
<column>revenue</column>
</column>
<aggregator>SUM</ aggregator>
</measure>
<measure>
<column>
<column>user_rat ing</column>
<d i sp l ay>User Rating</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<aggregator>AVG</ aggregator>
</measure>
</ f a c t>
<dimensions>
<dimension>
<name>Time</name>
<hie ra r chy>
<name>Time Month</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<j o i n>
<r e l a t i o n>
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<tab l e>day</ tab l e>
<key>fk_m</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<j o i n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>month</ tab l e>
<key>fk_y</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>year</ tab l e>
<key>y_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ j o i n>
<key>m_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ j o i n>
<key>d_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<key>fk_d</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<l e v e l>
<name>day</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>day</ tab l e>
<key>d_id</key>
<column>
<column>weekday</column>
<d i sp l ay>Week Day</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
<l e v e l>
<name>month</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>month</ tab l e>
<key>m_id</key>
<column>
<column>monthname</column>
<d i sp l ay>Month</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
<l e v e l>
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<name>year</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>year</ tab l e>
<key>y_id</key>
<column>
<column>year</column>
<d i sp l ay>Year</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
</ h i e ra r chy>
<hie ra r chy>
<name>Time Week</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<j o i n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>day</ tab l e>
<key>fk_w</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<j o i n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>week</ tab l e>
<key>fk_y</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>year</ tab l e>
<key>y_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ j o i n>
<key>w_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ j o i n>
<key>d_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<key>fk_d</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<l e v e l>
<name>day</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>day</ tab l e>
<key>d_id</key>
<column>
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<column>weekday</column>
<d i sp l ay>Week Day</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
<l e v e l>
<name>week</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>week</ tab l e>
<key>w_id</key>
<column>
<column>week</column>
<d i sp l ay>Week Number</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
<l e v e l>
<name>year</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>year</ tab l e>
<key>y_id</key>
<column>
<column>year</column>
<d i sp l ay>Year</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
</ h i e ra r chy>
</dimension>
<dimension>
<name>Movie</name>
<hie ra r chy>
<name>Movie Category</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<j o i n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>movie</ tab l e>
<key>m_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<j o i n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>mov_cat_bridge</ tab l e>
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<key>c_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>category</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ j o i n>
<key>m_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ j o i n>
<key>m_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<key>fk_m</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<l e v e l>
<name>movie</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>movie</ tab l e>
<key>m_id</key>
<column>
<column>name</column>
<d i sp l ay>Name</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>overview</column>
<d i sp l ay>Overview</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>d i r e c t o r</column>
<d i sp l ay>Di r e c to r</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>ac to r s</column>
<d i sp l ay>Actors</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>re l ease_date</column>
<d i sp l ay>Released</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>runtime</column>
<d i sp l ay>Runtime</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
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</ l e v e l>
<l e v e l>
<name>category</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>category</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
<column>
<column>category</column>
<d i sp l ay>Category</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<br idge>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>mov_cat_bridge</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<weight>weight</weight>
<f a c t o r>PROD</ f a c t o r>
</ br idge>
</ l e v e l>
</ h i e ra r chy>
<hie ra r chy>
<name>Movie Producer</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<j o i n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>movie</ tab l e>
<key>m_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<j o i n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>mov_prod_bridge</ tab l e>
<key>p_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>producer</ tab l e>
<key>p_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ j o i n>
<key>m_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ j o i n>
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<key>m_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<key>fk_m</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<l e v e l>
<name>movie</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>movie</ tab l e>
<key>m_id</key>
<column>
<column>name</column>
<d i sp l ay>Name</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>overview</column>
<d i sp l ay>Overview</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>d i r e c t o r</column>
<d i sp l ay>Di r e c to r</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>ac to r s</column>
<d i sp l ay>Actors</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>re l ease_date</column>
<d i sp l ay>Released</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>runtime</column>
<d i sp l ay>Runtime</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
<l e v e l>
<name>Producer</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>producer</ tab l e>
<key>p_id</key>
<column>
<column>stud io</column>
<d i sp l ay>Producer Studio</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
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</ r e l a t i o n>
<br idge>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>mov_prod_bridge</ tab l e>
<key>p_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<weight>weight</weight>
<f a c t o r>PROD</ f a c t o r>
</ br idge>
</ l e v e l>
</ h i e ra r chy>
</dimension>
<dimension>
<name>Type</name>
<hie ra r chy>
<name>Type</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>type</ tab l e>
<key>t_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<key>fk_t</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<l e v e l>
<name>Type</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>type</ tab l e>
<key>t_id</key>
<column>
<column>type</column>
<d i sp l ay>Type</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
</ h i e ra r chy>
</dimension>
<dimension>
<name>Customer</name>
<hie ra r chy>
<name>Customer</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>customer</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
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</ r e l a t i o n>
<key>fk_c</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<l e v e l>
<name>customer</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>customer</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
<column>
<column>name</column>
<d i sp l ay>Name</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>bday</column>
<d i sp l ay>Birth Day</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>address</column>
<d i sp l ay>Address</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
</ h i e ra r chy>
</dimension>
<dimension>
<name>Employee</name>
<hie ra r chy>
<name>Employee</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>employee</ tab l e>
<key>e_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<key>fk_e</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<l e v e l>
<name>Employee</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>employee</ tab l e>
<key>e_id</key>
<column>
<column>name</column>
<d i sp l ay>Name</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
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<column>
<column>bday</column>
<d i sp l ay>Birth Day</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
</ h i e ra r chy>
</dimension>
<dimension>
<name>Store</name>
<hie ra r chy>
<name>s t o r e</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<j o i n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>s t o r e</ tab l e>
<key>fk_c</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<j o i n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>c i t y</ tab l e>
<key>fk_r</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>reg i on</ tab l e>
<key>r_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ j o i n>
<key>c_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ j o i n>
<key>s_id</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<key>fk_s</key>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<l e v e l>
<name>Store</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>s t o r e</ tab l e>
<key>s_id</key>
<column>
<column>name</column>
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<d i sp l ay>Name</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
<column>
<column>su r f a c e</column>
<d i sp l ay>Sur face</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
<l e v e l>
<name>City</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>c i t y</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
<column>
<column>name</column>
<d i sp l ay>Name</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
<l e v e l>
<name>Region</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<tab l e>reg i on</ tab l e>
<key>r_id</key>
<column>
<column>reg i on</column>
<d i sp l ay>Region</ d i sp l ay>
</column>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ l e v e l>
</ h i e ra r chy>
</dimension>
</dimensions>
</cube>
</dwh>
Listing C.1: The XML Document of the Crisp Fuzzy Data Warehouse Elements
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D. The XML Document of the
Fuzzy Concepts
<?xml version=" 1 .0 " encoding="UTF−8"?>
<concepts xmlns=" ht tp : // d iu f . u n i f r . ch/ i s / f c " xmlns :x s i=" ht tp : //
www.w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema−i n s t ance " xs i : s chemaLocat ion="
ht tp : // d iu f . u n i f r . ch/ i s / f c ␣ f i l e : /Users / f a s e l dan /Documents/
Uni/ IS%20Group/0−Doktorat /xml/ fuzzy . xsd">
<fconcept>
<name>Store Sur face</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>s t o r e</ tab l e>
<key>s_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<column>su r f a c e</column>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_storesur f</fmt>
<f c t>f c t_ s t o r e s u r f</ f c t>
<memfunc>f c_s t o r e s u r f ( )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>s t o r e</ tab l e>
<name>f c_s t o r e su r f_ t r i g g e r</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<aggregat i on>
<propagat ion>
<fconcept>
<name>City Store Sur face</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>c i t y</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t c_id as id , sum( su r f a c e ) as ta
from fdwh . s t o r e j o i n fdwh . c i t y on s t o r e . fk_c
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= c i t y . c_id group by c_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_storesur f_c i ty</fmt>
<f c t>f c t_ s t o r e s u r f</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_storesur f_prop ( ’ c i t y ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>s t o r e</ tab l e>
<name>fc_s to r e su r f_c i t y_t r i g g e r</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Region s t o r e s u r f a c e</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>reg i on</ tab l e>
<key>r_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t r_id , sum( su r f a c e ) as ta from
fdwh . s t o r e j o i n fdwh . c i t y on s t o r e . fk_c =
c i t y . c_id j o i n fdwh . r eg i on on c i t y . fk_r =
reg i on . r_id group by r_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_storesur f_reg ion</fmt>
<f c t>f c t_ s t o r e s u r f</ f c t>
<memfunc>fct_storesur f_prop ( ’ r eg i on ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>s t o r e</ tab l e>
<name>fc_s to r e su r f_reg i on_t r i gge r</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
</propagat ion>
</ aggregat i on>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Customer Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>customer</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
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<query>s e l e c t c_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta from
fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . customer on f a c t . fk_c =
customer . c_id group by c_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_custrev</fmt>
<f c t>fc t_cus t r ev</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_custrev ( )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>f a c t</ tab l e>
<name>fc_cus t r ev_tr i gge r</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Customer Age</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>customer</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t c_id as id , ex t r a c t ( years from age ( bday
) ) as ta from fdwh . customer</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_custage</fmt>
<f c t>fct_custage</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_custage ( )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>customer</ tab l e>
<name>fc_custage_tr igger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Employee Age</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>employee</ tab l e>
<key>e_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t e_id as id , ex t r a c t ( years from age ( bday
) ) as ta from fdwh . employee</query>
</ ta rg e t>
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</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_emplage</fmt>
<f c t>fct_emplage</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_emplage ( )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>employee</ tab l e>
<name>fc_emplage_trigger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>User Rating</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>f a c t</ tab l e>
<key>f_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<column>user_rat ing</column>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_rating</fmt>
<f c t>fc t_ra t ing</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_rat ing ( )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>f a c t</ tab l e>
<name>fc_rat ing_tr i gge r</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<aggregat i on>
<aggregator>AVG</ aggregator>
</ aggregat i on>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Movie Genre</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>movie</ tab l e>
<key>m_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<column>m_id</column>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_movcat</fmt>
<f c t>fct_movcat</ f c t>
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<memfunc/>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e />
<name/>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<aggregat i on>
<aggregator>AVG</ aggregator>
</ aggregat i on>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>f a c t</ tab l e>
<key>f_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<column>revenue</column>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_tr igger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
<aggregat i on>
<propagat ion>
<fconcept>
<name>Movie Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>movie</ tab l e>
<key>m_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t m_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . movie on f a c t . fk_m
= movie .m_id group by m_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_movie</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
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<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’movie ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_movie_trigger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Category Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>category</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t category . c_id as id , sum( revenue )
as ta from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . movie on
f a c t . fk_m = movie .m_id j o i n fdwh .
mov_cat_bridge on movie .m_id =
mov_cat_bridge .m_id j o i n fdwh . category on
mov_cat_bridge . c_id = category . c_id group by
category . c_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_category</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’ category ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_category_tr igger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Producer Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>producer</ tab l e>
<key>p_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>
SELECT producer . p_id AS id , SUM( revenue ) AS ta FROM
fdwh . f a c t INNER JOIN fdwh . movie ON fdwh . f a c t . fk_m
=fdwh . movie .m_id
INNER JOIN fdwh . mov_cat_bridge ON fdwh . movie .m_id=
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fdwh . mov_cat_bridge .m_id
INNER JOIN fdwh . mov_prod_bridge ON fdwh . movie .m_id=
fdwh . mov_prod_bridge .m_id
INNER JOIN fdwh . producer ON fdwh . mov_prod_bridge .
p_id=fdwh . producer . p_id
GROUP BY producer . p_id
</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_producer</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’ producer ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_producer_tr igger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Employee Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>employee</ tab l e>
<key>e_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t e_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . employee on f a c t .
fk_e = employee . e_id group by e_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_employee</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’ employee ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_employee_trigger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Type Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>type</ tab l e>
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<key>t_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t t_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . type on f a c t . fk_t =
type . t_id group by t_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_type</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’ type ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_type_trigger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Customer Revenue Propagated</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>customer</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t c_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . customer on f a c t .
fk_c = customer . c_id group by c_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_customer</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’ customer ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_customer_trigger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Store Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>s t o r e</ tab l e>
<key>s_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
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<query>s e l e c t s_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . s t o r e on f a c t . fk_s
= s t o r e . s_id group by s_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_store</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’ s t o r e ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_store_tr igger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>City Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>c i t y</ tab l e>
<key>c_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t c_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . s t o r e on f a c t . fk_s
= s t o r e . s_id j o i n fdwh . c i t y on s t o r e . fk_c =
c i t y . c_id group by c_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_city</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’ c i t y ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_city_tr igger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Region Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>reg i on</ tab l e>
<key>r_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t r_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
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from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . s t o r e on f a c t . fk_s
= s t o r e . s_id j o i n fdwh . c i t y on s t o r e . fk_c =
c i t y . c_id j o i n fdwh . r eg i on on c i t y . fk_r =
reg i on . r_id group by r_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_region</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’ r eg i on ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_reg ion_tr igger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Day Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>day</ tab l e>
<key>s_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t d_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . day on f a c t . fk_d =
day . d_id group by d_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_day</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’ day ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_day_trigger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Month Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>month</ tab l e>
<key>m_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t m_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
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from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . day on f a c t . fk_d =
day . d_id j o i n fdwh .month on day . fk_m = month
.m_id group by m_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_month</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’month ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_month_trigger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Week Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>week</ tab l e>
<key>w_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t w_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . day on f a c t . fk_d =
day . d_id j o i n fdwh . week on day . fk_w = week .
w_id group by w_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_week</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’week ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_week_trigger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
<fconcept>
<name>Year Revenue</name>
<r e l a t i o n>
<ta>
<tab l e>year</ tab l e>
<key>y_id</key>
<ta rg e t>
<query>s e l e c t y_id as id , sum( revenue ) as ta
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from fdwh . f a c t j o i n fdwh . day on f a c t . fk_m =
day . d_id j o i n fdwh .month on day . fk_m = month
.m_id j o i n fdwh . year on month . fk_y = year .
y_id group by y_id</query>
</ ta rg e t>
</ ta>
<fmt>fmt_revenue_year</fmt>
<f c t>fct_revenue</ f c t>
<memfunc>fc_revenue_prop ( ’ year ’ )</memfunc>
<t r i g g e r>
<tab l e>revenue</ tab l e>
<name>fc_revenue_year_trigger</name>
</ t r i g g e r>
</ r e l a t i o n>
</ fconcept>
</propagat ion>
<v o l a t i l e>
<ta>revenue</ ta>
<proc>fc_revenue_vo la t i l e</proc>
</ v o l a t i l e>
</ aggregat i on>
</ fconcept>
</ concepts>
Listing D.1: The XML Document of the Fuzzy Concepts
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